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THE QUEEN'S BENCH 
WINNIPEG CENTRE 

IN THE MATTER OF: The City of Winnipeg Charter Act, City 
of Winnipeg By-law 127 /2016 and 
Section 92 (2) of the Constitution Act 
1867 

BETWEEN: 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE 
(MANITOBA DIVISION) and MANITOBA 
HOME BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION INC., 

- and -

THE CITY OF WINNIPEG, 

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN HUGHES 

applicants, 

respondent. 

I, JOHN HUGHES, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, 

MAKE OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

QUALIFICATIONS 

1. I am a founding partner at Hemson Consulting Ltd. ("Bernson"), 

and a municipal finance expert. I am a Fellow of the Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors ("RICS") and was the Global 

President of the organization in 2018. RICS is a global 

professional body that sets and regulates international standards 

in the valuation, management and development of land, real 
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estate, construction and infrastructure. It accredits over 130,000 

qualified and trainee professionals. My curriculum vitae is 

attached as Exhibit "A". 

2. I have close to 50 years of professional experience in real-estate 

valuation, property taxation, municipal finance policy, municipal 

governance, and real estate feasibility studies. 

OVERVIEW 

3. In July 2016 I was retained by The City of Winnipeg ("Winnipeg" 

or the "City") to provide consulting service regarding 

mechanisms and regulatory fees for financing growth. This 

assignment (the "Assignment") involved an examination of 

Winnipeg's growth-related costs and revenues, the calculation of 

potential fees to be utilized in a revised growth financing 

framework, and the preparation of two reports and presentations. 

4. In the course of undertaking the Assignment: 

(a) I attended two in-person meetings in Winnipeg: a kick-off 

meeting on June 6, 2016 and a Council Education Session on 

September 1, 2016; 

(b) I led two stakeholder discussion sessions in Winnipeg on 

July 19, 2016 and August 18, 2016; and 
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(c) I directed the research and analysis that my firm undertook 

in order to prepare two reports: the Review of Municipal 

Growth Financing Mechanisms report (the "First Report"), 

which is attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "B", and 

the Determination of Regulatory Fees to Finance Growth: 

Technical Report (the "Second Report"), which is attached 

hereto as Exhibit "C", both dated August 31, 2016. 

S. In addition, senior staff at my firm had extensive meetings with 

City staff, including City Economist Tyler Markowsky, to 

determine appropriate amounts to be attributed to growth in 

respect of the costs of the projects listed in the Second Report. I 

have spoken with these staff members concerning these meetings. 

6. I have reviewed seven affidavits: 

(a) The Affidavit of Alan Borger, sworn February 27th, 2018 

(the "Borger Affidavit"); 

(b) The Affidavit of Eric Vogan, affirmed November 29th, 2017 

(the "First Vogan Affidavit"); 

(c) The Affidavit of Ken Braun, affirmed April 12th, 2018 (the 

"Braun Affidavit"); 

(d) The Affidavit of Michael Carruthers, sworn April 11th, 2018 

(the "Carruthers Affidavit"); 
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(e) The Affidavit of Tony Balaz, affirmed April 12th, 2018 (the 

"Balaz Affidavit"); 

(f) The Affidavit of Eric Vogan, affirmed December 1st, 2018 

(the "Second Vogan Affidavit"); and 

(g) The Affidavit of Mike Moore, sworn November 28th, 2017 

(the "Moore Affidavit") 

(collectively, the "Affidavits"). 

HEMSON'S BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE 

7. Hemson was established in 1983, has offices in Toronto and 

operates throughout Canada. Hemson provides public policy 

advice in the areas of municipal finance, development planning, 

demographic and economic forecasting, and real estate valuation. 

Hemson's staff includes finance professionals, planners, 

demographers, real estate specialists and economists. 

8. The following lists Hemson's specific areas of expertise regarding 

municipal finance: 

(a) Cost Recovery Fees and Charges; 

(b) Utility Rates; 

( c) Financial Incentives; 

(d) Fiscal Impact Analysis; 
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( e) Long Range Financial Plans; and 

(f) Asset Management Plans. 

9. Hemson has completed over 250 growth related infrastructure 

financing studies for a range of municipalities including many of 

the largest cities in Canada. The model used to calculate the 

regulatory fees for Winnipeg is extremely robust and has been 

subject to extensive judicial scrutiny. 

HEMSON'S ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF WINNIPEG'S IMPACT FEE 

10. The First Report examines growth financing mechanisms and 

contains three main sections: 

1. An overview of Winnipeg's then current context as it 

relates to growth and funding practices. In particular, it 

considers the extent to which new development (growth) 

funds the associated municipal infrastructure servicing 

requirements, and addresses the question: does growth pay 

for growth in Winnipeg? 

2. A review of the key guiding principles that underlie 

the question of who should pay for the costs that arise from 

growth and a summary of approaches used by Canadian 

municipalities to allocate the costs of growth among 

residents. 
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3. An examination of regulatory fees (also known as 

legislative charges) as a funding mechanism. The section 

also provides a comparison of how they are employed by 13 

Canadian municipalities to fund city"wide costs associated 

with development. 

11. Importantly, the purpose of the First Report was to provide 

information to Council regarding the financing of new 

infrastructure to meet the needs of growth; not to provide 

recommendations as to which particular approach the City should 

follow. 

12. The Second Report sets out the method, information and analysis 

that was used to calculate the amount of potential regulatory fees 

to pay for infrastructure needed to meet the service demands of 

growth anticipated to occur in Winnipeg up to 2041. 

13. In addition to the Introduction, the Second Report contains five 

main sections: 

(a) Section II identifies the growth"related costs for which the 

regulatory fees are proposed. It also briefly reviews the 

methodology that was used in the study. 
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(b) Section III presents a summary of the forecast of residential 

and non-residential development that was expected to 

occur within the City over three planning periods: from 

2017 to 2026, from 2017 to 2031, and a longer-term 

planning period from 2017 to 2041. 

(c) Section IV summarizes the development-related capital 

forecast that was developed by the City 

(d) Section V summarizes the calculation of applicable 

regulatory fees for each type of development based on the 

percentage of various expenditures that could be 

reasonably attributed to growth. 

(e) Section VI provides a discussion of implementation 

considerations and recommendations, including by-law 

administration. 

While the study framework, process and analysis was undertaken 

by Hemson, Hemson relied on City staff for population and 

employment forecasts, development-related capital project 

information, data concerning the City's infrastructure deficit and 

similar information. 
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RESPONSES TO ISSUES RAISED REGARDING THE MUNICIPAL 

GROWTH FINANCING MECHANISMS REPORT (THE FIRST REPORT) 

14. In response to paragraphs 56 to 61 of the Borger Affidavit, Section 

II of the First Report cited therein should be read as a whole and 

individual paragraphs should not be read in isolation. 

15. The purpose of Section II of the First Report, as stated on page 8 

thereof, was to describe "Winnipeg's current growth context 

including population and household growth trends and forecasts, 

relevant plans and policies and current development funding 

practices". Hemson's intent was to provide a factual, high-level 

synopsis of the City's approach to the provision and financing of 

municipal services with an emphasis on growth and 

infrastructure aspects, rather than argue for or against, or 

recommend, a particular approach. 

16. In further response to paragraph 58 of the Borger Affidavit, the 

First Report points out that there are three costs associated with 

growth: first round capital infrastructure costs, annual operating 

costs and costs of periodic infrastructure replacement. By "first 

round capital infrastructure costs", the First Report refers to all of 

the initial infrastructure costs required to accommodate new 

developments, including off-site infrastructure. 
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17. Section II, Part C.1 of the First Report refers to two meanings of 

the phrase "growth pays for growth;;. 

18. The first meaning (the "First Meaning") describes a broad 

municipal finance framework and practice under which; as 

growth occurs, sufficient revenues are raised through utility rates 

and municipal taxation to pay for the first round capital 

infrastructure costs, the annual operating costs and the costs of 

periodic infrastructure replacement without any impact on tax 

and utility rates. The second and narrower meaning (the 

"Second Meaning") of the term "growth pays for growth" 

referred to in Section II Part C.lof the First Report is the concept 

of new development paying for first round capital infrastructure 

attributable to growth. 

19. Prior to implementation of the Impact Fee, growth was not paying 

for the costs of first round capital infrastructure because fees or 

charges are not being imposed to defray the costs of off-site 

infrastructure necessitated by that growth. In other words, 

growth in Winnipeg was not paying for all the costs associated 

with growth under the second, narrower meaning of that phrase. 

20. In Winnipeg, prior to the implementation of the Impact Fee, as is 

shown of Page 6 and 7 of the First Report, capital budgets had not 

kept up with the growth needs of the city. The key point of 

Section II, Part C.1, of the First Report is that the City's current 
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financial framework, primarily using property tax and utility fee 

revenues, did not generate sufficient revenue to pay for the costs 

associated with growth. 

21. In order to remedy this situation, in the absence of a regulatory 

fee, property tax and utility rates would have to increase, which 

would affect all rate payers, not just those who benefit from new 

growth. In other words, growth is not paying for growth because 

of the City's financing structure and practices. The "infrastructure 

deficit" is a consequence of this, not the cause. 

22. In response to numerous statements in the Affidavits that point to 

various studies, including a 2005 Hemson Report, that conclude 

that individual developments are a net benefit to the City, and 

conclude that growth does in fact pay for growth, it is entirely 

possible that the costs directly or indirectly attributed to 

particular developments are lower than the revenue generated by 

that particular subdivision - so long as property tax revenues are 

included within that revenue. This is what is referred to in the 

statement in the 2005 Hemson report (quoted in the Second 

Vogan Affidavit at paragraph 46) which states: "We estimate that 

the costs of growth related infrastructure and the additional 

operating cost associated with projected growth could be more 

than covered by the additional assessment from new 

development". 
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23. The inclusion of property taxes from new developments to argue 

that individual developments more than pay for the infrastructure 

costs necessary to accommodate those developments is found in 

many of the Affidavits. In particular, the First Vogan Affidavit 

paragraph 127, and Second Vogan Affidavit paragraphs 81 and 85 

argue that the taxes paid by higher-value properties in new 

developments justify and pay for the costs incurred by the City in 

accommodating these developments. 

24. Including property taxes paid by properties within the calculation 

of the costs and benefits of new development may be a valid 

policy choice or political strategy. However, several things need 

to be recognized. 

25. Including revenue from property taxes in determining whether 

new development is beneficial ignores or discounts the fact that 

there are innumerable costs associated with a functioning city 

that cannot be reasonably connected to a particular subdivision or 

neighbourhood. In general, cities in Canada have chosen to have 

these city-wide costs paid by property taxes imposed on the basis 

of the value of the property - and this is generally accepted as 

reasonable and fair. In addition, municipal policy-makers in 

Canada have overwhelmingly concluded that numerous capital 

projects and operating expenses should be paid for out of 

property tax revenue generally rather than recovering the costs 

through fees. This policy choice can be justified on the rationale 
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that it better apportions some costs on the basis of an ability to 

pay. To the extent that property taxes paid by all property 

owners in a city are expected to contribute to the common good, it 

is not possible to consider each neighbourhood or subdivision as 

if it were a separate municipal entity, unconnected to the rest of 

the city. 

26. In addition, it is noteworthy that almost all other cities in Canada 

have imposed regulatory fees of some sort on new development -

whether these are called development cost charges, impact fees, 

growth fees, or some other name. In doing so, they have drawn 

the conclusion that it is reasonable that at least some of the 

infrastructure costs associated with new development should not 

be paid by city taxpayers generally but should be borne by 

developers, builders and ultimately residents and businesses who 

directly benefit from the new development. 

27. In further response to paragraph 58 of the Borger Affidavit, it is true 

that some cities experience infrastructure deficits even though they 

have regulatory fees in place. There are a number of possible 

reasons for this, including regulatory fees that are not set at an 

amount to fully recover the costs associated with growth. In other 

instances, such deficits represent overdue replacements of existing 

infrastructure rather than new infrastructure needed to service 

growth. 
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28. In further response to paragraph 58 of the Borger Affidavit, 

Hemson relied on information from City staff regarding capital 

project details in order to assess the City's need for new 

infrastructure. The First Report acknowledges that some 

infrastructure is being built, but that overall it is not keeping up 

with growth needs. 

29. In further response to paragraph 58 of the Borger Affidavit, 

paragraph 129 of the First Vogan Affidavit and paragraph 10 of 

the Carruthers Affidavit, while the scope of the Assignment 

included a review of cost benefit studies conducted by the City, it 

did not include the review or evaluation of third party studies 

completed in respect of any specific areas or developments. This 

is because the purpose of the Assignment was to examine the 

costs associated with growth to the City as a whole, and not to 

look at any specific development in isolation. For this reason, not 

including or evaluating third party studies completed in respect of 

any specific development does not affect the conclusions of the 

Reports. 

30. In response to paragraph 62 of the Borger Affidavit, Appendix A of 

the First Report contains a comparison of growth financing 

mechanisms for 11 municipalities across Canada and 3 

municipalities in Manitoba. While all municipalities tend to have 

some unique features in their funding mechanisms, overall the 

similarities are far greater than the differences. The structural 
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characteristics in Winnipeg of growth, urban form and municipal 

services are similar to other Canadian cities where regulatory fees 

are being used to pay the costs associated with growth, which 

justifies comparing Winnipeg to these other cities. 

RESPONSES TO ISSUES RAISED REGARDING THE DETERMINATION 

OF REGULA TORY FEES TO FINANCE GROWTH: TECHNICAL REPORT 

(THE SECOND REPORT) 

31. In response to paragraphs 65 to 69 of the Borger Affidavit and 53 

to 57 of the First Vogan Affidavit, the Second Report describes 

calculations which would be used to determine the amount of 

regulatory fees if the City were to introduce regulatory fees on 

growth as part of its municipal financing framework. 

32. At its most basic, the process of attributing a portion of the cost of 

an infrastructure project to growth, as described in the Second 

Report, involves the following steps: 

(a) Identify the gross estimated or known costs of a project; 

(b) Deduct estimated or known contributions from other 

governments or private sector (through development 

agreements or otherwise); 

(c) Deduct the portion of the remaining project costs that are 
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ineligible as replacement cost of existing infrastructure; and 

(d) Deduct the portion of the remaining project costs that 

benefits existing (prior) growth; 

The result is the portion of the project that can reasonably be 

attributed to growth in general terms. 

33. Although it is simple in theory, this process is complicated in 

practice in part because attributions of infrastructure costs to 

growth need to take into account time frames during which 

growth will occur, the types of development expected and 

expected rates of usage of different types of development. Senior 

staff from my firm worked with City staff in applying this 

approach/model to determine the percentage of the costs of all 

the projects listed in the Second Report that could reasonably be 

attributed to new development (i.e. growth). 

34. The projects set out in the Second Report involved nine City 

service areas. Regulatory fees were calculated on a per square 

metre basis for five categories of development: residential, office, 

institutional, commercial/retail and industrial. City staff also 

provided estimates of anticipated Federal and Provincial grants 

that would reduce the amounts to be paid for by new 

development as well as information concerning the extent to 

which the project costs had been or would be paid by developers 

through development agreements or otherwise. 
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35. A forecast of population, employment and development 

anticipated up to 2041 was used in the calculations to apply this 

model. A forecast of development-related capital projects was 

also established from information provided by City staff. These 

projects were grouped into three benefitting periods, 10, 15 and 

25 years, to reflect the amount of development each project could 

service. 

36. The approach employed by both City staff and the senior staff 

from my firm uses the same kind of data and principles used in 

jurisdictions such as British Columbia, Alberta and Ontario. This 

includes factors such as the relative proximity of infrastructure 

projects to areas of new or anticipated growth, the type of new 

development and its expected use of the new infrastructure 

project. 

37. I note that in the documents attached to the First Vogan Affidavit 

as examples of superior legislative models for determining the 

attribution of infrastructure to new developments themselves use 

terms like "suggestions" and "rules of thumb". There is no single 

formula that can be used to precisely attribute percentages of the 

costs of projects to growth but there are principles and guidelines 

that are widely used in Canada. These principles and guidelines 

were used by Hemson senior staff and City staff in attributing 

project costs to growth. 
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38. The forecasts used in the Second Report are projections and can 

be mistaken. As noted at page 651 of the Development Cost 

Charge Best Practice Guide for British Columbia attached as 

Exhibit "O" of the First Vogan Affidavit, "It is acknowledged that 

the allocation of benefit may be difficult to quantify, especially if 

projects are being proposed for construction in ten or twenty 

years." It is for this reason that the Second Report recommends 

that forecasts should be re-examined and revised as necessary 

every 3 to 5 years. 

39. Having spoken with my senior staff, I am confident that senior 

staff from my firm, in conducting this work, followed the approach 

that my firm has developed that is consistent with practices 

followed in municipalities across Canada and has withstood legal 

challenges elsewhere. 

40. In response to paragraphs 66 to 68 of the Borger Affidavit, if the 

forecasts which Hemson's analysis relied on prove to be 

unrealistically high, this will not in fact result in new development 

paying "more than their fair share of the costs associated with 

new development or growth". If growth is not as strong as 

anticipated, the size and number of the infrastructure projects 

needed to accommodate growth will also be lower. This will 

reduce the costs associated with growth. However, even if the 

size and number of infrastructure projects is not reduced 
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sufficiently, this will not change the amount of the Impact Fee 

imposed on a particular building. Unless the fee value changes, a 

slower rate of growth will also reduce the total amount of Impact 

Fees collected because fewer buildings will be constructed. As a 

result, the proportionate share of these projects that is paid by 

revenue from Impact Fees will remain the same. Moreover, as 

noted earlier, in acknowledgement of the uncertainty in long-run 

forecasting of both population and capital projects, including their 

costs, these are commonly revisited and adjusted every 3 to 5 

years. 

41. In response to paragraphs 70 to 77 of the Borger Affidavit, 

paragraph 68 of the First Vogan Affidavit and paragraph 54 of the 

Second Vogan Affidavit, it is appropriate to include in the 

calculation of the proposed amount of the Impact Fee a 

percentage of existing infrastructure projects, if these projects 

have unused capacity that is available to be used by new 

development. It is also appropriate to include in that calculation 

projects that extend beyond the City limits so long as the amount 

attributed to growth is based on the City's share of the costs of the 

project and the attribution has been made fairly according to the 

model described elsewhere in my affidavit. 

42. In response to paragraph 72 to 74 and 78 and other references in 

the Borger Affidavit, as well as paragraph 61 and other references 

in the Moore Affidavit, the regulatory fees proposed in the Second 
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Report are calculated and intended to be applied on a city-wide 

basis and not in respect of particular projects or services 

benefitting specific developments. This is an approach commonly 

adopted by municipalities across Canada. 

43. In response to paragraphs 75 to 77 of the Borger Affidavit and 

paragraph 86 of the First Vogan Affidavit, the rationale for 

including sewer and water projects in the calculation of a 

regulatory fee is that, while a proportion of the benefits from such 

projects accrue to existing development, new development will 

also derive benefit and therefore should contribute to the cost. 

44. In reply to the First Vogan Affidavit, paragraphs 80 - 87, which 

points out that a Hemson report for Saskatoon in 2015 

commented that Winnipeg could not impose regulatory fees, 

I am not a lawyer, and this was not a legal opinion. 

45. I make this affidavit bona ftde. 

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME 
at the City of Toronto 
this il: day of March, 2019 

) 
) 
) 
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I INTRODUCTION 

For many years the City of Winnipeg experienced relatively modest rates of growth 

and was able to absorb the added demands placed on infrastructure and annual 

operations without the need co change the way in which it funded and financed the 

additional needs. In the last ten years, the City has been experiencing a period of 

increasing growth placing greater pressure on the City's infrastructure and resources. 

With growth expected to continue, the funding of new infrastructure for expanded 

City services will be a significant challenge. Recognizing this challenge, the City is in 

the process of examining the costs and revenues associated with growth as well as the 

potential to introduce new funding mechanisms. To assist the City in this process 

Hemson was retained to undertake a review of funding and financing principles and 

practices and to calculate what level of charges would be required in order to pay for 

off-site infrastructure that would be needed to met the service demands of growth 

anticipated to occur up to 2041. 

This report provides an overview of the City's current context and practices related co 

development-related funding, as well as a review of key financing mechanisms 

employed by municipalities across Canada to fund the initial emplacement of 

development-related costs, and which could be employed to fund the costs of growth 

in Winnipeg. 

The report is organized as follows: 

Section 11 provides an overview of the City's current context as it relates to growth 

and funding practices. In particular, it considers the extent to which new 

development-growth funds the associated municipal servicing requirements - does 

growth pay for growth in Winnipeg. 

Section III explores some of the key principles that underlie the question of who 

should pay for growth. le also examines a variety of development-related capital 

funding mechanisms that are available to Canadian municipalities. 

Section IV presents a closer examination of legislative charges as a funding 

mechanism, with a comparison of how this mechanism is employed by 13 Canadian 

municipalities to fund the City-wide costs associated with development. A detailed 

summary of this review is provided in Appendix A. 

HEMSON 
Original Court Copy 
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Section V concludes the report with a summary of lessons learned, implications for 

Winnipeg. 

A second report addresses the calculation of charges required to pay for off-site 

infrastructure to meet future growth needs. 
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II WINNIPEG'S CURRENT CONTEXT 

This section describes Winnipeg's current growth context including population and 

household growth trends and forecasts, relevant plans and policies, and current 

development funding practices. 

A. WINNIPEG HAS EXPERIENCED SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN RECENT YEARS 

In recent years, the City of Winnipeg has experienced increasing rates of growth. 

Annual population growth rates have increased from an average of approximately 0.9 

per cent between 2006 and 2011 to approximately 1.4 per cent between 2011 and 

2016. As demonstrated by Figure l, population growth is expected to remain relatively 

strong over the coming decades: the City's Census population of 711,500 in 2016 is 

anticipated to increase to approximately 910,000 in 2041, representing a total increase 

of 28 per cent. 
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Figure Z illustrates how the City's recent growth trends have been reflected in housing 

development. While annual household growth averaged approximately 0.6 per cent 

during the mid 2000s, annual growth rates have reached 1.1 per cent in recent years. 
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In 2016, there was a total of 283,900 occupied households in Winnipeg; this number 

is expected to grow to 382,200 by 2041, representing a total increase of 35 per cent. 

Figure 2 
Historical and Forecast Number of Households 
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Winnipeg's planning policy framework recognizes the need to plan for this growth 

while supporting sustainability anJ economic development. OurWinnipe;:, the City's 

long~range development plan, is framed by overarching directions that include 

creating complete communities that are rich in amenities; supporting sustainable 

transportation with high quality transit, pedestrian, and cycling infrastructure; and 

protecting the natural environment with sustainable water, wastewater, stormwacer 

management, and solid waste management systems and infrastructure. 

Implementation of these directions will require significant future capital and operating 

investment. 

B. HOW WINNIPEG PAYS FOR DEVELOPMENT-RELATED SERVICING TODAY 

Historically Winnipeg has largely relied on property taxes and utility rates together 

with Federal and Provincial grants to pay for new infrastructure required to service 

growth. Additional operating coses and the costs of infrastructure repair and 

replacement are also paid for with property taxes and utility rates supplemented by fees 

and charges. l lowever, for a number of years, property tax rates have been constrained 

and investment in both new and replacement infrastructure has been limited. As a 
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result, service levels have declined and the average condition of the City's 

infrastructure has deteriorated. 

Recencly with the significant increase in development activity, the added demands on 

the City's existing infrastructure have risen leading to further reductions in service 

levels. As new development is projected to continue at robust levels for an extended 

period there is a pressing need to invest in new infrastructure to prevent further 

declines in service levels. Specifically, new and expanded City-wide capital 

infrastructure, including water, wastewater, stonnwater and transportation 

infrastructure as well as protection and recreational facilities and further capital 

investment will be required over the coming decades. 

When a new development is undertaken, the developer is responsible for the 

construction of the infrastructure within the development. This includes water 

distribution, wastewater collection, roads, sidewalks, street lights etc. In addition, 

through provisions of the development agreement funds must be provided by the 

developer co pay for boundary roads and intersections. As well, the City charges Trunk 

Service Rates, which pay for the costs of local land drainage trunk facilities across 

benefitting properties. Collectively, the infrastructure through these mechanisms is 

limited co services direccly serving the development. 

Because the development-related capital funding mechanisms are largely limited to 

local services, the City has to fund the majority of City-wide infrastructure costs 

through property taxes and utility rates. Since the late 1990's, because the increase in 

the City's property tax rate has been far below the rate of inflation, the City's tax 

revenues have in effect been declining. Pardy as consequence of this and as shown in 

Figure 3, the City of Winnipeg's average annual per capita infrastructure spending is 

equal to roughly one-third of the average across eight major Canadian cities. 
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Figure 3 
Comparison of Annual Capital Spending Across Eight Canadian Municipalities 
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Furthermore, in contrast to Winnipeg, other municipalities in Manitoba, and many 

cities in other provinces, require developers to fully or partly fund the initial or first; 

round of required off;site or city,wide infrastructure for a broad range of services. This 

frees up property taxes to fund annual operating costs and long,term capital 

replacement requirements. Further details regarding capital funding mechanisms are 

provided within Section Ill and Appendix A. 

In summary, given the City's current capital funding structure and as a result of the 

constrained flow of property tax revenues, the City has been unable to fully meet its 

capital funding needs. Consequencly, Winnipeg is experiencing a deterioration in its 

existing infrastructure and a growing City,wide infrastructure deficit. This 

infrastructure deficit was last estimated at $3.5 billion in 2009, and is expected to reach 
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$7.4 billion by 2018. Of this, $3.6 billion is related co the need for new development

related infrastructure.1 

C. FUNDING IMPLICATIONS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT FOR MUNICIPAL 
SERVICES 

As has been noted previously, the City of Winnipeg stands out compared co 

municipalities both in Manitoba and in other provinces in terms of the way in which 

it pays for the municipal infrastructure requirements of new development. To a greater 

or lesser degree most municipalities in Canada, especially large cities, require new 

development to make up-front payments (in the form of fees and charges) to cover the 

capital costs of the infrastructure chat is needed in order co provide municipal services. 

In contrast, with the exception of some boundary road related costs and land drainage 

facilities, individual developments in Winnipeg do not contribute directly co the 

capital cost of off-site infrastructure. Such infrastructure is very extensive and includes: 

• Roads, bridges and tunnels 
• Water and Wastewater plants and distribution and collection systems 
• Waste collection facilities 
• EMS (Police, Fire and Ambulance) facilities and fleet 
• Transit equipment 
• Community Facilities 
• Libraries including collection 
• Central Services including IT requirements 

Net of any grants, the City receives the capital cost of infrastructure related to these 

services are paid for through property taxes or in the case of water and wastewater and 

waste through utility rates. 

To understand the implications of Winnipeg's funding structure and to address the 

extent to which 'growth pays for growth', it is important to first consider what the term 

means. 

1 Cirr of Winnipeg Community Trends .md Performance Report, 2016 
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1. What Docs "Growth Pays for Growth" Mean? 

The term "growth pays for growth" has a number of possible meanings in the context 
of municipal finance. At its broadest it means that over time as a community develops 
it is able to provide municipal services on a sustainable basis without the need to 
increase races and taxes because of growth. In this context, growth can be considered 
as adding to the financial demands on the City in three ways: 

• Costs of 'firsHound' capital infrastructure 

• Annual operating costs 

• Costs of periodic infrastructure replacement 

In Winnipeg property taxes and utility races largely fund all three elements. In practice 
given the City's constrained revenues, especially from property taxes, 'first-round' 
infrastructure has not been added at the level required to maintain service levels given 
the amount nf growth that has occurred. Nor has it has not kept pace with 
replacement needs of the existing infrastructure. For this reason, irrespective of the 
revenue contribution made by growth, the "growth pays for growth" test is not being 
met since the required amount of new infrastructure is not being provided. 

The other narrower meaning of the term "growth pays for growth" commonly refers to 
the concept that new development pays directly for 'first-round' infrastructure through 
fees or charges. This is the approach used widely across Canada but only to very 
limited extent in Winnipeg. Instead infrastructure required for new development is 
funded by property taxes and utility rates. Since neither property taxes nor utility rates 
are determined according to the costs of providing services co individual properties, 
the cost of growth-related infrastructure is not paid by growth. Instead it is shared 
across the City with both new and existing properties contributing according to the 
funding structure. In the case of property taxes, properties of equal value whether new 
or existing pay the same amount of property taxes. For utility rate based services, 
charges are volumetric or on a per unit basis and are not differentiated between new 
and existing development very clearly. Therefore, while growth contributes to the cost 
nf first-round infrastructure it does not pay for it entirely or the same level as in most 
other cities. 

2. How Does New Development Affect City Costs? 

As noted above, as new development occurs it requires municipal services. Some 
service needs can be met without the immediate addition of new infrastructure. This 
does cause a service level decline as far as the infrastructure component is concerned 
but may not affect overall performance if the service can be maintained for example 
through additional staffing. In the long run however additional infrastructure is likely 
to be needed. For quite some time the City has minimized its investment in new 
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infrastructure especially for services that are funded through property taxes. By 
underinvesting in 'first-round' infrastructure the City has been able to keep property 
tax rates low. Had the City kept pace with the real demands created by growth, 
property tax rates would have to have been higher. 

In light of this underinvestment it is plain that the infrastructure requirements of 
growth are not being paid for fully by growth. Instead most of the impacts of growth 
are absorbed through service level reductions which affect all City residents and 
businesses. 

Where infrastructure has been added, the costs have mostly been paid for through 
taxes or rates. As for the City's increased operating costs arising from growth, these 
have been paid through taxes and utility rates. This is in keeping with practices across 
Canada. 

3. New Development Generates Additional Taxes and Rate Revenue 

As growth has occurred in Winnipeg additional revenues have been generated from 

three principle sources. 

• Property Taxes: Revenues from property taxes are a function of property values 
(per the "ad valorem" system). Under this funding system the share of the City's 
tax funded budget paid by an individual property is determined according to its 
value. The costs of servicing the same property are not considered and therefore 
there is no direct linkage between the taxes paid by a new property and the cost 
of providing services. This is contrary to what has sometimes been suggested. 
Revenues from new development are not "ring fenced" and thus available to pay 
for new infrastructure. 

New units tend to have assessed values that arc higher than average as they arc 
primarily because they tend to be larger and newer. But while the taxes paid by 
these units are higher, they are no greater than the taxes on other houses in the 
City of the same value. 

As such, like all properties in the City they contribute their fair share towards 
City costs. The point that under Winnipeg's current funding structure 'growth 
does not pay for growth' can be readily understood by considering the effect that 
would be felt if the City were to increase spending on first-round infrastructure to 
meet the needs of new growth. This would necessitate a higher tax rate which 
would increase taxes on all properties not just on new development. The 
additional spending would be paid for only in pare by growth. 

• Utility Rates: Revenues generated by new development are based on volumes in 
the case uf water and wascewater by unit for waste. New development therefore 
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pays the same amount as existing units. Rate funded growth-related infrastructure 
is payed for through the rates. As with items that have been funded through 
property taxes, these rates have to be higher than would be the case if growth
related projects were directly funded by new development 

• Fees and Charges: Fees and charges largely cover program operating costs. As 
such new development contributes proportionately in the same way as existing 
development. To the extent if any that new infrastructure is paid for through fees 
and charges a direct charge to new development would better address the 
objective of making growth pay for growth. 

In summary the funding system used is Winnipeg to pay for new infrastructure is largely 
based on property taxes and utility rates. Using this approach new development enjoys 
an advantage compared to many municipalities elsewhere. In short, in Winnipeg 
"growth does not pay for growth" in the way chat occurs in most other cities. Because 
new development does not pay much of the off-site cost of new infrastructure and 
because tax rates have been kept low, infrastructure investment has been severely 
constrained resulting in lowered service standards. 

D. PREVIOUS FINANCING GROWTH STUDY 

In 2005 in response to an accumulating infrastructure deficit and funding challenges, 

the City previously completed Financing lnfraHruccure Related to Land Dc,,c/opmcnt, 

a growth financing study. At the time of the study, Winnipeg was beginning to see 

steady population growth following an extended period of slow growth. The study 

provided the estimated infrastructure costs that would be associated with new 

development over a 15-year period. It assessed potential financing options and funding 

scenarios and their impact on property owners and developers. The study 

recommended that the City consider new growth funding mechanisms, such as 

development cost charges for new development. New funding mechanisms would be 

geared toward mitigating the reliance on property taxes for the funding of 

development-related coses, and thereby making more funds available for annual 

operations and the renewal of existing infrastructure. 

City Council chose not to adopt new growth funding mechanisms, and funding for 

development-related costs has therefore continued to rely primarily on property taxes 

and utility rates. However, since that time conditions have changed. Growth rates 

have accelerated along with long·term population and housing projections. The City 

has also introduced a range of plans and policies that call for new and sustainable forms 

of infrastructure, through OurWinnipeg, the Transportation Master Plan and the 
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Transit-Oriented Development Handbook, by way of example. It is in light of these 

changes, that the City is now re-examining potential options to fund development

related costs. 
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Ill KEY GROWTH FUNDING PRINCIPLES AND 
AVAILABLE MECHANISMS 

In considering how to fund development-related infrastructure, a number of key 

principles guide current practices in Canadian municipalities: 

Benefits Received: The henefits received principle states that those who benefit from 

the services in question should pay for them. This principle provides the underlying 

rationale for legislative charges. Direct and off-site infrastructure clearly confers direct 

benefits to the residents or businesses in developing or redeveloping areas. 

Economic Efficiency: This principle is concerned with the allocation of resources 

( taxes and user fees) required co produce or deliver the largest bundle of services that 

society desires. Theoretically, economic efficiency is achieved when the user fee or tax 

per unit of output (marginal benefit) equals the extra or marginal cost of the last unit 

consumed. 

Equity or Fairness: This principle is linked to the "benefits" principle in that those 

who require services should pay for them. The following three issues require attention 

when considering equity: 

• Service standards arc of critical importance. The initial round of 
developmenMelated capital infrastructure and facilities should be of roughly 
equal quality and quantity to that provided across the municipality. It would 
be inequitable for higher standards to be required in new areas than arc 
generally available in the existing community (recognizing however that new 
areas may be required to conform to higher health, environmental or other 
best practice standards than in the past). 

• Inter-generational equity should be considered. Inequity arises when one 
generation contributes to costs while another enjoys the benefits. 

• Equity or fairness does not necessarily imply that all development should pay 
an equal charge. Various classes or locations of development may require 
higher or lower initial capital costs for certain services. These differences can 
be considered in calculating charges, since to do otherwise would result in a 
cross•subsidization of one development by another. 
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Accountability or Transparency: Under this principle, the process for determining 

the amount of a fee, charge or tax should be clear and understandable by all 

stakeholders. There should also be certainty in the amount of fee, charge or tax and 

there should be a clear linkage between the source of funding and the expenditure. 

Ease of Administration: The need to provide funding mechanisms that can be applied 

with reasonable time and cost is addressed by this principle. Further, compliance on 

the pare of taxpayers or ratepayers should be relatively simple. 

Revenue Security or Reliability: Ensuring that revenues are sufficient to fund services 

on a reliable basis is critical. Ideally, the revenue should be stable and predictable so 

that it aligns with financial budgets and funding plans and avoids the risk associated 

with funding sometimes very sizable capital investments. 

Canadian municipalities use a range of approaches to funding the costs of growth. Each 

of these approaches affect how these costs are allocated among residents. The 

following presents an overview of some of these funding mechanisms and their 

performance against the key principles listed above. 

1. Legislative Charges for Development-Related Capital 

Most municipalities in Canada require developers co provide or pay for on-site 
infrastructure, and it is assumed that this will continue in the City of Winnipeg. In 
addition to these on-site costs, many municipalities impose charges co pay for off-site, 
development-related infrastructure. The terminology for these charges varies across 
provinces and municipalities (e.g. development charges, development levies, off-site 
levies, development cost charges, capital levies, infrastructure charges, impact fees). 
For the purposes of this report, these charges will be referred to broadly as legislative 
charges. 

While Winnipeg does not currently impose legislative charges, certain costs associated 
with boundary roads, intersections and drainage are recovered as a condition of 
subdivision approval. The current practice of many Canadian municipalities would 
be to include some of these items within legislative charge rates. 

Legislative charges are generally based on the benefits principle. In simple terms, 
increases in need for services necessitated by development are estimated and all or a 
portion of the net capital cost (gross cost less other contributions such as grants or 
subsidies) of providing the services are recovered through the levy paid by the 
benefiting development. The capital projects required to provide various services over 
specified time periods are generally set out in municipal capital budgets or in other 
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long,range financial plans. In addition to planned capital projects, legislative charges 
may also help to cover capital costs already incurred where the infrastructure serves 
growth over a long period, such as in the case of water treatment plants. 

There is a significant variation in the provincial legislation affecting legislative charges 
in terms of scope, and in how they arc calculated, collected and used by municipalities. 
For example, charges may be differentiated by land use and location of development, 
eligible capital costs to be considered in calculating the charge, and accounting 
consideralions. A detailed discussion and comparison of the treatment of legislalive 
charges across a number of Canadian municipalities is included within Section IV and 
Appendix A. 

2. Property Taxes and Utility Rates 

Property taxes and utility rates are the most significant revenue sources for most 
municipalities. As property taxes are calculated based on property values, they are 
primarily based on ability to pay; however, in a broad sense, property taxes may be 
viewed as being consistent with the benefits principle if one considers the societal 
benefits that are conferred by the delivery of municipal services. Nonetheless, property 
taxes can be problematic when taxpayers do not recognize a clear connection between 
che amount they pay and the benefits they receive. This can lead to frustration on 
behalf of taxpayers who feel that they pay for services that they do not benefit from, 
as well as to the inefficient use of services for which the costs of use are unclear. In 
contrast, utility rates chat are largely based on consumption reflect the benefits 
principle more directly. 

Municipalities have the authority to raise all sums required to provide the full range 
of municipal services through property taxes and user fees and charges (net of other 
government grants and subsidies). Therefore, all developmenMelated infrastructure 
and facility funding could be raised through these sources. However, a number of 
important considerations require attention: 

• Due co limited authority in certain provinces for che range of capital costs that 
can be funded through legislative charges, property taxes must be used by some 
municipalities to pay for some development,related costs (e.g. fire, police, and 
library buildings; vehicles and equipment; and transit services). Additionally, as 
legislative charge legislation is typically based on the benefits principle, the 
portions of developmenMelated capital costs that are deemed to be of benefit to 
the existing community, even for the services for which legislative charges are 
allowed, will require funding through property taxes or user charges. 

• If, instead of legislative charges, property tax and user fees are used to fund 
devclopment,related capital costs (e.g. water, wastewater, stormwater and roads), 
additional deht financing is often required. This is because these services generally 
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require "lump" capital investments and must be built early in the development 
process. 

• Finally, because municipalities are generally facing significant funding gaps 
related to rehabilitation/replacement of existing infrastructure and facilities, 
significant tax and user charge increases will be required to avoid further 
deterioration of the existing infrastructure. Adding development-related capital 
funding requirements to this existing need clearly exacerbates this situation. 

While the costs of development-related infrastructure and facilities can be funded 
through property taxes and utility rates, this approach runs counter to the principle 
that growth should pay for growth. It adds significant costs to the expenditure base 
that is paid for by existing ratepayers through tax and utility rates. 

3. Comprehensive Development Agreements 

As noted above, there are a variety of development-related capital facilities that are 
generally not covered by legislative charge legislation. In British Columbia, the 
introduction of s. 176 in the Lvcal Government Act provided local governments the 
authority co enter into agreements for the provision of local infrastructure. Under this 
authority, the City of Vancouver may enter into Comprehensive Development 
Agreements (CDAs) in which a developer or group of developers agree to provide 
amenities for the broader community charges (e.g. social housing, libraries, fire halls, 
and transit stations) in exchange for development approval. These amenities are over 
and above those paid for through legislative charges. CDAs are generally limited to 

large developments that have a significant impact on such facilities. They are 
negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 

The CDA approach helps to address the principle chat growth should pay for growth 
in a comprehensive manner, and can help to ensure that service levels for community 
amenities would not deteriorate in the face of growth or fall on the existing community 
through property taxes. However, CDAs are often confidential agreements between 
municipalities and proponents of development, and as a result can be viewed as against 
the principles of transparency and equity. 

4. Front-End Servicing and Financing Agreements 

In the late 1970s, the Regional Municipality of Halton, a rapidly growing municipality 
in the Grenter Toronto Area, would have exceeded provincially allowable debt limits 
to provide necessary development-related water and wastewater capital through the 
tax base for large development areas in the Town of Oakville. To address this situation, 
two seeps were taken. First, since this occurred prior to the adoption of Ontario's 
Development Char,:es Ace, development charges were established under the authority 
of the Ontario Pl1nning Act to provide a long-term funding source for this 
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infrastructure. Further, in order to completely avoid the debt financing associated with 
early provision requirements for water and sewage treatment plants as well as the 
extension of trunk water mains and wastewater infrastructure to the different 
development areas, the Region introduced front-end servicing and financing policies 
that required developers to provide and finance the infrastructure (with appropriate 
development charge credits given in recognition of the developer provision of the 
works). 

TI1e approach was later incorporated into development charge legislation to provide 
similar authority to municipalities across Ontario. Generally, front-end financing is 
limited to water, wastewater, stormwater, and road infrastructure costs. It is noted that 
an area specific legislative charge regime is most consistent with front-end financing 
approaches, particularly since flow-through of funds from subsequent benefitting 
owners is more closely aligned with the specific projects that have been front-ended. 

Under this approach, in addition to ensuring that growth pays for growth, the risks 
related to the pace of development arc shifted from the public to the private sector. 

5. Density Bonusing 

Density bonusing is an arrangement by which a municipality allows a developer co 
exceed densities set out in zoning bylaws in exchange for the provision of infrastructure 
or community facilities. This scenario is typically applied in redevelopment or infill 
situations and is intended to be mutually beneficial: the developer benefits from 
additional potential productivity of the land in question; the municipality benefits 
from higher tax revenues resulting from higher property assessment as well as 
amenities, which in the absence of the arrangement would lead to a deterioration in 
service levels. Density bonusing is generally used in larger cities such as Toronto and 
Vancouver. 

The potential revenue from density bonusing can be very high during construction 
booms when developers are willing to pay the bonus. However, in weaker real estate 
markets, density bonusing can act as a disincentive to development. 

6. Directed Tax Revenue 

Directed tax revenue approaches provide a funding source for redevelopment, 
infrastructure and other community improvement projects. Under these schemes, 
municipalities earmark incremental tax revenues derived from development in 
specified areas for the purpose of funding municipal capital improvements. Some 
examples of such approaches are described below. 

Community Revitalization Levies (CRLs) arc used in the Province of Alberta to 
overcome budgetary constraints prohibiting much needed revitalization. The 
incremental tax revenue is taken from private sector developments and used to provide 
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public infrastructure improvements to further enhance the designated area. Over time, 
these improvements can lead to enhanced land values for the private sector developer, 
and in tum, additional tax revenues for the municipalities once the CRLs are finished. 

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a public financing method that uses future 
incremental gains in taxes to either fund completely or to subsidize current 
improvements. As the completion of a public project often results in an increase in 
the property value of surrounding real estate, the incremental increase in tax revenue 
is earmarked for a period of time to support the public project. TIF arrangements have 
long been common in U.S. municipalities and are gaining popularity in Canada. The 
Province of Manitoba introduced the Community Revitalization and Tax Increment 
FinancingActin 2009, and Winnipeg has used TIF to help finance the development 
of its downtown Sports, Hospitality and Entertainment District. 

In Ontario, municipalities can adopt community improvement plans to facilitate the 
rehabilitation of a designated area through providing a range of financial incentives to 
landowners. Among the financial incentive options available is a Tax Increment 
Equivalent Grant program (TIEG) under which property tax incentives can be 
provided to owners for specified periods when approved projects are undertaken. TIEG 
amounts can be substantial, but are not without risk. If an initial estimated future tax 
increment is coo high, a municipality could be required to pay out a grant which has a 
value higher than the increment. 
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IV COMPARISON OF LEGISLATIVE CHARGES IN 
CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES 

This section provides a summary of how legislative charges are employed in a number 

of municipalities across Canada to fund the city,wide costs of growth. Municipalities 

reviewed include Halifax Regional Municipality, the Cities of Toronto, Ottawa, 

Hamilton, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver and Surrey, as well as 

three of Manitoba's Rural Municipalities: St. Clements, Tache, and East St. Paul. A 

more detailed comparison of these charges is included within Appendix A. 

A. PROVINCIAL LEGISLATION 

Legislative charges are imposed by municipalities in most provinces, including British 

Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and Nova Scotia. In most of 

these provinces, municipal or planning legislation provides the authority to impose 

legislative charges. Ontario has the most extensive legislation as the only jurisdiction 

with a separate De,,e/opmenr Charges Act. 

Provincial legislation varies in which capital costs are eligible for recovery through 

legislative charges. lr is typical for eligible costs co include primarily "hard services" 

such as water, wastewater, stormwater and road infrastructure. Alberta's Municipal 

Government Act allows off,site levies to be imposed only for these hard services. 

Municipalities in British Columbia and Saskatchewan are permitted to impose levies 

for park development and recreation facilities in addition to hard services. Only 

Ontario allows for the inclusion of a complete range of developmenc,related capital 

costs, with the exception of costs related to general administration buildings, cultural 

or entertainment facilities, tourism and convention centres, hospitals, waste 

management facilities and the acquisition of land for parks. 

The Mmitoba Plannint: Act permits municipalities to establish by,laws which set 

levies to compensate for capital costs incurred by the subdivision of land. This 

legislation allows for some flexibility in determining which municipal services would 

be impacted by subdivision approval, and therefore are eligible for recovery through a 

such a levy. 
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B. ELIGIBLE SERVICES 

Under the provincial legh;lation described above, the use of legislative charges is 

permissive and not mandatory; municipalities do not necessarily impose levies for all 

of the services that are allowed. For example, the City of Edmonton's Arterial 

Roadway Assessment represents the City's only mechanism for funding off-site capital 

costs: a uniform per-hectare charge is imposed across a defined catchment area to fund 

construction costs associated with arterial roads within that catchment area. 

Developers in Edmonton also pay charges for sewer and stormwater management, but 

only to cover the costs to serve the area of development or subdivision. 

Halifax Regional Municipality currencly collects infrastructure charges for stormwater, 

streets, and solid waste management costs only, although the Halifax Municipal 

Chartcrallows for recovery of water, wastcwater, transit and transportation, parks and 

recreation facilities, fire services, and libraries. However, the municipality is currently 

in the process of reviewing its existing infrastructure charges and is exploring 

opportunities to incorporate a wider range of capital costs. 

The Cities of Toronto, Hamilton, and Ottawa take advantage of Ontario's permissive 

development charges legislation. Costs are recovered through development charges 

for a wide range of capital projects, including transit; parkland development and 

recreational facilities; non-profit housing; social services; child care; and police, fire, 

and emergency services, among many others. 

It is noted that the City of Calgary has recently introduced a new Community Services 

Charge on greenfield development. These charges, which cover the costs of a range 

of facilities and transit vehicles, are not enabled as off-site levies under Alberta's 

Municipal Government Act, but resulted from extensive consultation with industry 

stakeholders. As a condition of the support of key development industry organizations, 

the City is currently undergoing a process of ongoing monitoring and consultation 

over the course of the first year of implementation. 

C. HOW CHARGES ARE APPLIED 

Each municipality faces unique circumstances which dictate whether an area-specific 

or city-wide charge is applied. For example, the City of Ottawa has a separate charge 

for development inside of the Greenbelt, outside of the Greenbelt, within serviced 

rural areas, and within rural areas that do not receive water and wastewater servicing. 
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A number of other municipalities rely primarily on a city,wide charge, but have 

calculated separate charges for defined areas with unique servicing needs: These 

include Halifax's "master planning areas", the Binbrook and Dundas/Waterdown areas 

in Hamilton, the Anniedale-Tynehead and West Clayton areas in Surrey, and the 

Village Districts of Lorrette and Landmark in the Rural Municipality of Tache. 

There is also variation across the municipalities reviewed in terms of whether charges 

are uniform or land use specific, and whether the charges apply lo lot size, building 

area, or unit type. The Cities of Regina and Edmonton, and the Rural Municipalities 

reviewed in Manitoba impose uniform charges across all land uses. Municipalities that 

impose uniform charges often calculate the charges on a per,hectare or per,lot basis. 

The majority of the remaining municipalities impose land use specific charges, and 

typically calculate the charges according to residential unit type or per square metre 

or foot of gross floor area. 

In the Rural Municipality of Tache, a two,tier rate system is applied within the Village 

Districts of Lorrette and Landmark. As is permitted within Manitobn's Planning Act, 

a charge is imposed for each new lot as a condition of subdivision approval. In the 

event that the lot is developed into multiple dwelling units, an additional charge is 

applied per residential equivalent unit. 

D. CALCULATION METHODOLOGIES 

Generally, legislative charges are calculated using an estimate of eligible capital costs 

over a certain forecast period and distributing these costs among development that is 

forecasted over the same time period. In calculating capital costs eligible for recovery 

through legislative charges, a desired level of service ( i.e. quantity and/or quality of 

service related to the provision of municipal infrastructure on a per capita basis) is 

considered. Ontario's development charge legislation generally requires that the level 

of service to be recovered through development charges be limited to the average level 

of service over the preceding 10 years. 

Municipalities in Ontario are additionally required to take into account a number of 

statutory deductions, such as benefit to existing development; rmy grants, subsidies, 

and other recoveries; and a 10 per cent discount for soft services (e.g. parkland 

development, libraries, recreational facilities). Many municipalities in other provinces 

undertake a comparatively simplified approach to calculating the charges. 
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E. RATE COMPARISON 

A comparison of legislative charge rates can be found in Appendix A. Rates are highly 

variable across the municipalities due to the services included in the charge and other 

unique circumstances and costs which may impact the cost of servicing new 

development. Note that in the case of residential charges, the rate per single detached 

dwelling unit is provided where applicable. Many of the municipalities that calculated 

charges per dwelling unit impose lower charges on alternative dwelling types such as 

townhouses, row houses, and apartment units. 

The majority of the municipalities reviewed adjust their rates on an annual basis 

according to publicly available, third party inflation data such as Statistics Canada's 

Construction Price Statistics. Some municipalities, including the Cities of Calgary and 

Surrey, have planned for higher annual increases as they arc in the process of phasing 

in new rates over a period of several years. In particular, the City of Calgary is in the 

process of introducing new off-site levies within its urban area with the goal of 

recovering 100 per cent of development-related water and wastewater infrastructure 

costs by 2018. As a result, significant rate increases are planned for 2017 and 2018. 

F. EXEMPTIONS AND DISCOUNTS 

Many municipalities use legislative charge exemptions and discounts co incentivize 

certain types of development, or to promote intensification in certain areas. 

Generally, lost revenue from non-statutory exemptions and discounts is covered 

through property taxes and utility rates. 

Examples of exemptions and discounts include the following: 

• In the City of Toronto, industrial uses are exempt from development charges; 

• In the Cities of Hamilton and Ottawa, exemptions or discounts are offered for 
development on contaminated or "brownfield" sites, and for intensification in 
downtown neighbourhoods or transit nodes; and 

• The City of Calgary has introduced the Density Incentive Program, which caps 
levy rates within the urban area that reach a density equivalent of 285 or more 
people and jobs per hectare. 

These exemptions and discounts can serve as effective mechanisms to support 

economic development, sustainability, and efficiencies in capital investment. 
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V CONCLUSION 

A wide range of financial mechanisms arc available to Canadian municipalities to help 

fund the costs associated with growth and development. Depending upon the 

provision of provincial legislation as well as each community's unique context, these 

mechanisms are used in a variety of ways. There is a clear opportunity to find an 

approach chat is tailored to Winnipeg through a close examination of nation,wide 

practices and the City's particular needs. 

Unlike many cities in Canada which use charges co pay for first,round infrastructure, 

including a large number Manitoba's municipalities, Winnipeg is reliant on property 

taxes and utility rates to fund these costs. This reliance has led to competing funding 

priorities and a growing infrastructure deficit. A particular issue that relates to the 

manner in which Winnipeg funds first,round infrastructure is whether "growth pays 

for growth". Currently it is self evident that growth does not pay for growth since 

significant amounts of required infrastructure are not being built. However, were the 

required infrastructure built, growth would only be paying a share of the cost. The 

City's tax rate would have to increase to account for the added cost and all ratepayers 

(not just new growth) would contribute. If the City were to have an infrastructure fee, 

the need for higher tax rates would be moderated by the amount such a fee would 

generate. 

Should the City choose to pursue the introduction of new growth funding 

mechanisms, it should consider lessons learned from its previous growth study as well 

as from the experiences of other municipalities. 

This report is intended to provide a background understanding of where Winnipeg sits 

in relation to the funding of growth related infrastructure. It also provides important 

context with other communities in M:mitoha and cities across Canada. A second 

report provides information regarding potential regulatory fees that could be applied 

given the City's future growth prospects, infrastructure requirements and conventional 

fee calculation methods. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPARISON OF GROWTH FINANCING MECHANISMS IN 

CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following summarizes the findings of the City of Winnipeg's 2016 Regulatory Fee 
Study. 

A. STUDY CALCULATES POTENTIAL REGULATORY FEES TO FUND 
DEVELOPMENT-RELATED COSTS 

• The City should consider levying regulatory fees to fund capital projects 
throughout Winnipeg so that new development pays for its capital requirements 
and so that new services required by development are provided in a fiscally 
responsible manner. 

• The study was prepared co calculate potential regulatory fees with reference to a 
forecast of the amount and type of residential and non-residential development 
anticipated in the City. 

• A review of capital projects has been completed, including an analysis of gross 
expenditures, funding sources and net expenditures incurred or to be incurred by 
the City co provide for the expected development, including the determination of 
the development and non-development-related component.s of the capital 
projects. 

• This report identifies the growth-related net capital costs attributable to 
development that is forecast to occur in the City of Winnipeg. These costs are 
apportioned to residential and non-residential development in a manner that 
reflects the increase in the need for each service. 

• All services with development-related costs are included in the analysis. These 
City services include Parks and Open Spaces, Community Services, Solid Waste, 
Public Works, Transit, Fire and Paramedic Services, Police, Water, and 
Wastewater. 

B. STUDY CONSISTENT WITH COMMON PRACTICES ACROSS CANADIAN 
MUNICIPALITIES 

• This study provides the rationale and basis for the calculated regulatory fee races. 
The methodology considers common practices as explored through the 
companion report entitled Review of Municipal Growrh Financing Mechanisms, 
dated August 31, 2016. 

REMSON 
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• A City-wide average cost approach is used to calculate regulatory fees for all 
eligible services. This approach results in uniform charges levied throughout the 
City. This approach may be reviewed in subsequent regulatory fee studies. 

• The calculated charges arc the maximum charges the City may adopt. Lower 
charges may he approved; however, this will require a reduction in the capital 
plan, or financing from other sources, likely property taxes and utility rates. 

C. DEVELOPMENT FORECAST 

• A forecast of the amount, type and location of residential and non-residential 
development anticipated in the City of Winnipeg to 2041 is included in this 
report. 

• A 10-year forecast, from 2017 to 2026 was used in the regulatory fees calculation 
for Parks and Open Spaces, Community Services, and Solid Waste services. A 15-
year forecast, from 2017 to 2031 was used for Public Works projects. A longer term 
forecast period, from 2017 ro 2041 was used for Transit, Fire and Paramedic 
Services, Police, Water, and Wastewater i;crvices. 

• The City is forecast to add approximately 42,300 occupied dwelling units in the 
10-year planning period from 2017 to 2026. The 15-year period to 2031 wi 11 see a 
total of 61,900 new dwelling units. The longer term planning period to 2041 will 
see an addition of 98,300 total dwelling units. 

• The development forecast for the 10-year planning period from 2017 to 2026 
estimates that the City's Census population will grow by approximately 86,400 
people, and by about 127,400 to 2031 and 198,500 to 2041. 

• Employment in Winnipeg is forecast to grow by approximately 53,300 employees 
over the next ten years, 75,500 to 2031 and 122,700 to 2041. Of this employment 
growth, 22.3 per cent is anticipated to be associated with Office growth, 21.9 per 
cent with Institutional growth, 21.4 per cent with Commercial/Retail growth, and 
34.5 per cent with Industrial growth. 

• This employment growth is projected to generate about 3.3 7 million square metres 
of new, non-residential building space between 2017 and 2026, 4.78 million 
square metres to 2031. and 7.76 million square metres to 2041. Of this non
residential building space, 9.5 per cent is anticipated to be associated with Major 
Office growth, 22.5 per cent with Institutional growth, 13.5 per cent with 
Commercial/Retail growth, and 54.5 per cent with Industrial growth. 

• The following is a summary of the projected development in the City: 

HEMSON 
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Planning Period P11nnlng Period P11nnln11 Period 

Gl'DWth Forecast 2016 2017• 2028 2017• 2031 2017•2041 
Ellllmate Total at Total al Total at 

Growth 
2028 

Growth 
2031 

Growth 
2041 

Rellldentlal 

Total Dwdllng1 283,850 42,278 326,128 61,904 346,75'1 98,328 382,178 

Total Pcpulltlan 
Census 711,49'4 86,35'1 797,848 127,378 838,871 1118,458 909,952 
Paputanon 111 Newov.entnos 107,7.fO 166, 1611 244,761 

Non•R11lden1lal 

Total Employment 398,951 53,324 452,275 75,489 474,440 122,724 521,875 
Mtf/otOllfee 88,818 11,871 100,6110 16,806 105,625 27,3Z2 116.141 
lnst/lullOllel 87,397 11,681 119,078 18,637 103,934 26,845 114,282 
CommeitJIIIIRelell 85,207 11,389 95,5118 16,123 101,330 26,2ft 111,418 
lndusrn.J 137,6211 18,382 156,lltt 26,023 163,551 42,3011 179,835 

Ncn·Resldentlal Bullcllng Space (aq.m.J 3,373,581 4,nS,863 7,764,241 

D. DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL FORECAST 

10-Vear Benefitting Period Services 

• City staff, in collaboration with Hemson Consulting, has compiled a 
development,related capital forecast setting out projects that are required to 

service anticipated development ln the City between 2017 and 2026. 

• The gross cost of the City's development~related capital forecast for these services 
amounts to $287.76 million and provides for a wide range of capital projects. Of 
the $287. 76 million, approximately $45.71 million has been identified as eligible 
for recovery through regulatory fees over the 2017-2026 planning period. 

• Details of the capital programs for each service are provided in Appendix B. 

15-Vear Benefitting Period Services 

• A development-related capital forecast has been compiled setting out projects 
that are required to service anticipated development in the City between 2017 
and 2031. 

• The gross cost of the City's development-related capital forecast for these services 
amounts to $3.47 billion and provides for a wide range of infrastructure 
expansions. Of the $3.47 billion, approximately $647.78 million has been 
identified as eligible for recovery through regulatory fees over the 2017-2031 
planning period. 
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• Details of the capital programs for each service arc provided in Appendix C. 

25-Year Benefitting Period Services 

• A development-related capital forecast has been prepared setting out projects that 
are required to service anticipated development in the City between 2017 and 
2041. 

• The gross cost of the City's development-related capital forecast for these services 
amounts to $4.37 billion. Of the $4.37 billion, approximately $738.50 million is 
to be recovered from regulatory fees over the 2017-2041 planning period. 

• Det;iils of the capital programs for each service are provided in Appendix C. 

E. CALCULATED REGULATORY FEES 

• A City-wide cost approach is used to calculate regulatory fees for all eligible 
services. Uniform residential and non-residential charges are levied throughout 
the City. 

• The fully calculated non-residential charges are recommended to vary by 
employment category, reflecting the difference in employment densities expected 
across the four categories and associated differences in demand placed on 
municipal services. 

Calculated Regulatory Fees 

Residential Office Charge lnstltutlonal 
Conmerclal/ Industrial 

Service Ch,rge Per Per Square Charg11 Per 
Relall Charge Charge Per 

Per Square 
Square Metre Metre Square Metre 

Metns 
square Metre 

PARKS AHO OPEN SPACES $1.79 $0.00 so.DO SO.OD SO.OD 

COMMUNnY SERVICES $6.07 SO.OD S0.00 $0.00 SO.OD 

SOUOWAS1E S0.53 $1.17 S0.48 S0.70 S0.32 

PU8LIC WORKS SS6.04 $126.06 SS2.36 $65.09 $34.04 

"TRANSIT $20.22 $44.53 S1B.6D S30.0B $12.02 

FIRE II. PARAMEDIC SERVICES S1.B5 $4.09 $1.70 $2.76 $1.10 

POLICE $2.09 $4.60 $1.91 $3.11 $1.24 

WA1ER $4.50 $9.92 $4.12 $6.70 $2.68 

WAS1EWATER $1B.36 S36.14 $15.01 $24.40 Sll.76 

TOTAL CHARGE $109.45 S226.S1 S94.08 $152.91 S61.16 
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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Winnipeg has been undergoing a period of increasing growth over recent 

years, placing pressure on the City's infrastructure and resources. With growth 
expected to continue, the funding of new infrastructure for expanded City services will 

continue to be a challenge. Recognizing this challenget the City has examined the 
coses and revenues associated with growth as well as the potential to introduce new 
funding mechanisms. More specifically, the City wishes to consider implementation 
of regulatory fees to fund development-related capital projects so that development 

may be serviced in a fiscally responsible manner. 

Many comparable municipalities across Canada impose regulatory fees to pay for off. 

site, development-related infrastructure. Typically, the charges are determined with 
reference to a forecast of the amount, type and location of development anticipated in 
the municipality; as well as a review of capital works in progress and anticipated future 

capital projects including an analysis of gross expenditures, funding sources, and net 

expenditures incurred or to be incurred by the municipality to provide for the expected 

development, including the determination of the development and non-development

related components of the capital projects. 

This study presents the results of the review to determine the net capital costs 
attributable to new development that is forecast to occur in the City of Winnipeg 

between 2017 and 2041. These development-related net capital costs are apportioned 
to residential and non-residential development in a manner that reflects the increase 

in the need for each service. 

This report serves as a companion document to the August 31, 2016 report entitled 

Review of Municipal Growth Financing Mechanisms, which explores Winnipeg's 

context with respect to the funding of development-related coses, and includes a 
detailed review of regulatory fees and similar mechanisms employed by municipalities 

across Canada to fund development-related costs. 

The remainder of this report sees out the information and analysis upon which the 

potential regulatory fees are based: 

Section II designates the services for which the regulatory fees are proposed. It 
also briefly reviews the methodology that has been used in the study. 
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Section III presents a summary of the forecast of residential and non-residential 
development expected to occur within che City over three planning periods: from 
2017 to 2026, from 2017 to 2031, and a longer-term planning period from 2017 
to 2041. 

Section IV summarizes the development-related capital forecast that has been 
developed by various departments. 

Section V summarizes the calculation of applicable regulatory fees and the 
resulcing calculated regulatory fees by class and type of development. 

Section VI provides a discussion of implementation considerations and 
recommendations including by-law administration. 

HEMSON 
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II A CITY-WIDE METHODOLOGY ALIGNS 
DEVELOPMENT-RELATED COSTS AND BENEFITS 

This study has been tailored specifically for the City of Winnipeg. The approach to 
the proposed regulatory fees is focused on providing a reasonable alignment of 

development,related costs with the development that necessitates them. The study 
uses a City,wide approach for all servicest which is deemed the best approach to align 

dcvelopmenMclated costs and benefits. 

A. CITY-WIDE REGULATORY FEES ARE CALCULATED 

The City of Winnipeg provides a wide range of services co the community it serves. 
For all of the services that the City provides, the full range of capital facilities, land, 
equipment and infrastructure is available throughout the City. A widely accepted 
method for recovering the development,related capital costs for such services is to 

apportion them over all new development anticipated in Winnipeg. This approach 

can be reviewed in subsequent studies. 

The following services are included in the Cicy,wide regulatory fee calculation: 

• Parks and Open Spaces; 

• Community Services; 

• Solid Waste; 

• Public Works; 

• Transit; 

• Fire and Parcimedic Services; 

• Police Services; 

• Water; and 

• Wascewater. 

These services form a reasonable basis upon which to plan and administer the 
regulatory fees. The resulting regulatory fee for these services is to be imposed against 

all development anywhere in the City. 

HEMSON 
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B. KEY STEPS IN DETERMINING REGULATORY FEES FOR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT-RELATED PROJECTS 

Several key steps are required in calculating regulatory fees for future development

related projects. These are summarized below. 

1. Development Forecast 

The first step in the methodology requires a development forecast to be prepared for 
the 10-year study period, 2017 to 2026, the 15-year study period to 2031, and for the 
25-year study period to 2041. The development forecast is based on the latest 
population and employment estimates provided by City staff. The forecast considers 
the 2011 Census; the most recent year Census data are available. 

For the residential portion of the forecast, both the net (or Census) population growth 
and population growth in new units is estimated. Population growth determines the 
need for additional facilities and provides the foundation for the development-related 
capital program. 

When calculating the regulatory fee however, the development-related net capital 
costs are spread over the total additional population that occupy new housing units. 
This population in new units represents the population from which regulatory fees will 
be collected. 

The non-residential portion of the forecast estimates the gross floor area (GFA) of 
building space to be developed over the 10-year period, 2017 to 2026, the 15-year 
period to 2031, and the 25-year period to 2041. Forecasts for growth in four major 
employment categories were calculated: Office, Institutional, Commercial/Retail, and 
Industrial. The forecasts of GFA are based on the employment forecasts for the City. 
Factors for floor space per worker are used to convert the employment forecasts into 
GFA for the purposes of this study. 

2. Development-Related Capital Forecast and Analysis of Net Capital Costs to be 
Included in the Regulatory fees 

A development-related capita] forecast has been prepared by the Cicy's departments 
as part of this study. The forecast identifies development-related projects and their 
gross and net costs, after allowing for capital grants, subsidies or other contributions. 
The capital forecast provides another cornerstone upon which regulatory fees are 
based. 

The development-related capital forecast prepared for this study ensures that 
regulatory fees are only imposed to help pay for projects that have been or are intended 
to be purchased or built in order to accommodate future anticipated development. For 
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some projects in the development-related capital forecast, a portion of the project may 
confer benefits to existing residents. These portions of projects and their associated 
net costs are the funding responsibility of the City from non-regulatory fee sources. 
The amount of City funding for such shares is also identified as part of the preparation 
of the capital forecast. 

Finally, in certain cases further adjustments are made to attribute portions of the 
regulatory fee-eligible project costs to prior growth, or to account for excess capacity 
that is anticipated to serve growth beyond the 10-, 15-, or 25-year study period. 

3. Attribution to Types of Development 

The next step in the determination of regulatory fees is the allocation of the 
development-related net capital costs between the residential and non-residential 
sectors. This is done using apportionments for different services in accordance with 
the demands placed and the benefits derived. 

The apportionment is based on the expected demand for, and use of, the service by 
sector ( e.g. shares of population and employment). The non-residential portion of the 
capital costs is further apportioned based on the respective shares of forecast 
employment growth under the four employment categories (Office, Institutional, 
Commercial/Retail, Industrial). 

Each of the residential and non-residential components of the regulatory fee are 
applied on the basis of gross building space in square metres. 

4. Final Adjustment 

The final determination of the regulatory fee results from a cash flow analysis to 
account for the timing of projects and receipt of regulatory fees. Interest earnings or 
borrowing costs are therefore accounted for in the calculation. 

REMSON 
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111 DEVELOPMENT FORECAST 

This section provides the basis for the development forecasts used in calculating the 

regulatory fees, as well as a summary of the forecast results. A more detailed summary 

of the forecasts, including tables illustrating historical trends and forecast results is 

provided in Appendix A. 

A. RESIDENTIAL FORECAST 

When calculating the regulatory fee, the developmenMelated net capital costs are 

spread over the total additional population that occupy new housing units. This 

population in new units represents the population from which regulatory fee will be 

collected. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the residential forecast for two planning periods: a 10-

year planning period, from 2017 to 2026; a 15-year planning period, from 2017 to 

2031; and over the longeHerm from 2017 to 2041. For regulatory fee calculation 

purposes: 

• The 10-year planning period is applicable to Parks and Open Spaces, Community 
Services, and Solid Waste regulatory fees; 

• The 15-year planning period is applicable to Public Works regulatory fees; and 

• The longer-term development forecast to 2041 has been utilized in the calculation 
of Trans it, Fire and Paramedic Service, Police Services, Water, and Wastewater 
regulatory fees. 

As shown on Table 1, the City's Census population is expected to increase by about 

86,400 people over the next ten years reaching approximately 797,800 by 2026. Over 

the 15-year period, Census population growth is expected to total 127,400 to reach 

838,900 by 2031. Finally, the longer-term Census population is forecast to grow by 

approximately 198,500 people to 910,000 in 2041. 

Over the JO-year planning period from 2017 to 2026, the total number of new 

residential occupied units will increase by approximately 42,300. This translates to a 

population growth in new units of 107,700. The population in new units was derived 

using data from Statistics Canada analysing household sizes in recently constructed 
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Growth Forecast 

Residential 

Total Dwellings 

Total PopulaUon 
Census 
Population In New Dwellings 

Non-Residential 

Total Employment 
Major Office 
Institutional 
Commercial/Retail 
Industrial 

Non-Residential Building Space (sq.m.) 
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TABLE1 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
SUMMARY OF RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENT1AL 

GROWTH FORECAST 

Planning Period Planning Period 
2016 2D17-2026 2D17- 2031 

Estimate 
Growth 

Total at Growth Total at 
2026 2031 

283,850 42,278 326,128 61,904 345,754 

711,494 86,354 797,848 127,378 838,871 
107,740 156,159 

398,951 53,324 452,275 75,489 474,440 
88,819 11,871 100,690 16,806 105,625 
87,397 11,681 99,078 16,537 103,934 
85,207 11,389 96,596 ffi, 123 101,330 

137,529 18,382 155,911 26,023 163,551 

3,373,581 4,nS,863 

HEMSON 

Plannlng Period 
2017-2041 

Growth Total at 2041 

98,328 382,178 

198,458 909,952 
244,757 

122,724 521,675 
27,322 116,141 
26,885 114,282 
26,211 111.418 
42,306 179,835 

7,764.241 
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units. The forecast has projected growth over the 15-year planning period of 61,900 

new units with population residing in the new units at 156,200; and longer-term 

planning period growth of 98,300 units and 244,800 residents. 

To translate the per capita forecast to a residential floor space forecast, an assumption 

of 48.8 square metres per capita was used. This is based on a sampling of recently 

constructed dwellings. 

B. NON-RESIDENTIAL FORECAST 

The non-residential forecac;t projects an increase of approximately 53,300 employees 

to 2026, 75,500 to 2031, and 122,700 to 2041, the highest proportion of which is 

anticipated to be in the Industrial sector. These additional employees will be 

accommodated in 3.37 million square metres of new non-residential building space to 

2026, 4.78 million square metres to 2031, and 7.76 million additional square metres 

to 2041. The employment numbers above exclude work at home employment since 

it does not generate any additional floor space. 

Table 1 also provides a summary of the non-residential development forecasts used in 

this analysis. 
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IV THE DEVELOPMENT-RELA TEO CAPITAL FORECAST 

Based on the development forecasts summarized in Section Ill and detailed in 

Appendix A, City staff, in collaboration with the consultants have created a 

development,related capital forecast setting out those projects that are required to 

service anticipated development. For Parks and Open Spaces, Community Services, 

and Solid Waste services, the capital plan covers the 10,year period from 2017 to 2026. 

The capital plan for Public Works covers the 15,year period from 2017 to 2031. 

Finally, regulatory fees for Transit, Fire and Paramedic, Police, Water, and Wastewater 

services are based on development anticipated in the City to 2041. 

It is assumed that future capital budgets and forecasts will continue to bring forward 

the development,related projects contained herein, that are consistent with the 

development occurring in the City. It is acknowledged that changes to che forecast 

presented here may occur through the City's normal capital budget process. 

A summary of the total development,related capital forecast is presented in Table 2. 

Further details on the capital plans for each individual service category are available 

in Appendices B, C, and D. 

A. DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL FORECAST FOR THE 10-YEAR 
BENEFITTING PERIOD 

The development•related capital forecast for the 10-year benefitting period services 

(Parks and Open Spaces, Community Services, and Solid Waste) estimates a total 

gross cost of $287.76 million. Alternative funding sources have been identified in the 

amount of $74.06 million and account for contributions from other levels of 

government as well as private partners. Therefore, the net municipal cost of the capital 

program is reduced to $213.70 million. 

The Parks and Open Spaces developmenMelated capital program totals $55.11 

million in net municipal coses and accounts for 25.8 per cent of the overall forecast. 

The program Includes major improvements to Kllcona Park and Tyndall Park, as well 

as hard surfacing for outdoor athletic facilities. 

The most significant portion of the developmenMelated capital program is associated 

with Community Services, amounting to $123.99 million or 58.0 per cent. The 
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TABLE2 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
SUMMARY OF ALL SERVICES DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM 

2017-2026 

Gross Grants/ Municipal 
Cost Subsidies Cost 

Service ($000) ($000) ($000) 

1,0 PARKS AND OPEN SPACES $61,650 $6,540 $55,110 

2.0 COMMUNITY SERVICES $191,512 $67,521 $123,991 

3.0 SOLID WASfE $34,600 $0 $34,600 

TOTAL 10-YEAR BENEFITTING PERIOD $287,762 $74,061 $213,701 

4.0 PUBLIC WORKS $3,471 887 $1 714,532 $1,757,355 

TOTAL 15-YEAR BENEFITTING PERIOD $3,471,887 $1,714,532 $1,757,355 

5.0 TRANSIT $2,615,300 $1,514,841 $1,100,459 

6.0 FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES $35,000 $0 $35,000 

7.0 POLICE $231,178 $2,800 $228,378 

8.0 WATER $310,868 $0 $310,868 

9.0 WASTEWATER $1,177.172 $267,680 $909,492 

TOTAL 25-YEAR BENEATTING PERIOD $4,369,618 $1,786,321 $2,684,197 
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program includes development, redevelopment, expansion, or improvement of library 

and recreation facilities. Most notably, it includes the City's portion of a partnership 

with the YMCA to construct three new recreation facilities. 

Finally, the Solid Waste developmenHelated capital program totals $34.6 million in 

net municipal costs, or 16.19 per cent of the overall forecast. The program includes 

cell construction and construction of a new administration building for the Brady 

Road Resource Management Facility, as well as implementation of a Comprehensive 

Integrated Waste Management Strategy. 

The capital forecast incorporates those projects identified to be related to development 

anticipated in the next ten years. It is not implied that all of these costs are to be 

recovered from new development by way of regulatory fees (see the following Section 

V for the method and determination of net capital costs attributable to development). 

For example, portions of this capital forecast may relate to providing servicing for 

replacement of existing capital facilities (e.g. upgrades to existing library facilities). 

B. DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL FORECAST FOR THE 15-YEAR 
BENEFITTING PERIOD 

The development-related capital forecast for Public Works is anticipated to benefit 

development occurring over a IS-year period, from 2017 to 2031. The program 

includes the development of active transportation facilities as well as a number of 

major road and bridge projects that will help to serve new development areas. The 

total gross costs for this service are calculated at $3.47 billion. Approximately $1.71 

billion is anticipated in grams from other levels of government, leaving $1.76 billion 

in net municipal costs. 

Similar to the capital forecast for the 10-year benefitting period, it is not implied that 

all costs associated with this capital forecast are to be recovered from new development 

by way of regulatory fees over the IS-year benefitting period. Portions of this capital 

forecast may relare to providing servicing for replacement of existing capital facilities, 

for development which has occurred prior to 2017, or to account for infrastructure that 

will support new development beyond 2031. 
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C. DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL FORECAST FOR THE 25-YEAR 
BENEFITTING PERIOD 

The 25-year benefitting period services include major Transit, Fire and Paramedic, 

Police, Water, and Wastewater services. The total gross cost for these services is $4.3 7 

billion. Alternative funding sources have been identified in the amount of $1.79 

hill ion and represent contributions from other levels of government. Therefore, the 

net municipal cost of the capital program is reduced to approximately $2.58 billion. 

The Transit development-related capital program totals $1.10 billion in net municipal 

costs, or 42.6 per cent of the overall forecast. The program includes construction of 

six Bus Rapid Transit corridors, annual purchases of additional transit buses due to 

ridership growth hoth within the current transit system and the future BRT routes, 

and the expansion and improvement of mechanical and storage facilities. 

The development-related capital program for Fire and Paramedic Services totals 

$35.00 million, or 1.35 per cent of the overall forecast. It includes construction of four 

new fire stations and expansions to two existing stations, which will allow for 

additional capacity to help service intensification in existing neighbourhoods. 

The Police development-related capital program totals $228.38 million in net 

municipal costs, or 8.8 per cent of the overall forecast. The program includes 

construction of new stations and a new headquarters, along with related technology 

needs. 

The Water development-related capital program amounts to $310.87 million, or 12.0 

per cent of the overall forecast. It includes water main extensions and upgrades, a 

water treatment plant capacity validation initiative, and a new water treatment plane. 

Approximately $909.49 million, or 35.2 per cent of the overall forecast, accounts for 

the Wastewater development-related capital program. The Wastewater program 

includes expansions and upgrades to three sewage treatment plants and construction 

of interceptor sewers. 

Again, it is not implied that all costs associated with the capital forecast for the 25-

year benefitting period are to be recovered through regulatory fees. Portions of this 

capital forecast may relate to providing servicing for development which has occurred 

prior to 2017 or for replacement of existing capital facilities. 
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V CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL REGULATORY FEES 

This section summarizes the calculation of regulatory fees for each service category. 
For all municipal services, the cakulation of the "unadjusted" per capita {residential) 

and per square metre (non-residential) charges is reviewed. Adjustments to these 
amounts resulting from a cash flow analysis that takes interest earnings and borrowing 

costs into account are also discussed. 

For residential development, the adjusted total per capita amount is converted to a 

charge per square metre using size assumptions derived from recently constructed units. 
For non-residential development, the charges are based on gross floor area of building 
space, and a variable charge by employment category (Office, Institutional, 

Commercial/Retail, and Industrial) is calculated based on employment density factors. 

A. UNADJUSTED REGULATORY FEES CALCULATION FOR 10-YEAR 
BENEFITIING PERIOD SERVICES 

A summary of the calculation for the "unadjusted" residential and non-residential 
regulatory fees for the 10-ycar benefitting period services is presented in Table 3. 

Further details of the calculation for each individual service category are available in 
Appendix B. 

The net capital forecast for these services totals $213.70 million and incorporates 
those projects identified to be related to development anticipated in the next ten years. 

However, not all of the capital costs are to be recovered from new development by 

way of regulatory fees. As shown on Table 3, 65.1 per cent of the net municipal costs, 
or $139.12 million relates to replacement of existing capital facilities or for shares of 

projects that provide benefit to the existing population. An additional $28.87 million 

has been attributed to shares of projects that are expected to serve new residential 
development which occurred in the City during the 10-year period preceding 2017. 

These portions of the capital costs will have to be funded from non-regulatory fee 

revenue sources, which will largely be property taxes for this group of services. 

The costs idetified for recovery through regulatory fees for these services total $45.71 

million. This amount is allocated between the residential and non-residential sectors 
to derive the unadjusted regulatory fees. Parks and Open Spaces and Community 
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10 Year Growth in New Unilll 
1 O Year Growlh in Squant Me!re5 

Service 

1.0 PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 

Unadjusted Charge Per Capila 
Unadjusted Charge Per Sq.M. 

2.0 COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Unadjusted Charge Per Capila 
Unadjusted Charge Per Sq.M, 

3.0 SCUD WASTE 

Unadjusted Charge Per Capita 
Unadjusted Charge Per Sq.M. 

TOTAL 1D-Y£AR BENEFITI1NG PERIOD SERVICES 
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TABLE3 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
SUMMARY OF UNADJUSTED RESIDENTIAL ANO NON-RESIDENTIAL CHARGES 

10-YEAR SERVICES DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM 

Grose 
Cost 

1$000) 

561,650 

$191,512 

$34,600 

$287,7&2.D 

107,740 
3,373,581 

D•valopment-R1lat11d Capital Prognim 
Grants/ Replacement 

Subsidies/ & 8-nefltto PrtOl' 
Recoveries Existing Growth 

{$DOD) ($0DOI {$000) 

$6,540 S45,69S so 

$67,521 $63,174 $28,871 

so SJD.248 so 

$74,060.6 $139,117.0 $28,871.4 

REMSON 

Poat 
2026 

1$0001 

so 

so 

so 

$0.0 

Total 
Coal& for Realdentlal Non..ftes 
Recovery Shant Share 

ISDOOI % [$DOOi % !SOOD) 

$9,415 100% $9,415 0% so 

$87.38 
SO.OD 

$31,946 100% $31,945 0% so 

S296.S1 
SO.OD 

$4,352 62'14, S2.699 38% $1,654 

$25.DS 

S0.49 

SCS,713.0 $44,059.2 $1,653.B 
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Services are deemed to benefit residential development only, while Solid Waste 

services are allocated between both sectors based on shares of population and 

employment growth. The allocation to the residential sector for Solid Waste services 

is calculated at 62 per cent, and 38 per cenc co the non-residential sector. 

Approximately $44.06 million of the regulatory fees eligible capital program for these 

services is deemed to benefit residential development. This includes $9.41 million for 

Parks and Open Spaces, $31.95 million for Community Services, and $2. 70 for Solid 

Waste. When these amounts are divided by the 10-year growth in population in new 

dwelling units (107,740), unadjusted per-capita charges of $87.38 for Parks and Open 

Spaces, $296.51 for Community Services, and $25.05 for Solid Waste result. 

The non-residential regulatory fees eligible capital program includes $1.65 million for 

Solid Waste services. These unadjusted uniform non-residential charge was calculated 

by dividing the eligible capital costs by the forecast 10-year increase in non-residential 

space, which totals 3.37 million square metres. The unadjusted per-square metre 

charges were calculated at $0.49 for Solid Waste. 

The non-residential capital program is further divided by four employment categories. 

Based on employment forecasts under each category, approximately 22.3 per cent of 

the non-residential capital program is allocated to Office development, another 21.9 

per cent is allocated co Institutional development, 21.4 per cent is allocated to 

Commerclal/Recail development, and 34.5 per cent is allocated to Industrial 

development. Charges calculated for each ci these employment categories are 

included in Tables 8 through 11. Much of the variation in these charges is due to 

variations in the forecast growth in new space under each category. 

B. UNADJUSTED REGULATORY FEES CALCULATION FOR 15~YEAR 
BENEFITTING PERIOD SERVICES 

Table 4 displays the calculation of the unadjusted rates to cover the Public Works 

development;related capital project.~, which will service development in the City 

between 2017 and 2031. Further details of the calculation are available in Appendix 

c. 

The net capital forecast for this service totals $1.76 billion; however, not all of the 

capital costs are to be recovered from new development by way of regulatory fees. 

Approximately 40.5 per cent of the net municipal costs, or $711.46 million relates to 
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2017-2041 G~h in New Unlls 
2017-2041 G~h in Square Metres 

Service 

4.0 PUBLIC WORKS 

Unadjusted Charge Per Capita 
Unadjusle11 Charge Per Sq.r.'I. 

TOTAL 15-YEAR BENEFITTING PERIOD SERVICES 
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TABLE4 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
SUMMARY OF UNADJUST1!D RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL CHARGES 

15-YEAR SERVICES DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM 

Gross 
Cost 

(SOOD) 

$3,471,887 

$3,471,887.1 

156,159 
4.nS,1163 

Dewlopment.ffelaltd Capital Pnigram 
Granl!I.I Replacement 

Subsidies/ & Banaffttu Prior 
Recoveries Existing Growth 

(SDODJ ISDDDI ISODOJ 

$1.714,532 $711.460 $165,611 

$1,714,SJ:Z.O $711,460.2 $165,611.0 

HEMSON 

Post 
2031 

ISDDOI 

$232,499 

$232,499.4 

Total 
Costs for Residential Non-Ros 
Recovery Share Share 

ISODDJ % {$DOOi % ($000) 

$647,785 62'11, $401,626 38'14, S246.1SB 

Sl,571,91 
S51 .54 

$647,7114.S $401,626.4 $246,158.1 
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replacement of existing capital facilities or for shares of projects that provide benefit 

to the existing community. An additional $165.61 million of the Public Works costs 

has been allocated to development that occurred during the 10-year period preceding 

2017; this includes portions of recently completed projects as well as planned projects 

that are expected to benefit recent development. Finally, $232.50 million of the 

capital have been allocated to growth beyond 2031. These portions of capital costs 

will have to be funded from non-regulatory fee revenue sources, which will largely be 

property taxes for this service. 

The costs eligible for recovery through regulatory fees for Public Works total $647.78 

million. This amount is allocated between the residential and non-residential sectors 

to derive the unadjusted regulatory fees. The allocations of 62 per cent to the 

residential sector and 38 per cent to the non-residential sector are used for this service 

as Public Works projects are deemed to benefit both residential and non-residential 

development. 

Approximately $401.63 million of the regulatory fees eligible capital program for 

Public Works is deemed to benefit residential development. When this amount is 

divided by the 15-ycar growth in population in new dwelling units (156,159), an 

unadjusted per-capita charge of $2,571.91 results. 

The non-residential regulatory fees eligible capital program totals $246.16 mlllion. 

The unadjusted uniform non-residential charge was calculated by dividing the eligible 

capital costs by the forecast 15-year increase in non-residential space (4. 78 million 

square metres). The unadjusted per-square metre charge was calculated at $51.54. 

The non-residential capital program is further divided by four employment categories 

based on employment forecasts under each category, and distinct charges were then 

calculated for each of these employment categories based on their unique forecast 

growth in new space. Calculated charges for Office, Institutional, Commercial/Retail, 

and Industrial development are summarized in Tables 8 through 11. 

C. UNADJUSTED REGULATORY FEES CALCULATION FOR 25~VEAR 
BENEFITTING PERIOD SERVICES 

Table 5 displays the calculation of the unadjusted rates to cover capital projects that 

will be used to service development in the City between 201 7 and 2041. Further details 

of the calculation for each individual service category are available in Appendix D. 
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2017-2041 Gnnvth in New Units 
2017-2041 G~h in Sq1Jare llleln!s 

Service 

5.0 TRANSIT 

Unadj1JSled Charge Per Capita 
Unadj1JSted Charge Per Sq.Ill. 

6.0 FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES 

Unadjusted Charge Per Capita 
U nadj1JSled Charge Per Sq.I/I. 

7J) POLICE 

UnadjlJSted Charge Per Capita 
Unad)lJSted Charge Per Sq,L1. 

BJ> WATER 

Unadjusted Charge Per Capita 
Unadjusted Charge Per Sq.M. 

9.0 WASTEWATER 

Unadjusted Charge Par Capita 
Unadj1JSled Charge Per Sq.Lt 

TOTAL ZS-YEAR BENEAlTING PERIOD SERVICES 
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TABLE 5 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
SUMMARY OF UNA.DJUSTloO RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL CHARGES 

25-YEAR SERVICES DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM 

Gross 
Cast 

1$0001 

$2,615,300 

S35,000 

S231, 178 

$310,868 

$1,177,172 

$4,369,511.0 

244,757 
7,764,241 

Develapment-Rela~d Capital Program 
Gnintsl Replacement 

Subsidies/ & Benefit to Prior 
Recoveries Existing Growth 

1$0001 ISOOO) ISOOO) 

$1,514,841 $703,415 $31,597 

so S2.SDO $808 

$2,BOO s1es,9n $13,444 

so $227,969 $22,495 

$267,680 $666,075 $419 

S1,7l5,3Z1.4 $1,776,130.5 $61,764.6 

HEMSON 

Past 
2041 

1$0001 

so 

so 

so 

so 

so 

$0.D 

Total 
Costs for Residential Non-Re-. 
Recovery Share Share 

1$000) 'I, ISDOOI •.c. ISOOO) 

$365,447 62'1'. S226,5n 38% $138,870 

ss2s.n 
$17 89 

$31,692 62% $19,649 38% $12,043 

$80.28 
SI.SS 

$27,861 62% $17,336 38% $10,625 

S70.83 
$1.37 

$60,404 62% $37,450 38•.C. $22,953 

S153.01 
$2.96 

$252,998 62% $156,859 38% $96,139 

$640.88 
S1Z.3B 

$731,501.6 $457,171.0 $210,630.6 
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The net capital forecast for these services totals $2.58 billion; however, not all of the 

capital costs are to be recovered from new development by way of regulatory fees. 

Approximately 68.8 per cent of the net municipal costs, or $1.78 billion relates to 

replacement of existing capital facilities or for shares of projects that provide benefit 

to the existing community. An additional $68. 76 million of the capital costs represent 

portions of recently completed projects or planned projects that are expected to service 

development that occurred over the 10-year period preceding 2017. These portions 

of capital costs will have to be funded from non-regulatory fee revenue sources, 

whether through property taxes or utility races. 

The costs eligible for recovery through regulatory fees for these services total $738.50 

million. As all services in this category are deemed to benefit both residential and non

residential development, the eligible costs are allocated at 62 per cent to the 

residential sector and 38 per cent to the non-residential sector to derive the unadjusted 

regulatory fees. 

Approximately $457 .87 million of the regulatory fees eligible capital program for these 

services is deemed to benefit residential development. This includes $226.58 million 

for Transit, $19.65 million for Fire and Paramedic Services, $17 .34 million for Police, 

$37.45 million for Water, and $156.86 million for Wastewacer. 

When these amounts are divided by the 25-year growth in population in new dwelling 

units (244,757), unadjusted per-capita charges of $925. 72 for Transit, $80.28 for Fire 

and Paramedic Services, $70.83 for Police, $153.01 for Water, and $640.88 for 

Wastewater result. 

The non-residential regulatory fees eligible capital program totals $280.63 million, 

including $138.87 million for Transit, $12.04 million for Fire and Paramedic Services, 

$10.62 million for Police, $22.95 million for Water, and $96.14 million for 

Wastewater. These unadjusted uniform non-residential charges were calculated for 

each service by dividing the eligible capital costs by the forecast 25-year increase in 

non-residential space (7.57 million square metres). The unadjusted per-square metre 

charges were calculated at $17.89 for Transit, $1.55 for Fire and Paramedic Services, 

$1.37 for Police, $2.96 for Water, and $12.38 for Wastewater. 
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Once again, the non-residential capital program is further divided by four employment 

categories based on employment forecasts under each category. Calculated charges for 

Office, Institutional, Commercial/Retail, and Industrial development are summarized 

in Tables 8 through 11. 

D. ADJUSTED RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL REGULATORY FEES 

Final adjustments to the "unadjusted" regulatory fee rates are made through a cash flow 

analysis. The analysis, details of which are included in the appendices, considers the 

borrowing cost and interest earnings associated with the timing of expenditures and 

regulatory fee receipts for each service category. 

Table 6 summarizes the results of the cash flow adjustments for the residential 

regulatory fee rates. After the cash flow analysis, the adjusted per capita rate increases 

for most services, with the exception of slight decreases for the Parks and Open Spaces 

and Community Services rates. A charge per square metre (total $109.45) was then 

calculated from the adjusted per capita rate based on an estimate of 48.8 square metres 

of residential space per capita. Sample charges based on units of 167 square metres 

and 79 square metres are also provided in Table 6. 

Most of the non-residential regulatory fees also experience an increase after cash flow 

considerations. The adjusted per square metre charges for each service are provided in 

Tables 7 through 11 including both the calculated uniform non-residential charge and 

the variable charges for Office, Institutional, Commercial/Retail, and Industrial 

development. Total regulatory fee rates per square metre have been calculated at 

$226.5 l for Office, $94.08 for Institutional, $152.91 for Commercial/Retail, and 

$61.16 for Industrial development. 
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Service 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

SOLID WASTE 

PUBLIC WORKS 

TRANSIT 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES 

POLICE 

WATER 

WASTEWATER 

TOTAL CHARGE 
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TABLE& 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CALCULATED REGULATORY FEES 

RESIDENTIAL CHARGES BY UNIT TYPE 

Unadjusted Adjusted 
Charge Per Charge Per 

Adjusted 
Charge Per 

Capita Capita Square Metre 

$87.38 $87.26 $1.79 

$296.51 $296.40 $6.07 

$25.05 $25.97 $0.53 

$2,571.91 $2,735.87 $56.04 

$925.72 $987.01 $20.22 

$80.28 $90.43 $1.85 

$70.83 $101.92 $2.09 

$153.01 $219.70 $4.50 

$640.88 $798.87 $16.36 

$4,851.56 $5,343.41 $109.45 

HEMSON 

Sample Residential Charge 

1,800 sq. ft. (167 850 sq. ft. 
sq.m.) (79 sq. m.) 

$299.33 $141.35 

$1,015.06 $479.33 

$88.63 $41.85 

$9,371.32 $4,425.35 

$3,381.30 $1,596.73 

$309.37 $146.09 

$349.50 $165.04 

$752.52 $355.35 

$2,735.81 $1,291.91 

$18,302.84 $8,643.00 
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TABLE7 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CALCULATED REGULATORY FEES 

NON-RESIDENTIAL UNIFORM CHARGES PER SQUARE METRE 

Non-Residential Uniform Charge 

Service Unadjusted 
Adjusted Charge per 

Charge por 
Square Metre 

Square Metre 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES SO.DO $0.00 

COMMUNITY SERVICES $0.00 $0.00 

SOUDWASTE $0.49 $0.50 

PUBLIC WORKS $51.54 $53.BO 

TRANSIT $17.89 $19.00 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES $1.55 $1.75 

POLICE $1.37 $1.96 

WATER $2.96 $4.23 

WASTEWATER $12.38 $15.42 

TOTAL CHARGE PER SQUARE METRE $88.18 $96.66 
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TABLEB 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CALCULATED REGULATORY FEES 

MAJOR OFFICE CHARGES PER SQUARE METRE 

Office Charge 

Service Unadjusted Adjusted 
Charge per Charge per 

Square Metre Square Metre 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES SO.OD $0.00 

COMMUNITY SERVICES $0.00 $0.00 

SOLID WASTE $1.15 $1.17 

PUBLIC WORKS s120.n 5126.06 

TRANSIT $41 .91 $44.53 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES $3.63 $4.09 

POLICE $3.21 $4.60 

WATER $6.93 $9.92 

WASTEWATER $29.01 $36.14 

TOTAL CHARGE PER SQUARE METRE $206.61 $226.51 
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TABLE9 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CALCULATED REGULATORY FEES 

INSTITUTIONAL CHARGES PER SQUARE METRE 

Institutional Charge 

Service Unadjusted Adjusted 
Charge per Charge per 

Square Metre Square Metre 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES SO.OD $0.00 

COMMUNITY SERVICES $0.00 $0.00 

SOLID WASTE $0.48 $0.48 

PUBLIC WORKS $50.17 $52.36 

TRANSIT $17.41 S18.50 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES $1.51 51.70 

POLICE $1.33 $1.91 

WATER $2.88 $4.12 

WASTEWATER $12.05 $15.01 

TOTAL CHARGE PER SQUARE METRE $85.82 $94.08 
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TABLE10 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CALCULATED REGULATORY FEES 

COMMERCIAURETAIL CHARGES PER SQUARE METRE 

Commercial/Retail Charge 

Service Unadjusted Adjusted 
Charge per Charge per 

Square Metre Square Metre 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES S0.00 S0.00 

COMMUNllY SERVICES S0.00 S0.00 

SOLID WASTE S0.78 S0.79 

PUBLIC 'NORKS $81.52 SB5.09 

TRANSIT $28.29 $30.06 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES S2.45 S2.76 

POLICE S216 S3.11 

WATER $4.68 S6.70 

WASTEWATER S19.5B S24.40 

TOTAL CHARGE PER SQUARE METRE $139.46 $152,91 
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TABLE 11 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CALCULATED REGULA TORY FEES 

INDUSTRIAL CHARGES PER SQUARE METRE 

Industrial Charge 

Service Unadjusted Adjusted 
Charge per Charge per 

Square Metre Square Metre 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES so.co so.co 

COMMUNllY SERVICES so.co so.co 

SOUOWASTE S0.31 S0.32 

PUBLIC 'AORKS $32.61 $34.04 

TRANSIT S11.32 S12.02 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES S0.98 $1.10 

POLICE S0.87 $1.24 

WATER $1.87 S2.68 

WASTEWATER $7.83 $9.76 

TOTAL CHARGE PER SQUARE METRE $55.79 $61.16 
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VI ADMINISTRATION OF REGULATORY FEES 

The following policies and practices should be considered when implementing the 
regulatory fee. The application of fees in other municipalities is described in more 
detail in the companion report entitled Review of Municipal Growth Financing 

Mechanisms. 

A. SERVICE RESPONSIBILITY 

• It is recommended that the City review Its development agreement parameters 
to ensure that any capital projects recovered through a regulatory fee are also 
not required to be emplaced and funded by developers as condition of planning 

approval. 

• Notwithstanding the above, the City may wish co enter into credit agreements 
with developers so that a developer receives a credit from a regulatory fee for 

regulatory fee infrastructure constructed on the municipality's behalf. 

B. USE OF FUNDS 

• Reserves funds or accounts should be established for each service adopted under 

a regulatory fee by-law. 

• It is recommended that Council adopt the development-related capital forecast 

included in this study, subject to annual review through the City's normal 

capital budget process. Projects may be removed, added or substituted as long as 

they are development-related. 

C. TIMING OF PAYMENT 

• It is understood that the regulatory fee would be collected at building permit 

issuance. This is a common collection point in other municipalities. 
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D. INDEXING OF FEES 

• le is recommended that the City establish a by-law policy for the indexing of 

fees once they are established. 

• Indexing is commonly <lone annually (and in some cases semi-annually) in 

other communities using construction cost indices. 

E. UPDATING OF BY-LAW 

• It is recommended that Council update the by-law as needed for changes 

relating to the application of charges, definitions, exemptions and discounts. 

• The regulatory fees may be commonly updated at three to five year intervals or 

when there arc significant changes to the capita I plan or development forecast. 

F. PUBLIC COMMUNICATION 

• It is recommended that City advertise the adoption of the regulatory fee by-law 

including the applicable fees. 

• The regulatory fees and rules should be included within a pamphlet that can be 

posted on the City's website and made available at Planning, Property and 

Development offices. 

G. DEMOLITION AND CONVERSION CREDITS 

• Many municipalities provide credits when one use is converted to another use, 

assuming approvals are necessary. The credit is typically determined based on a 

notional charge calculated using the prior land-use relative to the calculated 

charge of the new land-use. Municipalities do not provide funds to the applicant 

when the notional existing hmd use charge exceeds the new land-use charge. 

• Similarly, municipalities commonly provide credits when a building is 

demolished and redeveloped with a new building on the same site. The credit 

is based on the size and use of the existing building compared to the proposed 

new dwelling. Demolition credit periods are often in the 2- to 7-year range. 
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H. DISCOUNTS AND EXEMPTIONS 

This section includes examples of exemptions and discounts that Council may wish to 

consider. Exemptions and discounts result in revenue losses that are typically 

recovered through tax or utilicy rates. It is expected that the City may refine its 

discount and exemption policy over time following the initial adoption of a regulatory 

fee. 

1. Common Land-use Exemptions 

• The most common exemptions used across Canada are for government 

buildings. This may include federal, provincial and municipal buildings, 

including agencies, boards and commissions; pubic schools; and exemptions for 

universities and colleges. 

• Exemptions for small residential expansions and renovations are also common 

across Canadian municipalities. 

2. Other Land-use Exemptions for Consideration 

• Some municipalities target exemptions and/or discounts for non-profit 

organizations. This may include land uses such as places of worship and 

affordable housing. 

3. Economic Development Incentives 

• Some municipalities reduce fees within a defined area to encourage investment. 

Typically, this may include the downtown area of a community where growth 

has been slow to occur. 

• Some municipalities also choose to reduce charges for industrial development, 

the rationale being chat it is more of a "footloose" sector than residential, office 

and retail uses, making it thereby more sensitive to fees and charges. 

4. Phase-ins 

• The phase-in of regulatory fees is commonly advocated by the building industry 

when significant increases in charges are proposed. 
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• As with other discounts, phase•ins result in revenue losses that have to be made 

up through other revenue sources. 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT FORECAST 

This appendix provides the details of the development forecasts used to prepare the 

2016 Determination of Regulatory Fees to Finance Growth: Technical Report for the 

City of Winnipeg. The forecast method and key assumptions arc discussed and the 

results of the forecasts are presented in the following tables: 

Historical Development 
Table I Historical Population, Dwelling Units & Employment 
Table 2 Historical Residential Building Completions 
Table 3 Historical Households by Period of Construction Showing Household 

Size 
Table 4 Historical Place of Work Employment 

Forecast Development 
Table 5 Population, Household & Employment Forecast 
Table 6 Forecast of Household Growth by Unit Type 
Table 7 Forecast of Household Growth and Population in new Households 
Table 8 Employment Growth by Category 
Table 9 Employment Growth in New Non-Residential Space by Category 

A. FORECAST AND KEY ASSUMPTIONS 

A 10,year development forecast1 from 2017 to 2026, has been used for Parks and Open 

Spaces, Community Services, and Solid Waste services in the City. A 15-year forecast 

ro 2031 has been used for Public Works projects. For Transit, Fire and Paramedic 

Services, Police, Water, and Wastcwatcr services, a long,tenn forecast from 2017 to 

2041 has been used. 

8. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CITY 

Historical growth and development figures presented in this appendix are based on 

Statistics Canada Census data, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) 

data and the City's historical development data. A "Census,based" definition of 

population is used for the purposes of the study. This definition does not include the 

Census net undercoverage which is typically included in the definition of "total'' 
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population commonly used in municipal planning documents. A 10-year historical 

period of2006 to 2016 was examined. Since 2011 was the year of the last Census, figures 

for 2012 to 2016 are estimates. 

Table 1 shows that the rate of population growth in the City has increased in recent 

years. Between 2011 and 2016, Winnipeg's population grew by approximately 7.2 per 

cent to 711,500, as compared with 4.8 per cent growth over the prior five-year period. 

Similarly, household growth has accelerated; between 2011 and 2016 the number of 

occupied households in the City grew by roughly 5.6 per cent to 283,900; up from 2.9 

per cent growth between 2006 and 2011. 

Historical employment figures are also shown in Table l and are based on Statistics 

Canada place of work data. Place of work data records where people work rather than 

the place of residence. The employment figures used for regulatory fees calculations 

includes employees with no fixed work place of work, but excludes work at home 

employment. Employment growth has increased significantly from 5.0 per cent over the 

2006-2011 period to 12.0 per cent over the 2011-2016 period, reaching approximately 

399,000 in 2016. 

Details on historical housing unit growth in the City are provided in Table 2, Historical 

Residential Building Completions. This infonnation is sourced from CMHC Market 

Information. Overall, the dominant cype of new housing in Winnipeg constructed since 

2006 has been single- and semi-detached units which represents 56 per cent of all 

housing completions from 200~2015; however, over the past five years, row and 

apartment units have been constructed at increasing rates and the share of single- and 

semi-detached units has declined. 

Table 3 provides derails on historical occupancy patterns in the Winnipeg Census 

Metropolitan Area. The overall average occupancy level in Winnipeg for single and 

semi-detached units is 2. 79 persons per housing unit (PPU). Occupancy levels for 

recently constructed units, between 2001 and 2011, are higher than the overall average 

and are used in the regulatory fees calculation since it better reflects the number of 

people that are likely to reside in new developments. The average PPU of single and 

semi-detached units built In theCMA in the period 2001 to 2011 is 3.33. Average PPUs 

for recently constructed row housing and apartments (excluding duplexes) arc 2.31 and 

1.74, respectively. 
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Table 4 summarizes the growth in historical employment by place of work in the City 

of Winnipeg between 2006 and 2016. The rate of employment growth has been 

consistent across the four categories assessed in this study (Office, Institutional, 

Commercial/Retail, and Industrial). 

C. FORECAST METHOD AND RESULTS 

This section describes the method used to establish the development forecast for the 

periods of 2017 to 2026, 2017 to 2031, and 2017 to 2041. 

Regulatory fees are calculated on a per-capita basis for residential development, which 

is then translated to a charge per unit of gross floor area (GFA). For the residential 

forecast, a projection of both the population growth as well as the population in new 
housing is necessary: 

• The populatio11 growth determines the need for additional facilities and provides 
the foundation for the development-related capital program. 

• When calculating the regulatory fee, however, the development-related net 
capital costs are spread over the total additional population that occupies new 
dwelling units. This popularion in new units represents the population from 
which regulatory fees will be collected. 

Fees are levied on non-residential development as a charge per unit of GFA. The non• 

residential forecast includes both a projection of employment growth as well as a 

projection of the floor space associated with employment growth in the City. 

1. Residential Forecast 

The residential development forecast incorporates anticipated growth in population 
and occupied dwelling units by type. As detailed in Table 5. the City's Census 
population is forecast to grow from approximately 711,500 in 2016 to 798,000 in 2026, 
838,900 in 2031, and 910,000 in 2041. The 10-year population growth of 86,400 persons 
represents a 12.1 per cent increase over the existing base, the 15-year population growth 
of 127,400 represents a 17.9 per cent increase, and the longer-term increase of 198,500 
persons to 2041 represents a 2 7 .9 per cent increase. 

Over the 10-year planning period from 2017 to 2026, the number of occupied housing 
units is forecast to increase from 283,900 in 2016 to 326,100 in 2026 and 345,800 in 
2031. By 2041, this number is expected to reach 382,200 units. This reflects an average 
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annual increase of approximately 4,300 occupied dwelling units per year from 2017 to 
2021 (the first five years), which decreases to approximately 3,500 new units per year 
toward 2041. The overall 10-year growth represents a 14.9 per cent (42,300 units) 
increase in occupied dwelling units over the next ten years. The 15-year growth of 
61,900 new units represents and increase of 21.8 per cent, while the 25-year growth of 
98,300 units represents a 34.6 per cent increase over the existing base in 2016. 

A breakdown of anticipated housing in the City by unit type is shown in Table 6. The 
housing forecast shows that the City's housing market is expected to be increasingly 
represented by higher density built forms, and by apartments in particular. Over the 10-
year period, the type of new housing in the City is forecast to be composed largely of 
apartment units ( 45.0 per cent), followed by single and semi-detached units ( 44.1 per 
cent), and rows (10.8 per cent). Over the 15-year period to 2031, housing growth is 
expected to be comprised of 46.5 per cent apartments, 42.3 per cent singles and semis, 
and 11.2 per cent rows. Housing growth over the 2017-2041 period is represented by 
48.5 per cent in apartments, 39.9 per cent singles and semis, and 11. 7 per cent rows. 
These patterns of housing unit growth represent a trend toward higher density housing 
over time. 

Population growth ln the new units is estimated by applying the following 2016 PPUs 
to the housing unit forecast: 3.33 for single and semi-detached units; 2.67 for rows; and 
1. 76 for apartments. The forecast of population expected to reside in new housing units 
over the 2017 to 2026 period ls 107,700 additional persons. Over the 15-year planning 
period, 156,200 additional persons are expected to reside in new housing units, and over 
the 25-year period, 244,800 additional persons are anticipated. This population growth 
by unit type is shown in Table 7. 

The floor space per capita assumption used to calculate the residential space forecast 
was 48.8 square metres per capita. It is based on the size and occupancy rates of recently 
constructed units in the City. The floor area assumptions are provided below and 
exclude basement space. 

Singles/Semis: 
Rows: 
Apartments: 

167 square metres 
139 square metres 
79 square metres 

2. Non-Residential Forecast 

Table 8 illustrates the forecast total employment growth in the City of Winnipeg by 
employment category to 2041. Non-residential regulatory fees are calculated on a per 
unit of gross floor area (GFA) basis. Therefore, a forecast of future non-residential 
building space has also been developed. As with the residential forecast, the 
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employment and GFA forecasts cover the 10-year period from 2017 to 2026, the 15-
year period from 201 7 to 2031, and the long-term period from 201 7 to 2041. 

As detailed in Tables 8 and 9, four categories of employment are distinguished for the 
purposes of determining non-residential employment and floor space growth: 

• Major Office employment generally refers to office type employment contained 
within free standing buildings more than 20,000 net square feet (1,858 m2). 

• Institutional employment is public sector employment that primarily serves the 
residential population, such as education, health care, and local government. 
The rate of growth in this category is generally linked to the rate of population 
growth in the City. 

• Commercia]/Retail employment, like Institutional employment, primarily 
serves the City's residential population and its rate of growth is typically linked 
to population growth. 

• Industrial employment refers to employment accommodated primarily in low
rise industrial-type buildings located within the City's business parks and 
industrial areas, as well as agricultural and primary industries in rural areas. 

An assumed floorspace per worker (FSW) for each category is applied to the 
employment forecast in order to estimate the amount of associated GFA. The following 
FSW assumptions are used: 

Office 
Institutional 
Commercial/Retail 
Industrial 

27 m2 per employee 
65 m 2 per employee 
40 m2 per employee 
100 m2 per employee 

The non-residential floorspace forecast for the City is summarized in Table 9. The total 
floorspace growth is forecast at 3.37 milllon square metres over the 10-year period, 4.78 
million square metres over the 15-year period, and 7 .76 million square metres over the 
long-term to 2041. Although the largest component of floorspace growth over the 10-
year period relates to Industrial employment ( 1.84 million square metres or 54.5 per 
cent) the rate of job growth is expected to remain relatively consistent across all four 
categories. 
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Census 
Mid-Year Population 

2006 633,451 

2007 639,372 

2008 645,349 

2009 651,382 

2010 657,471 

2011 663,617 

2012 672,927 

2013 682,368 

2014 691,941 

2015 701,649 

2016 711494 

Growth 2007-2016 

Source: Statistics Canada, 2011 
1. Excludes Work at Home 
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TABLE 1 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
HISTORICAL POPULATION, DWELLING UNITS & EMPLOYMENT 

Annual Occupied Annual HHSlze 
Employment 

Growth Households Growth (PPU) 
by Place of 

Work(1) 

261,109 2.43 339,450 

5,921 262,620 1,511 2.43 342,760 

5,977 264,140 1,520 2.44 346,102 

6,033 265,669 1,529 2.45 349,4n 

6,089 267,207 1,538 2.46 352,884 

6,146 268,753 1,546 2.47 356,325 

9,310 271,707 2,954 2.48 364,469 

9,441 274,693 2,986 2.48 372,800 

9,573 277,712 3,019 2.49 381,321 

9,708 280,764 3,052 2.50 390,036 

9,845 283,850 3,086 2.51 398951 

78,043 22,741 
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Annual 

Growth Activity Rate 

53.&o/. 

3,310 53.6% 

3,342 53.6% 

3,375 53.7% 

3,408 53.7% 

3,441 53.7".-' 

8,144 54.2% 

8,330 54.6% 

8,521 55.1% 

8,716 55.6% 

8915 56.1% 

59,501 



Year 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

Total 

Last 10 Years 

Last 5 Yearn 

Source: CMHC 
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TABLE2 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 

HISTORICAL RESIDENTIAL BUILDING COMPLETIONS 

Completions (New Units By Type) Comcletions (Share of New Units Bv Tvce) 

Singles & Semis Rows Acartments Total Sinales & Semis Rows Apartments 

1,460 69 675 2,204 66% 3% 31% 

1,309 n 712 2,098 62% 4% 34% 

1,405 75 1,519 2,999 47% 3% 51% 

1,240 104 872 2,216 56% 5% 39% 

1,448 97 445 1,990 73% 5% 22% 

1,498 229 972 2,699 56% 8% 36% 

1,581 234 899 2,714 58% 9% 33% 

1,882 143 1,235 3,260 58% 4% 38% 

1,424 394 1,006 2,824 50% 14% 36% 

1,597 380 1,623 3,600 44% 11% 45% 

14,844 1,802 9,958 26,604 56% 1°-' 31°-' 

1,484 180 996 2,660 56% 7% 37% 

1,596 276 1,147 3,019 53% 9% 38% 

REMSON 

Total 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100"/o 

10CJ% 
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TABLEl 

crTYOl'WINNl'EO CMA 
IISTORICAL HOUSEHOLDS BY PERIOD Of' CCNSTRUCTION SHDWl«J HOUSEHDLD SIZE 

Period Df CGnslrUctlon 
Dwelling UnH Type 

Pl1'1NI 19*1NO 1111-1970 117M910 1911-1915 1916-1990 

Sltlgfe• 

Household Papuletion 49,275 43,7.CO 100,610 59.365 7-4,4!1) 78,695 

Hauseholcls 19.165 17,770 ,40.225 22.1.CO 28.315 25.950 

Houaehald Sa 2.57 2.48 2.50 2.68 2.83 3.03 

Semu 
HCl.isehold P~lian 1,115 1136 2.550 5,955 1-4.835 2.375 

Hculholcla ~ 295 940 2.2115 5.035 840 

Housel'dcl SiZD 2.79 3.17 2.71 2.70 Z.115 2.83 

Sing/u and Semis 

HaJsehckl~ 50,390 44.675 103,160 65,320 89,325 81,070 

Households 19,565 18,065 -41.165 24,345 31,350 :lfl,790 

HcusehddSlm 2.58 2.47 2.51 2.118 2.85 3.03 

Rows 
Hou$ellalcl l'i,ptJeticn 475 480 2.7'00 S.110 7,965 4,115 

Hauselmlds 185 170 1,030 1,875 2,950 1.~ 

Houset,old Sa 2.S7 2.B2 2.62 2.73 2.70 2.n 

(exd. DuplaHJ 

Hausehckl Populalion 9,49) 7,715 15,635 25,9IIO 34.290 2-4,725 

Hwsehdds 5.750 -4.785 9,790 16,735 20,740 14,.ceD 

Household Siza 1.65 1.61 1.1511 1.55 1.65 1.71 

Oupleru 

Household Po~ 3,030 1,925 2.425 1,955 890 2511 

Housllhot1s 1,3,111 770 930 815 2B5 1lO 

Household Saa 2.211 2.50 2.!51 2.40 3.12 2.78 

... - ··-·- """OUpluH 
Household PCJPUll!lon 12.520 9,640 18,000 27,935 35.181) 24,975 

Househokls 7.0!iO 5.555 10.720 17.550 21.1125 14,550 

Househ'*I 5'211 1.77 1.7-4 1.158 1.59 1S7 1.72 

AIU11hs 

Household Pop1*tiDn 82,910 54,315 121.220 93.255 124,505 106045 

Hcusal'illdl 28.655 23,620 51.1185 41.895 52,375 41.340 

Household SiU 2.36 2.30 2.34 2.23 2.311 2.57 

N- ~ian-in.ehol<l 6gun,s in Vis - ""'based an Ille Nalloflll tbMhaldSurvey- may _,from Census filµm. 
Soun:e: SlaliSta CMada, :ZOl 1 N-HooJ- 51,,w,y Speda/ Run. 

1991-1995 

23.345 

7.395 

J.1e 

325 

140 

2.32 

23.670 

7,535 

3.14 

li95 

:150 

Ui1 

"4,750 

2,890 

1.6" 

40 

10 

"4.00 

4,790 

2.900 

1.65 

28 • .-SO 

10,435 

2.73 
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1,,..2000 211111-2005 

21.940 28,500 

7,010 11.640 

3.13 3.311 

3DO 695 

205 310 

1.90 224 

22.330 29, 1115 

7.215 B.1150 

109 3.26 

540 4511 

230 225 

2.35 2.00 

3,410 3,295 

1,870 1,950 

1.82 1S 

ISO 0 

20 0 

3.00 rhl 

3,470 3,295 

1,IIIO 1,950 

1.84 1.ee 

25,800 32,490 

9,105 10.900 

2.83 2.911 

Period ot Construction s.mm.tes 

ZOOC.2011 P...-2001 211111-21111 To1al 

34.570 451,460 63,070 514,530 

10,195 165.970 18.B35 164.EIJS 

3.39 2.n 3.35 2.78 

535 28,480 1.230 211.710 

185 10,00) 495 10,565 

2.BII 2.83 ZAii Z.81 

35. 105 ffl.940 64~ 544.2-411 

10,380 1711,030 19,330 185~ 

3.38 2.73 l.ll 2.711 

765 22.DBD 1,215 23.295 

300 11.185 525 B.710 

2.56 2.70 U1 2.87 

11.IIOO 125,995 10,195 136,190 

3,895 n,020 5.645 82,865 

1,77 1.&l 1.7-4 1.8,4 

175 10,575 175 10.750 

60 4,260 60 4,320 

2.92 2.41 z.91 2.49 

7,1115 136,570 10.370 1E.940 

3,956 81.280 5,905 87,185 

1.79 1.1;11 us 1S9 

C2.1BO 616.510 74.670 61111180 

14.335 257.310 25,235 2112.545 

2.94 2.40 UI 2.45 



llajar -..1 lnslllu-1 Annual 

Mid-Yeor Ollb 0Rlw111 Orawth 

2llK 75,572 7 .. Ut 

21X17 7&,309 737 7S,0&7 ns 
2008 n.o~J 744 7!,519 732 

2009 n.et!4 751 76,551 739 

2010 79,563 7!!1 n.30s 740 

ZOU 7',329 7M 7',051 754 

2012 11,142 I.Sil 7U43 1,784 

2013 !2,997 1,855 81,668 l,BZS 

ZOU 84,11>4 1,1;7 83,535 1,867 

201! ea.e:u 1.940 BS.444 1.909 

2011 u,11, 1,115 t7,HT 1,9SJ 

0..,....,, 2007•2018 13,247 13,035 
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CITVOF-EG 

HISTClRJCAL PLACE OF WORK EMPLOYMENT 

Common:i.V Annual lnduslfial Annual 

Reid 01'11Wlh G-1h 

72,411 117.(117 

73.20$ 707 118,159 1.141 

73,92D 714 119,31J 1.15Z 

7040 72\ 120,473 1,163 

75.361 128 121,6411 1,175 

71,llll 735 1~ 1.111 

77,842 1,739 125,642 2.l!Ge 

79,522 1,TU 128514 2,872 

11,442 1,1123 131,451 2,937 

13.303 l.!!61 U4.4$5 3,005 

15,207 1,904 UT,529 :1,073 

12,708 20,512 

HEMSON 

Total for Am•ual """""I TatllwlWork Annual 

!ludY - WDrtatt-bffl9 Grawlh At Home G"""1h 

llt,450 15,015 l5.t.41S 

:UZ,760 3,310 14,IIJO (315) 357,310 2,125 

:u&,107 3,:142 14,254 P751 36D,3SII 2,967 

349,4n 3,375 13,1139 !™I 363.365 3,00I 

352,15&4 3,408 13.~ (358] JM,418 3,IIS1 

:1$1,325 3,441 11,115 (3471 361,510 J,094 

3$4,469 5,144 13.4!11 3D1 377,856 8,446 

312.500 9,330 13,795 308 315,591 Ult 

391,321 1,521 14,110 315 395.431 8,836 

390P36 UIS 14,432 323 «14.419 9.031 

311,951 B,'15 14,752 330 Ol,114 9,2'5 

S9.S01 (253) 59,249 



Canaus 
Year Population 

2011 143,1111 

2D12 672,927 

2D13 682,388 

2D14 691,941 

2015 701,649 

201/J 7114,U 

2017 719,808 

2018 728,422 

2019 737,037 

2020 745,753 

2021 754,573 

2022 783,038 

2023 771,584 

2024 780,248 

2025 788,888 

2029 797:141 

2027 805,888 

2D28 814,011 

2028 822,215 

2030 830,501 

2031 131811 

2032 IMB,165 

2D33 853,622 

20:,.C 860,943 

2035 868,428 

2031 176,978 

2037 882,670 

2038 889,413 

2038 886,207 

20"40 903,054 

21141 909,95:Z 

2017-2026 

2017-2031 

2017-2041 

Sou~. Hamson Consul/Ing Ud., 201& 
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TABLE II 

CITY OF ININNPEG 
POPULATION, HOUSEHOLD & EMPLOYMENT FORECAST 

Annual Growth Oe~uplad Annual Growth 
Ho1m1hold Slz• 

Houaaholdl PPU 

e,1411 2811,75' 1,IJ411 2.47 

9,310 271,707 2,954 2.48 

9,441 274,683 2,908 2.48 

9,573 277,712 3,018 2.49 

9,708 28D,764 3,052 2.50 

9145 213 850 301JfJ Uf 

8,414 288,049 4,198 2.50 

e,s1, 292,310 4,281 2.49 

8,615 298,633 .C,324 2.48 

8,717 301,021 4,388 2.48 

11,120 305,474 4,463 2.47 

8,483 309,497 4,023 2.47 

8,558 313,574 4,078 2.46 

8,654 317,704 4,130 2.48 

e,761 321,888 .c.1e.c VIS 
,.,, 3211121 4.240 2.45 

8,1141 329,962 3,834 2.44 

8,122 333,841 3,878 2.4.C 

8,204 337,766 3,825 2,43 

8,287 341,737 3,971 2.43 

1370 34B 11U 4017 2.43 

7,293 349,451 3,897 2 . .C2 

7,357 353,187 3,736 2.42 

7,421 356,964 3,776 2.-41 

7,485 360,780 3,817 2.41 

1,660 314,1138 3,868 2.40 

6,682 368,080 3,4.C2 2.40 

8,743 371,655 3,475 2.39 

6,7Q4 375,063 3,608 2.39 

8,846 378,604 3,541 2.39 

B.199 312,178 3.574 2.31 

86,354 42,278 

127,378 61,904 

198,458 98328 

n.c.ll·.:.~VN 

Employment Annual Growth Activity Rite 
byPOW 

JH,325 63.7% 

384,489 8,144 54.2% 

372,800 8,330 54.B'Ao 

381,321 e,s21 55.1% 

39D,D36 8,716 55.6% 

3N'61 8915 5Uff 

407,659 8,608 56.6°.4 

413,478 5,917 66.8% 

418,763 5,287 58.8% 

425,774 7,011 57.1'.4 

430,101 6,132 57.1" 

435.227 4,320 57.0% 

439,659 4,432 57,0% 

444,232 4,573 56.9% 

.C48,354 4,122 56.e"Ao 

452275 3.121 118.7" 

.C58,414 4,139 56.6% 

-460,589 4,175 56.6% 

464,830 4,241 58.5% 

.C89,887 5,037 58.6% 

474UO ,.m 18.19' 

478,622 4,192 56.6% 

483,422 4,800 58.6% 

487,984 4,552 56.7% 

4112,674 4,690 56.7% 

'97,357 4,'83 68.85' 

502,100 .C,7.C3 58.9" 

508,1105 4,B(M 57.0% 

611,770 ,4,868 57.1% 

518,889 4,929 57.2% 

521176 076 67.3% 

53,324 

75,489 

122 72.C 



Year 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 

2021 

2022 

2023 

2024 

2025 

20211 

2027 

2028 

2029 

2030 

20Jf 

2032 

2033 

2034 

2035 

2036 

2037 

2038 

2039 

2040 

21Uf 

2017-2026 

2017-2031 

2017-2041 

APPENDIX A 
TABLE& 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
FORECAST OF HOUSEHOLD GRownt BY UNIT TYPE 

Growth In Households by Unit Type 

Singles & Semis Rows Apartments 

1,826 460 1,913 

1,Bn 462 1,922 

1,953 460 1,911 

2,001 483 1,924 

2,019 472 1,K2 

1,802 431 1,790 

1,790 443 1.843 

1,786 45S 1,889 

1,800 463 1,922 

1796 474 1.JJ70 

1,568 440 1,827 

1,513 459 1,907 

1.488 473 1,964 

1,474 484 2,012 

1.467 495 2051 

1,327 460 1,911 

1,347 463 1,926 

1.356 469 1,951 

1.373 474 1,970 

1.39S 471 1,!1115 

1.237 428 1.ne 

1,241 433 1,800 

1,245 439 1,824 

1.249 445 1847 

1.261 4411 1185 

18,650 4,583 19,046 

26,160 6,933 28,811 

39,191 11,470 47,667 

Soun:e: Hfm!SOII ConSlJ1ifl9 ltd., 2016 
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TABLE7 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
FORECAST OF HOUSEHOLD GROwnt AND POPULATION IN NEW HOUSEHOLDS 

PopulaUon In New Households• 

Total Dwetnng 
Unit Growth 

Year Singles& Tolal Occuplld 
Sernls Rows Apartmenls 

0we1nngs 

4,199 2017 6,073 1,231 3,359 10,663 

4.261 2018 6,243 1,237 3,375 10,855 

4,324 2019 6,498 1,230 3,356 11,084 

4,388 2020 6,655 1,238 3,379 11,272 

4,453 2021 &,717 f,262 3,US 11.42' 

4,023 2022 5,995 1,152 3,144 10.291 

4,076 2023 5,954 1,186 3,236 10,376 

4,130 2024 5,941 1.216 3,318 10,475 

4,184 2025 5,986 1,237 3,378 10,599 

4.:UO 2025 S.B74 12&a 3,451 10701 

3,834 2027 5.215 1,176 3,208 9,599 

3,879 2028 5,034 1.227 3,349 9,610 

3,925 2029 4,949 1,264 3,449 9,662 

3,971 2030 4,905 1,295 3,534 9,734 

4017 2031 ,Lnf 1323 .11110 9.814 

3,697 2032 4,413 1.230 3,355 8,998 

3,736 2033 4,480 1,240 3,383 9,103 

3,776 2034 4.512 1,255 3,426 9,193 

3,817 2035 4,567 1,268 3,459 9,294 

3,151 2035 4,IU1 1,277 3,481 9,404 

3,442 2037 4,115 1,144 3,122 B,381 

3,475 2038 4,129 1,159 3,162 9,450 

3,508 2039 4,143 1,174 3,2112 8,519 

3,541 2040 4,154 1,189 3,244 9.587 

:1.574 2041 4194 1200 3275 8 1119 

42,278 2017-2026 62,036 12.257 33,447 1D7,740 

61,904 2017-2031 87,020 18,542 50,597 156,159 

98,328 2017-2041 130,368 30.678 83,711 244,757 

• Based on PPU.S: 3.33 2.67 1.76 

HEM SQ Noun:e.· Hemson Cr.risuling Ltd., 2D11J 



Moior -· .,,lllulooal Ann .. 1 eo.,_ ... v 
Mid-Y•ar om .. - - R1tall 

2011 11,11, 11,31T 15,!GT 

2017 90.T.IS 1.11& IUll 1,la IT.1145 

2011 92,052 1,317 11(1,571 UN 11,300 

2019 93.229 1.177 91,737 1,1!51 89,438 

2020 M,7to 1.561 93.273 1,536 to,93& 

2021 95,933 1,143 M,3tT 1,124 H,1132 

2022 915.HS 9152 95,lU 9411 92,955 

2023 97,N1 917 96.315 971 13,901 

2024 Vl.9ll0 1,011 97,317 1,002 M,8711 

2025 ut.817 91S 1111.21' 11113 95,758 

2121 1111,1,0 173 '9,071 191 N,591 

2027 101,1112 921 tt.955 107 97,411U 

2021 102.S-41 929 100,911(1 915 tl,371 

2129 103,US 944 101,129 1121 99,277 

2C30 10UD7 1,121 102.932 1,1113 100,353 

2031 1115,125 1,011 1D3,IU 1.002 101,3:IO 

2032 1116.556 931 104.8511 111 102.223 

21133 1117.824 l,oGD 105.9(12 1,1152 10:J.241 

2034 101,840 1,01& 106,901 '" 104.223 

2035 111U84 ,.044 107,'21 1.1127 1os;m 

2031 110.727 1,1143 1DUS4 1.021 111,224 

2037 111,7113 1,05!5 1011,993 l,!139 107,237 

2031 112.152 1,070 111,04& 1.052 108,213 

2039 113,9315 1,0113 112,112 1.11111 109,303 

20411 115,1133 1,D97 113,192 1.1190 110,355 

2141 11',141 MDI 114,?U 1.1190 111,411 

20l7•2D2fi 11.171 11.811 

201f.2j)31 1&,106 11,537 

2011-, 27.322 26,NS 

S-:Homton~Ud..2016 
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Al'PEN>DI.\ 

T.\EILEI 

CITYOFWlhtlPEG 
OIPI.DTIEff GRDwnt8YCATEGORY 

Annial ·-·rial .\nn..l - 0-

ur.sn 
1,1311 140,41111 2.9117 

1.264 142,536 2,040 

1.129 144.351 1,123 

1,497 146,775 2,417 

1,D98 148,544 1,769 

923 151,1134 I .. H 

947 151.512 1,521 

977 151131 ,.sn 
ISO 154.5~ 1,421 

13T 155,111 1,:152 

114 157,337 1,427 

192 1se.m 1,439 

906 150,239 1,412 

1,078 11U75 1,731 

977 HJ,551 1,571 

193 114,99:1 1, ... 2 

1.(125 11515.641 1.&55 

974 111,221 1.573 

1,DD2 11!Ul7 1,617 

1.0111 171,452 t,1514 

1,013 173.017 1..135 

1,026 17(,743 1,156 

1.039 176,420 1,577 

1,053 171,111 1,699 

1,DU 17UlS 1,71S 

11.319 11,312 

11,123 211.CZl 

2&.211 42,:lOII 

HEMSON 

TolllFor 

s1u11, 
3H,151 

407,!i!l!l 

413,ffl 

411.763 

425,774 

Q0,907 

435,2:27 

439.659 

444,232 

448,354 

.Q2,27S 

4Sll.414 

qo.519 

454,83(1 

4H,IS7 

414,440 

478.&ZZ 

413.422 

417.914 

492,1174 

417,l!T 

SGZ,100 

SOll,905 

511,77D 

5191199 

521,ITS 

An.,...I .\nnual To&llwlW..rt .\n,mol 

OIDWIII w.tal- 0- Al- G.....U, 

u.rcz 413,TU 

8,1111 15.11111 319 cuµo 1,921 

5,117 15,300 211 428,771 1 ,136 

5,217 15,495 1N 434,25, 5,4113 

7,011 15,755 259 441,529 7,271 

S, 132 15,945 1911 ,C.l&,151 s,22 
4,llO H,105 11111 451.331 4,41R) 

4,432 IS.269 114 455,927 4.59' 

4.573 15,C31l 169 460,570 4.743 

4,122 15.590 153 464,944 4,274 

!1.121 11,735 1U 459,010 C,OM 

4.1!19 111,1$ 153 473~ 4.2112 

4.175 17.0C 15-I 477.1132 4,329 

4,241 17.200 157 412.C30 4,391 

5,837 17,3811 1915 447.253 5,224 

4,573 17,55' 1U 491,195 4,742 

•.tn 17.71D 155 '911."2 4 ,337 

4.900 17,111 171 5111,310 0711 
4,512 1S.~ 169 508.041 4.131 

4,190 11,230 174 510,11111 4.113 

•.m 11,404 1n 515,711 4,157 

4,743 11,.579 m 520,880 4,'11 

4,104 11,757 17l 525,5&1 4,'82 

4,866 11,137 180 530,TOT 5,041 

4,129 11,119 1Q 53$,811 5.111 

4,97' 11,.103 ,., 540,571 5,UO 

53,324 UT.I U297 

75,419 z.m 11.:12 

122.n4 4,541 127,21!5 



Malor Office 

Den!lifv m2 Der emDt. 27 

Employment GroWlh In New 

Year 
GroWlh Space lm'I 

2017 1,918 51,743 

2018 1,317 35,567 

2019 1,177 31,780 

2020 1,561 42,145 

2021 1,143 30,151 

2022 962 25,970 

2023 937 26,639 

2024 1,018 27,491 

2025 918 24,776 

202fl 873 23511t 

2027 921 24,879 

202B 929 25,094 

2029 944 25,493 

2030 1,121 30,279 

2031 1018 27.'N 

2032 931 25,138 

2033 1,069 28,854 

2034 1,016 27,423 

2035 1,044 28,189 

20311 1,043 28,151 

2037 1,056 28,512 

203B 1,070 28,878 

20311 1,083 29,249 

2040 1,097 29,626 

2041 1104 29911 

2017-2026 11,871 320,530 

2017-2031 16,806 453,764 

2017•2041 27,322 737,695 

Soun:e: Hemson Consulting Ltd., 2016 
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TABLE9 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
EMPLOYMENTGROWTM IN NEW NON-RESIDENTIAL SPACE BY CATEGORY 

ln&tltutlonal Commercial/Retall Industrial 

65 40 100 

Employment Growth In New E!nploymant Growth In New Employment GrowthlnNew 
GroWlh Space Im') Growth Spacelm2

) Growth Space 1m21 

1,886 122.572 1,838 73,539 2,967 296,739 

1,296 84,253 1,264 50,549 2,040 203,971 

1,158 75,284 1,129 45,168 1,823 182.257 

1,536 99,835 1,497 59,898 2,417 241,695 

1,12, 73,031 1,091 43,8'1 1,719 171,925 

946 61,520 923 ~6.910 1,489 148,937 

971 63, 1Qol 947 37,860 1,528 152,772 

1,002 65,123 977 39,071 1,577 157,658 

903 58,690 880 35,212 1,421 142,085 

159 55.832 1137 33ffl 1,352 135117 

9D7 59,1136 884 35,360 1,427 142,681 

915 59,444 B92 35,664 1,439 143,911 

929 60,389 906 36,231 1,462 146,198 

1,103 71,727 1,076 43,034 1,736 173,647 

1002 55,111 t77 390117 1,5711 157:Ull 

916 59,550 B93 35,728 1,442 144,166 

1,052 68,352 1,025 41,009 t,655 165,476 

999 64,962 974 38,975 1,573 157,268 

1,027 ss.m 1.002 40,064 1,617 161,663 

1,0211 IIIJ,1180 1,000 40,009 1,1114 1111,443 

1,039 67,541 1,013 40,522 1,635 163,512 

1,052 68,409 1,026 41,043 1,656 165,613 

1,066 69,287 1.039 41,570 1,677 187,739 

1,080 70,179 1,053 42,105 1,699 169,899 

1090 70155 10113 41,511 1,71S 171 5311 

11,681 759,295 11,389 455,551 18,382 1,838,205 

16,537 1,074,908 16,123 644,907 26,023 2,602,284 

26,885 1,747,505 26,211 l.048,442 42.306 4,230.599 

HEMSON 

Total 

Employment Growth ln New 
Growth space1m•1 

8,808 544,591 

5,917 374,340 

5,287 33<1,489 

7,011 443,572 

S,132 314,704 

4,320 273,338 

4,432 280,378 

4,573 289,343 

4,122 260,763 

3 921 248 011 

4,139 261,856 

4,175 264,113 

4,241 268,312 

5,037 318,688 

4.S73 28t,313 

4,182 264,582 

4,800 303,692 

4,562 288,627 

4,690 296.694 

4,183 2911,239 

4,743 300,087 

4,804 303,942 

4,866 307,845 

4,929 311,809 

4,971 314..112 

53,324 3,373.581 

75,489 4,ITS,863 

122,724 7,764,241 
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APPENDIX B 

10-YEAR BENEFITIING PERIOD SERVICES TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

This appendix provides the detailed analysis undertaken to establish the regulatory fee 

rates for each of the services for the 10,year benefitting period provided by the City of 

Winnipeg. Three services have been analysed as part of this study: 

Appendix B. I Parks and Open Spaces 

Appendix B.2 Community Services 

Appendix B.3 Solid Waste 

Every sub-section contains a set of two tables. The tables provide the background data 

and analysis undertaken to arrive at the calculated regulatory fee rates for that 

particular service. An overview of the content and purpose of each of the tables is 
given below. 

TABLE 1 2017 - 2026 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

Based on the development forecast:s presented in Appendix A, City staff in 

collaboration with consultants, have created a growth-related capital forecast that sets 

out the projects required to service anticipated development for the lQ.year period 
from 2017-2026. 

To determine the share of the costs for recovery through regulatory fees, the project 

costs are reduced by any anticipated grants, subsidies or other recoveries, 

"replacement" shares and benefit to existing shares, and shares allocated to recent 
development in the City. 

A replacement share represents the portion of a capital project that will benefit the 

existing community. It could for example, represent a portion of a new facility that 

will, at least in part, replace a facility that is demolished, redeployed or will otherwise 

not be available to serve its former function. The replacement share of the capital 

program is not deemed to be developmenMelated and is therefore removed from the 

regulatory fee calculation. The capital cost for replacement will require funding from 

non-regulatory fee sources, typically property taxes or user fees. 

Further, in certain cases a portion of costs has been allocated to "prior growth". This 

account for portions of projects which are deemed to benefit recent development 

REMSON 
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which occurred in the City during the 10-year period preceding 2017. Again, these 
costs will require funding from non-regulatory fee sources. 

The capital program less any replacement shares or benefit to existing shares and prior 
growth shares yields the development-related costs that may be included in the 
regulatory fee calculation for recovery against growth over the forecast period from 
2017 to 2026. 

Calwlation of the Unadjusted Regulatory Fee Rates 

The section below the capital program displays the calculation of the "unadjusted" 
regulatory fee rates. The term "unadjusted" regulatory fee is used to distinguish the 
charge chat is calculated prior to cash flow financing considerations. The cash flow 
analysis is shown in Table 2. 

The first step in determining the unadjusted regulatory fee rate is to allocate the 

developmenMelated net capital cost between the residential and non-residential 
sectors. For Community Services and Parks and Open Spaces, the development• 

related costs have been allocated entirely to the residential sector, as the need for these 

services is driven by residential development For Solid Waste, the development• 
related costs have been apportioned as 62 per cent residential and 38 per cent non• 

residential. This apportionment is based on the anticipated shares of population and 
employment growth over the 10-year forecast period. 

The 38 per cent non-residential apportionment of the development-related net capital 

cost has been further broken down into four employment category apportionments 
based on anticipated shares of employment growth in each sector. The result is an 

apportionment of 22.3 per cent Office, 21.9 per cent Institutional, 21.4 per cent 

Commercial/Retail, and 34.5 per cent Industrial. 

The next step in calculating regulatory fee rates is to divide the residential share of the 

2017-2026 costs by the forecast population growth in new dwelling units. This gives 

the unadjusted residential regulatory fee per capita. The non-residential development• 
related net capital costs are divided by the forecasted increase in non-residential gross 

floor area (GFA). This yields a charge per square metre of new non-residential 

development, and has been repeated for each of the four employment categories. 

HEMSON 
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TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANAL VSIS 

A cash flow analysis is also undertaken to account for the timing of projects and receipt 

of regulatory fees. Interest earnings or borrowing costs are accounted for in the 

calculation. Based on the development forecast, the analysis calculates the regulatory 

fee rate required to finance the net development-related capital spending plan, 

including provisions for any borrowing costs or interest earnings on the reserve funds. 

The cash flow analysis is designed so that the closing cash balance at the end of the 

planning period is as close to nil as possible. 

In order to determine appropriate regulatory fee rates reflecting borrowing and 

earnings necessary co support the net developmenHelated funding requirement, 

assumptions are used for the inflation rate and interest rate. An inflation rate of 2.0 

per cent is used for the funding requirements, an interest rate of 5.5 per cent is used 

for borrowing on the funds and an interest rate of 3.5 per cent is applied to positive 

balances. 

Table 2 displays the resultc; of the cash flow analysis and provides the adjusted or final 

per capita residential and per square metre (of GFA) non-residential regulatory fees. 

Additional cash flow analyses separate the uniform non-residential charge into 

adjusted charges for Office, Institutional, Commercial/Retail, and Industrial 

development. 

HEMSON 
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APPENDIX 8.1 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 

HEMSON 
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APPENDIX B.1 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 

Parks and Open Spaces are managed through the City of Winnipeg's Public Works 

department and include the City's network of parks, trails, and athletic fields. 

TABLE 1 2017-2026 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

As shown in Table l, the 2017-2026 developmenr,related gross cost for Parks and 

Open Spaces is approximately $61.65 million. The capital program relates to major 

improvements to Kilcona Park and Tyndall Park as well as hard surfucing for outdoor 

athletic facilities. 

As these projects arc partially related to improvements to existing infrastructure, a 

large proportion of"benefit to existing" shares have been deducted. Benefit to existing 

shares have been calculated at 88 per cent for most projects, which represents the share 

of Winnipeg's 2016 population relative to the anticipated 2026 population. A lower 

benefit to existing share of 70 per cent was used for the Tyndall Park project, which is 

expecled LO serve new growth to a greater extenl. 

The remaining regulatory fee share totals $9.41 million, all of which is to be recovered 

over the 10-year planning period under review. This amount is apportioned 100 per 

cent to residential development. The resulting unadjusted residential charge for Parks 

and Open Space is $87.38 per capita. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

The cash-flow analysis is displayed in Table 2 and considers the timing of the 

regulatory fees revenues to determine the adjusted rates. After cash flow 

considerations, the residential charge decreases slightly to $87.26 per capita. 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 
SUMMARY 

2017•2026 Unadjus1ed Adjusted AdJu,ted Charges 
OevelCIJlmenl-Rela1ed Capilal Program Charge Charge Office lnsdbllional Commercial 

Total Nel Recoverable $/capila $/sq m $/caplta $/sq.m $/sq.m $/sq.m $/sq.m 
$61,650,000 $9,414,6111 $A7.38 $0.00 $87.26 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 so.oo 

REMSON 

Industrial 

$/sq.m 
$0.00 



Service Pn>j, ROff 

1.0 PAR!Ui AND OPEN SPACES 

1.1.1 ~ Pane -- Plan 

1.1.2 Klcana Pmk 

1, U llanl 6""""*1g • Terris, S.lmtbol 

1.1.-4 Tyndal Part 

TOTAL PAAKS AND OPEN PACES 

lwsl-al C.tculotlon 
,Resld01llill 611are DI DoYelopneni.R .... ed Costs 

1D Y,ut ~ Gouwlh In Now Housiq Unb 
Unad°~ Per Uril Charge 

I

Non-Raldenllal CalcWlll1111 

Na,,.Resiclenllal S1We DI o..elcpnent-Relll~ Costs 
10Ye•~1n~19lolctta 
,,,_,.led Per S-Mell9 c-
No~esldontial Atlocatlan 
1D Y- Gruw11> In &Jan, M"""": lolajDI' Office 
10 v- Grvwlhln ~ Melres: lnstillllional 
10 Year Gnlwlh 1n S-Metres: Cammen:laVRelal 
1DYe• Grvwlh Ill~ Metres: -.al 
OIi'"" Por ~ loletro Charge (Unlqllllltd) 
Ins~ Per~ Metre Ctwvo (~uslad) 
Coen1locial/Rei.lPer~-eMmtCllllrge ~cl) 
bidusOial PerS.-Melnl Claao n•~-~ 
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lABLE1 

CITY OF WINNPl!G 
D£VE1.0PlitENT-REI.AttD CAPITAL PROGRAM 

Tlml"I 

2021 s 
2023 s ....... . 

\'lftOIIS S 

1~ 

o,c, 

22.3'1, 
21.~ 
21,411. 
34~ 

s 

Grvu -Prvjod SuboldlosfOU.. 
COil 

2.3511,lllO S 

30,DII0,000 S 

7,500.000 S 

21,11111,000 s 

61,6SV,OIII S 

Sll.-41-4,811 

1D7,74D 
$17.31 

so 
3,373,581 

SO.OIi 

320,S;JJ 
751,295 
~551 

1,831,205 
SO.OIi 
SO.GO 
SO.OIi 
J!!,OU 

RHOffrles 

. s 

. s 

. s 
6.5:!0.000 S 

B,540,CIOCI S 

REMSON 

Nd fneltible Costa Dewlopment Cosblvr--

llunld,-1 Repla- R- Prior 2017- -Cos& &BTE c- - 202& 20:z& 

2.350.000 S Z.054,779 S 285,221 s . s :zas.22i S . 
30,000.000 S 31.3511.1183 S 3,541,117 S . s 3,541.117 S . 

7,500.000 I G,5811.721 S 9111,279 S . s 910.278 S . 
15.280.DIIO S 10.5112.lXlO S -4,578,000 S . s 4.578.000 S . 

$5,110,000 S 45,195,312 S , ... , .... ,. s . s 9,414,e11 s . 
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TABLE2 

CITY OF WINIIIPEG 
CASHFLOW AIID DETERMINATION OF REGULA TORY FEE 

PARKS ANO OPEN SPACES 
RESIDENTIAL CHARGE 

(In $000) 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

OPENING CASH BALANCE so.o S388.3 $815.3 $1,288.6 $1,801.1 $2,6'3.3 

2017-2026 RESIDENTIAL FUNDING REQUIREMENlS 

• Parlcs And Open S~: Non lnffated $548.8 S548.8 S548.B $548.B S834.0 $548.B 

• Parts And Open Spaces: tnftated $548.8 $559.8 $571.0 $582.4 $902.8 seoe.o 

NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVaOPMENT 

• Population in New Units 10.663 10,855 11,084 11,2n 11,424 10,291 

Rl:VENUE 

• Chaige Receipts: lnllaled $930.4 $966.1 $1,006.2 $1,043.7 S1,079.D $991.4 

INTEREST 

• ln1eieS1 on Opening Balance so.o $13.6 S21.5 $45.0 $63.0 $71.5 

• Interest on In-year Transac:ions S6.7 $7.1 $7.6 $8.1 $3.1 $6.7 

TOTAL REVENUE $937.1 $986.8 $1,()42.4 $1,096.9 $1,145.1 $1,069.7 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE $388.3 $815.3 $1,286.6 $1,801.1 52,043.3 S:Z.507.1 

I Adjusted Charge Per C.pita $17.26 

HEMSON 

2023 

$2,507.1 

$4,189.9 

$4,718.8 

10,376 

$1,019.6 

$87.7 

($101.7) 

$1.(Xl5.6 

($1.205.9) 

2024 2025 

($1,205.9) (SB45,4) 

$548.B $548.8 

$830.4 $843.0 

10.475 10.599 

$1,049.9 $1,083.6 

($66.3) (S46.5) 

S7.3 S7.7 

$990.9 $1,044.8 

(SB45.4) ($443.6) 

Alloc1tlon of Capllll Program 
Residential Sedor 

Non-Residential S~or 

Rain for201& 

Inflation Rale 

2026 

(5443.6) 

S548.8 

$855.9 

10,701 

$1,115.9 

($24.4) 

$8.0 

$1,099.5 

($0.0) 

In!~ Ra1e on Posiwe Balances 
ln1eteSI Ra1e on Negative Balmlces 

lOTAL 

St,41U 

$1&,418.7 

107,740 

$10,285.8 

$172.2 

($31.3) 

$10,418.7 

100% 

0'4 

2.0% 

3.5% 

5.5% 
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COMMUNITY SERVICES 

Winnipeg's Community Services department manages a variety of recreational 

facilities and libraries. 

TABLE 1 2017-2026 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM & 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

The developmenHelated capital progrnm for Community Services totals $191.51 

million. It includes several large improvements, expansions, and construction projects 

associated with Winnipeg's libraries and recreation facilities. 

Of these costs, a total of $67 .52 million is anticipated to be funded through external 

sources, including grants from other levels of government as well as a financial 

partnership with the YMCA to construct three new recreation facilities. A total 

benefit to existing share of $63.17 million has been identified. Benefit to existing 

shares for individual projects range from 20 to 80 per cent depending on whether the 

project represents an entirely new facility or an expansion to an existing facility, and 

whether it is to be located within a modest or fast growing neighbourhood. Finally, for 

each of these projects a share of the costs has been allocated to prior growth over the 

past 10 years; this amount totals roughly $28.87 million. 

The share for recovery through regulatory fees in the 2017 to 2026 period totals 

approximately $31.95 million. This developmenMelated net capital cost is allocated 

entirely to residential development and is divided by the 1 O~year growth in population 

in new dwelling units (107,700) to derive an unadjusted charge of$296.51 per capita. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

After cash flow consideration, the residential calculated charge decreases slightly to 

$296.40 per capita. The following table summarizes the calculation of the Community 

Services charge: 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 
SUMMARY 

2017-2026 Unadjusted Adjusll!d Adjusted Charge• 
Oi:vi:lopmen1,Rela1ed Capi1al Program Charge Charge Office lnslilutlonal Commercl,11 

To1al Nel Recoverable S/caplla S/sq.m $/capita $/1q.m $/sq.m $/sq.m S/sq.m 
$191 ,512,llOO S31,94&,210 S29li.51 S0.00 $296.40 so.oo sn.oo SO.DO so.oo 

REMSON 

lndwtrl,11 

$/sq.m 
so.on 



Sarvloe Project Description 

2.0 CDMIIUNITYSERVICES 

2.1 Ubmles 

2.1.1 South Wt1'n1>e; lba,y ~ rwforred \o a W,,,,.,t, West l..lnryl 

2.1.2 SoU!h EMt Ltwa,y ,........., _ Saga Clwt) 

2.1.3 Tmnsconaut,my 

Sulilolll Ubrarles 

2.2 R""""allon 

2.2.1 VMCA tttvee -• intl. pools) 

2.2.2 Maplos cc 

:U.3 Sculh v.lmit,e~ Reamtion Ca1lnl 

22.4 T--Poal 

Subtotal Racie-

TOTALCOIIMUNITYSERVICES 

IResldafllllll cal-on 
R•-INIShllm or Developm-led Cot1S 
10 Ye• PotxaliDn GIQW!h in New Housilg Unls 

11./nactJ$1ed Pu Uril C:l'Arr,e 

Non-Raslllenllll ca1cu1at1on 
to,.fle•de.iS1ant otllrtelopment-RelatedCosls 
10YHr°"'"'4hin s_.. .... _ 

Unad"f!Sl:d Per~ Men C'-
Non-Resldonllal Allocallon 
10 v .. -in 5--Mttrn: Major OfflCO 
10 Year GnrwU, in~ Metres: ln$1iMlonal 
10Ye•GnlWlllin~M-: c~ 
1DYesGJIM1hin ~ ... -,1-
Cffa Per Square Meltll Cha,ve (~ 
lnstnitional Pe, s_. Melre ChmOI (U~ 
leor,,,,-.rda¥11-Per~ Mel,e CIWge (U~ 

l1ra .. t111.,_r~ Men c:t.Dt •-
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TI\BI.E 1 

Cl1Y OF WINNPEO 

DEVELDPIIENT.ffEUll!D CAPITI\L PROGRAM 

Glass Gtantsl 
liming Pro)oct Subsidies/ Ollle1 

COit -.,.11os 

various S 11.149,lllO S . s 
....,.,. I 13.07'.lllO S s 
venous I 8, 183,lllO S . I 

s 33,HO,OOII S . s 

......... s 100,lllO,lllO S SO.OOO.ODO S -· 21,2ll0,000 S 6,380,000 S 

varioUSS JO,llOO,Oto s 9,0DO,IIDO S -· 7
1
202,IDI S 2.11111.eoo s 

s 151,40:Z,OOO S 67,5211,IOO I 

I ltt,S12,000 S ff,hO,IOO S 

1~ 131.948.218 

107,740 
S:zA.51 

o,i, $0 

3,373,511 
SO.DO 

320,530 
759,295 
4SS,S5t 

1,831.ZCS 
:12.3'11, so.oo 
21.S'llt $0.m 
21.4 .. $11.CIU 
34.511, SO.GO 

HEMSON 

Nel lnellllillle Co$IS Demop- CostllorRK--.......... Repllooetnml Rel11ed Prlar 21117- Past 

Casl &BTE Costs 0111Wtl1 2ll2S 2ll2li 

11,8-49,lllO S 1,479.200 S Z389.800 S 1,124,993 S 1.244.!!07 S . 
13,078,lllO S 10,462.-COO S 2.e1s.eoo s 1.241.880 I 1,373,920 S . 
!, 113,0CO S 4,081,500 S 40il,!OO I 1,942,320 S ~149,180 S . 

33,110,0QII S Jl,033, 100 S t,0711,900 $ 4,lOl,'94 S 4,7&7,906 S . 

50,000,000 S 25,Dlll.000 S 25.000.DOO S 11.IISl.021 S 13.131.979 S . 
14,1411.000 S 7,ot,.0,000 S 7,420,000 S 3.5ZU29 S 3.997,571 S . 
21,000,000 S 4,200,lllO S 15,IOO,lllO S 7,975,310 S a.1124,6911 S 

~041,.tOO S 2.520,700 S 2.S20,700 S 1,198,1129 S 1,324,071 S . 
IO,A1,400 S lt,140,700 S Sl,740,700 S 24,su..,se S 27,171,312 S . 

123,991,400 S IJ,173,800 S I0,117,IOO I 21,171,382 I 31,941,211 S . 
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TASLEZ 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CASHFLOW AND DETERMINATION OF REGULA TORY FEE 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 
RESIDENTIAL CHARGE 

!In SOOD) 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 2017 2011 21>19 20ZO 2021 202.2 

OPENING CASH BALANCE SD.O ($35.1) (S13.4) $81.8 S242.S S462.1 

2017-2026 RES IDENTW. FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

- Community Senrices: Non lnnated $3.194.6 $3,194.6 S3,194,6 $3,194.6 $3,194.6 $3,194.6 
- Community Senrices: lnnated $3,194.8 $3.258.5 $3,323.7 S3.390.2 $3,458.0 $3.527.1 

NEW RESlDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
- Population in New Units 10,663 10,855 11,084 11,272 11,424 10,291 

REVENUE 
- Cha111e Receipts: lnllaled S3, 160.5 $3.2111.7 S3,418.0 $3,545.5 $3,665.2 S3,367.7 

INTEREST 
- tnlerest on Opening Balance $0.0 ($1.9) ,so.7) S2.9 $8.5 S16.2 
- lnleresl on In-year Transaction& ($0.9) S0.4 S1.7 S2.7 $3.6 (S4.4) 

TOTAL REVENUE $3,159.5 SJ.280.2 $3,418.9 $3,551.1 $3,Bn.3 $3,379.5 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE {$35.1) ($13.4) $81.8 $242.8 S462.1 $314.4 

I Adjuated Charge Per Capita ,2,e.40 I 

HEMSON 

2023 

S314.4 

$3,194.6 

$3,597.7 

10,376 

S3.463.4 

$11.0 

(S3.7) 

$3,470.7 

S187.5 

2024 2025 

S187.5 SB8.0 

$3,194.B $3,194.6 

$3,669.6 S3,743.0 

10,475 10,599 

$3,568.4 $3,680.8 

$6.6 S3.1 
(S2.I) ($1,7) 

$3,570.1 $3,682.2 

$88.0 S27.1 

Alioc.tlon of C.pltal Program 
Residenial Sedor 
Non.Residential Sedor 

RaleS far201& 

lntlation Rate 

2026 

$27,1 

$3,194.6 

SJ.617.9 

10,701 

$3,790.5 

$0.9 
($0.8) 

$3,790.7 

so.o 

Interest Rate on Positive Balances 
Interest Ra,e on Negative Balances 

TOTAL 

$31,946.2 

$34,980.2 

107,740 

$34,939.7 

$46.5 
($5.91 

$34,980,1 

100% 

0% 

2.0"-' 
3.5'" 
5.5% 
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SOLID WASTE 

Solid Waste services arc managed through the City's Water and Waste Department. 

TABLE 1 2017-2026 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM & 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

The development-related capital program for Solid Waste services totals $34.60 

million. This primarily accounts for costs associated with cell construction at the 

Brady Road Resource Management Facility, in addition to a new administrc1tive 

building. An amount is also included for implementation of the City's Comprehensive 
Integrated Waste Management Strategy. 

Benefit to existing shares have been calculated at 87 per cent for all items, or the share 

of Winnipeg's present population and employment relative to it's anticipated 2026 

population and employment. This amount totals $30.25 million. 

The remaining total of $4.35 million is allocated 62 per cent to residential 

development ($2. 70 million) and 38 per cent to non-residential development ($1.65 

million). The residential share of the net development-related capital cost is divided 

by the 10-year growth in population in new dwelling units to derive an unadjusted 

charge of $25.05 per capita. The non-residential share of the net growth related capital 

cost is further allocated to each employment sector according to relative employment 

growth forecasts, and divided by the 10-year forecast growth in floor space by sector, 

resulting in unadjusted charges of $1.15 per square metre for Office, $0.48 per square 

metre for Institutional, $0. 78 per square metre for Commercial/Retail, and $0.31 per 

square metre for Industrial development. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

After cash flow consideration, the residential and non-residential calculated charges 

increase slightly, as indicated in the following table. 

SOLID WASTE 
SUMMARY 

2017-2026 Unadju~ted Adjusted Adjusted Charges 
Development-Related Capital rrogram Chall!e Charge Office lnstitutlonal Commercial 

Total Net Recoverable $/capita S/sq.m $/capita $/sq.m 5/iq.m 5/sq.m S/sq.m 
$34,600,000 $4,352,167 S25.05 $0.49 $25.97 so.so $1,17 $0.48 $0.79 

HEMSON 

lndu11tlal 

S/sq,m 
$0.32 



S."""8 Project Description 

3.0 SOUDWASTE 

3.1.1 8111dyRaadResm.n:eMriagemenlfacily•MrrillnlionB.afna 

3.1.2 l!nidy Roa,! R......ce ,.._........ Facil!y • eel Construction • Phase 1 

3. 1.3 Br.r.ly Road ResD&Re Ma'laClement FacAly· Cel ConJlnlc1ion • P- 1 

3.1.4 ll<adyRoad RN"""'8--lllfacity•CalCondndon•PN .. 1 

3.1.S BnolyRoad Re..,._M~n!Facily-CelConslnlolicln•P,-2 

3.1.e Brady Road Resoun:e ~menl Facily • Cel Consttuclion • p,- 2 

3. 1,7 Brady Road ResouJCt MMaglmtnl Facily- Cel Con•truction • p,- 2 

3.1.B Brady Road ReKU<e Mana;icmonl Fac:liy· Cel Conslnlttion • Phase 2 

3.1.9 Brady Road R........., 111a._en1 Face,• Cet Conslrudion • Pt,ese 2 

J. 1.10 Bra:!\' Road ReMUal Manag,fflmt Fadl!y. eel Conslrucllln - PNSe 2 

J. 1.11 Bra:ly Road RHOU!tll Manlglmanl Fadty • eel Con•IIIIC1i>n-P,_. 2 

3.1.12 Br.r.lyRoad Resowce M~ Fdty· CelCanstruclian-Phase 2 
3.1.13 ComprehanlliY9 lr,tegntod W..ta 11.ana;omonl Stnltogy (QWMS). 4R 1Nlnric 

TOTAL SOLID WASTE 

Resid-ol Calculali"" 
Residential s"""' 01 O...eq,menl-Reblod Coots 
ID V- Populati>nGlawth i, New Hwsng Unh 
iUredjlsted Par Uril Charvo 

Non-Aestdemlll call:,..•llan 
N=lw!esidonllol St,,re ot lln~Related Colts 
10V-G<-.in5-Metres 
Unad)atad Por 5cJJlla Metre C~ 

Non-Re1ldenllal Allocotlon 
10Ve•Gtow!llin~Motres . .._Otb 
10 v .. Growll1 h Scpn Mo1Ja1; lnslllulmnal 
10 Y•rGtowth in S...... Metres. CammordlmelarJ 
10 Ye• Growth n Scsa-e ,.._.. •. IIDISl!lal 
Office Per ~ ... etr. Charge (Unadju>ted> 
ln•-nal Per SQ,.. ... _.. Charge (tJna6u•tedl 
Common:iarllotal Pw ~ .. ,.._ Clwgo (Ur.a,t.,slod) 
lnc!US1rial Per S<l,an Melle C'-{Unedlultadl 
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TABLE1 

CITYOFWINMPEG 
DEVELOP.Ill ENT-REI.A TEP CAPITAL 1'11.00AAII 

GINA Cinntol ,, ...... P~)rd SubsldlalDlhll 
c .. , -.. .. d .. 

2017 s 2,500.000 S . s 
2017 s 2,100.000 S . s 
20111 s 2,200.000 S - s 
20111 s 2,300.000 S . s 
21119 s 800,000 S s 
2020 s 3.150.000 S . s 
2021 $ 2,960,000 S s 
20Z2 s 3, 11111.000 S . s 
2023 I 3,250,000 S . s 
21124 s 3,400,000 S . s 
21125 s 3,800,000 S s 
2026 s . s s 
2017 s 4.750.000 S . s 

s JA,600,000 S . s 

82% S2.-.3511 
107.740 
125.0S 

JI~ $1.11153,1131 
l.373,581 

SD.41 

320,530 
759.295 
455.S51 

1,1138.285 
22.3% S1.15 
21.11'11, S0.41 
21.~ so.:ra 
34.5'1, S0.31 

HEMSON 

Net lllellglbleCooll Dewlopment CoolllwRKD-
llunlclpal Rltplacamenl Rated Prior iDl7• Post 

Cost &BTE Cosb a,....u, 21121 :in21 

2,500.000 S 2.185,SJe S 314,44 S . s 314,414 S . 
2.100.000 S 1,835,850 S 264,150 S . s ~.,so s . 
2.2C0.000 S 1,923.271 S :Z78.1'2!1 S - s 278.723 S 

2,300,000 S 2,010,11113 S 2119,307 S . s 289,307 S -
600.000 S 524,529 S 75,471 S . s 75.471 S . 

3,850,000 S 3,385,725 S "4&1.275 S . s 414275 S . 
2,950,00D S 2,573,932 S 371,0!III S - s 371,1168 $ . 
3.100.000 S 2,710,054 S 389,938 S . s 389,11311 S 

3,250.000 S 2,1141.1911 S «lll,804 $ . s 409,104 S 

3.GJ.000 $ 2.972.321 s 427,1172 S . s -427.472 S -
3,!IID.000 S 3,147,171 S "'52,829 S s 4SU29 S . 

. s . s . $ . s . s . 
• 7511.00D s 4.152.511 S 597.482 S . s 597.-1112 S . 

34,-,ooo s 30,247,113 S 4,352,111 S - s 4,352,187 S . 
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TABLE 2 • PAGE 1 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CASHFLOW AND DETERMINATION OF REGULATORY FEE 

SOLIOWASTE 
RESIDENTIAL CHARGE 

(In SOOD) 

SOLID WASTE 2D17 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

OPENING CASH BALANCE SO.DO ($464.69) ($375,73) ($331.08) ($357.47) ($303.75) 

2017-2026 RESIDENTIAL FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 
• Solid Wasle: No11 1nna1ed S729.2 S171.8 S226.2 $300.3 $230.1 $241,8 
• Solid wasie: lnDaled S729.2 S175.0 S235.3 $318.ll $249.0 S2&6.9 

NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
• Populatio11 i11 New Ulltts 10,663 10,855 11,0M 11.272 11.424 10,291 

REVENUE 
• Charge Receipts: lnllaled S276.9 $287.6 $299.5 $310.7 $321.1 $295.1 

INTEREST 
• lnteresl on Opening Balance so.o ($25.61 ($20.7) ($18.2) ($19,7) ($16,7) 
• lnlerest on IB,ycar Trnnsadlcns (S12.4) S2.0 S1.1 ($0.2) $1.J $0.5 

TOTAL REVENUE $264.S $264.0 $279,9 $292.2 S302.8 $278.9 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE ($46,1.7) ($375.7) (S33U) ($357.5) ($303.7) (S291.8) 

[ Adjusted Charge Per Capita $25.971 

HEMSON 

2023 

($291.80) 

$253.5 

$285.4 

10,376 

$303.5 

($16.0) 

$0.3 

$287.7 

($289.5) 

2024 2025 

(1289.50) ($297.37) 

$265,2 $280.8 

$304.6 S328.9 

10,475 10,599 

$312.5 $322.5 

(S15.9) (516,4) 

S0.1 ($0.2) 

$296.7 S306.0 

(S297.4) (S320.3) 

Allocation of Capital Program 
Residential Sedor 

Non-ReSldenllal Sedor 

Rain for2016 
lnllallo11 Rale; 

2026 

($320.33) 

so.o 
so.o 

10,701 

$3321 

($17.6) 

SS.a 

$320.3 

so.o 

Interest Ra'le on Positive Balances 
Interest Rate on Nega!ive Balances 

TOTAL 

S2,69U 
Sl,893.0 

107,740 

$3,DB1.5 

(S166.7) 

(S1.7) 

$2,893.0 

B2% 

38% 

2.0% 
3.5% 

5.5'" 



SOUDWASTE 

OPENING CASH BALANCE 

2017-2026 MAJOR OFFICE FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 
• Solkl Waste: Non Inflated 
• Sold was1e: rnftated 

NEW MAJOR OFFICE DEVB.OPMENT 

• Growth In Squaie Metres 

REVENUE 
- ChaTge Receipts: lnftalNI 

INTEREST 
- lnleresl on Opening Balance 
- ln1erest on In.year Transactions 

TOTAL REVENUE 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE 

[ Adj11sled Cha,ue Per Square U.tre 

2017 

S0.00 

$99.5 

$99.5 

51,743 

S80.4 

$0.D 

!SI.I) 

S59.3 

IS40.2) 

S1.17 I 
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TABLE 2 • PAGE 2 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CASHFLOW AND DETERMNATION OF REGULA TORY FEE 

SOUDWASTE 
OFFICE CHARGE 

(In $000) 

2018 2019 2020 2021 21122 2023 

($40.17} ($23.58) (StB.27) [S10.38) (S5.87} (19.231 

S23.4 $30.9 $41.0 S3t.4 $33.0 S34.6 
S23.9 S32.1 $43.S $34.0 $36,4 $38.9 

35,567 31,780 42,145 30,851 25,970 28,639 

$42.A $38.8 $52.2 S39.0 S33.5 S35.0 

IS2.2J ($1.3) ($1.D) ($0.6) 1$0.3) (S0.5) 

SD.3 $0,1 S0.2 $0.1 (SO.I) (S0.1) 

$40.S $37.4 S51.4 S38.S $33.1 S34.4 

($23.6) (S1B.3) ($10.4) {SS.9) (S92) ($13.8) 

Allocalion of Capillll Piogram 
Residential Sedor 

Non-Resldenlial Sedor 

Ratesfor2015 
lnllallon R21e 
ln1emsl Rate on Poslllve Balances 
lnlert=sl Rate on Nega1m: Balanms 

HEMSON 

2024 

($13.77} 

$36.2 

S4U 

27,491 

S36.9 

($OJI) 
($0.1) 

$36.0 

($19.3) 

~% I 
311% 

I 
2.0% 

3.5% 
5.5% 

2025 

(S19.3S) 

S38.3 

$44.9 

24,778 

S33.9 

($1.1) 
($0.3) 

$32.5 

($31.7) 

202& TOTAL 

($31.71) 

SO.D $368.2 

so.a S394.8 

23,589 320,5JO 

$32.9 $404.7 

($1.7) (Si.5)' 

S0.6 (SD.4) 

$31.7 $394.11 

SO.D 

1::mspllt 
22% 

lnsttullonal 22% 

Comrnerdal/R, 21'11, 

I lrdllSllial J.4'11, 
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TABLE 2. PAGE 3 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CASHFLOW ANO DETERMINATION OF REGULATORY FEE 

SOLID WASTE 
INSTfTUTIONAL CHARGE 

(In $0001 

SOLID WASTE 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 202' 2025 2028 TOTAL 

OPENING CASH BALANCE $0.00 (SJ9.53) ($23.21) (S17.98) (S10.23) (SS.78) ($9.08) ($13.55) ($19.04) ($31.21) 

2017-2026 INST1lUTIONAI.. FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 
• Sord Waste: Non Inflated $97.9 $23.0 S30.4 $40.3 $30.9 S32.5 S34.0 S35.6 $37.7 so.o $362.3 
- Sol"d Waste: Inflated $97.9 $23.5 S31.6 S42.B $33.4 $35.B $38.3 $40.9 $44.2 so.o $398.4 

NEW INSTmmONAl DEVELOPMENT 
• Growth In &f!Jal9 Matras 122,572 94,253 75,284 99,835 73,081 81,520 83,104 65,123 58,690 55.832 759,295 

REVENUE 
- Charge Receipts: lnllated $59.4 S41.7 S38.0 S51.4 $38.4 $32.9 S34.5 $36.3 S33.3 $32.4 $39B.Z 

INTEREST 
• 1n1eres1 on Opening Balance so.o (S2.2) ($1.J) ($1.0) (SO.Ii) ($0.3) (S0.5) (S0.7) (SI.OJ ($1.7) ($9.3) 
- lnleresl on ~ear Transactions (S1.1J S0.3 SO.I $0.2 $0,1 ($0.1) (S0.1) (S0.1) ($0.3) S0.6 ($0.4) 

TOTAL REVENUE S58.4 S39.8 $36.B sso.s $37.9 $32.5 $33.9 $35.4 S32.0 $31.2 $3111.4 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE ($39.5) (S23.2) (SIB.OJ (S10.2) (SS.BJ ($9.IJ ($13.5) (Sl!tO) (S31.2) so.o 

[ Adjusted Charge Per Square Mem $0.48, Alloutlon of Capital Program Non-res Split 

Residentlal Sec:lar 82% Otrice 22% 
No!'f-Resldentiitl Sedor 38% lnsfibilional 2.2% 

Commen:ial/R, 21% 

Rams for 2016 Industrial 34% 
Inflation Rate 2.0% 

Interest Raia on Positive Balances 3.5% 
lnlerest Rate on NegatiVe Balances 5.5% 

HEMSON 



SOUDWASTE 

OPENING CASH BALANCE 

2017-2028 1NS11TUTIONAL FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

-sor1c1 was1e: Non lnllaled 
- Solid Waste; lnffaled 

NEW COMMERCIAL OEVELoPMENT 
• Gn>wlh in Square Metres 

REVENUE 
- Charge Receipts: lnllaled 

INTEREST 
- lntell!sl on Opening Balance 

- Interest on In-year Transadlons 

TOTAL REVENUE 

CLOSING CASH BALANCE 

I Adjusted Cha,vtt Per Square Metnt 

2017 

$0.00 

$95.5 

S95.5 

73,539 

$57.9 

$0.0 

($1.0) 

$58.9 

($38.5) 

-
SD.791 
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TABLE 2. PAGE 4 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CASHFLOW AND DETERMINA 110N OF REGULA TORY FEE 

SOLID WASTE 
COMMERCIAURETAJL CHARGE 

(ln $000) 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

($38.54) ($22.62) ($17.53) ($9.97) j$5.63) ($8.85) 

$22.5 S29.8 $39.3 $30.1 $31.6 $33.2 

$22.9 $30.8 $41.7 S32.6 $34.9 $37.4 

50.549 45,168 59,1198 43,846 36,910 37,850 

S40.6 $37.0 SSO.t $37.4 $32.t $33.8 

(S2. t) (Sl.2) (S1.D) (S0.5) ($0.3) (S0.5) 

S0.3 $0.1 SO.I SO.I (SO.I) (SO.I) 

$38.8 $35.9 $49.3 S38.9 $31.7 $33.0 

($22.6) ($17.5) ($10.Q) ($5.6) (SB.II) ($13.2) 

I AJlocadon of Capital Pn,gr.m 
Resid..-tlall Sedor 

Non-ResldenHal Sec!Dr 

Rlltn ror2011 
lnllllllon Rate 

lnlerast Rale m PDSl!ive Balanoes 
lnteresl Rate en Negative Balances 

REMSON 

2024 2025 2112& TOTAL 

1$13.21) ($18.56) ($30.42) 

$34.7 $38.8 so.o $353.2 

S39.9 $43.1 $0.0 $378.7 

39,071 35.212 33,498 455,551 

S35.4 $32.5 $31 .5 $388.2 

(S0.7) (SI.O) (St.7) (SI.I) 

(SO.I) ($0.3) $0.6 ($0.4) 

$34.5 S31.2 $30.4 $371.7 

($11.6) ($30.4) (SO.O) 

I Non-rn Split 

82% I Off'oce 22% 

38% Institutional 22% 

Commerdal/Ri 21% 

I I lnduatrial 34% 
2.0% 

3.5% 

!i.5% 
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TABLE 2 • PAGE 5 

CITY OF WINNIPEG 
CASHFI.OW AND DETERMINATION OF REGULA TORY FEE 

SOUDWASTE 
INDUSTRIAL CHARGE 

(In $000) 

SOUDWASTE 2017 2011 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2.02' TOTAL 

OPENING CASH BALANCE SO.DO ($62.20) (S36.52) (S2.8.30) ($16.09) (S9.09) ($14.29) ($21.32) ($29.96) ($49.11) 

2017-2026 INSmuTIONAL FUNDING REQUIREMENIB 
- Solid Was1e: Ncn lnfta!ed $154.1 $36,3 $47.B $63.4 $48.6 $51.1 $53.6 $56.0 S59.3 $0.0 $570.1 

- Solid Was1e: lnllated $154.1 $37.0 $49.7 $67.3 S52.G S56,4 $60.3 S64.4 $69.S $0.D $111.2 

NEW INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
• Gtowtll in Square Melres 296,738 203,971 182257 241,695 176,925 148,937 1s2.m 157,658 142,0IS 135,167 1,BlB.205 

REVENUE 
- Charge Receipts: lnftaled $93.5 $65.6 S!ra.8 sao.e S60..C S51.8 $54.2 $57.1 $52.5 SS0.9 $626.6 

INTEREST 
- ln1eres1 on Opening Balance so.a ($3.4) (S2.0) ($1.8) (S0.9) ($0.S) ($0.8) ($1.2) ($1.8) (S2.7) ($14.7) 

- ln1eres1 or, In-year Trauaciions ($1.7) $0.S S0.2 SD.2 SD.1 ($0.1) ($0.2) ($0.2) ($0.5) S0.9 (SD.7J 

TOTAL REVENUE $91.9 S62.7 $57.9 $79.5 SS9.6 $51.2 $53.3 SSS.7 $50.4 $49.1 $611.2 

CLOSING CASH BAI.ANCE ($52.2) ($36.5) ($28.3) ($16.1) ($9.1) ($14.3) ($21.3) ($30.D) ($49.1) $0.D 

I Adjtmtad Cll,irge Per Squan, Men $0.321 I Allocalfon of Capltal Program No!H9a Split 
Residential S•dor 62% Ollia! 22% 

Non-Residential Seder 38% I nstitu Ilona I 22% 

Commerdal/R, 2\% 
Rales for 2018 Industrial 34•4 

lnllation Rllle 2.0% 

rn1eres1 Rate on Poslllve Balances 3.5'!'. 

ln1erest Ra:e on Nega!iw Balanc,es 5.5% 

HEMSON 
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APPENDIX C 

15-YEAR BENEFITIING PERIOD SERVICES TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

This appendix provides the detailed analysis undertaken to establish the regulatory fee 

rates for Public Works services, which is anticipated to benefit development over the 

15-year period between 2017 and 2031. The City's Public Works department manages 

a range of transportation-related projects including active transportation facilities, 

roads, and bridges. 

This appendix contains a set of two tables. The tables provide the background data 

and analysis undertaken to arrive at the calculated regulatory fee rates, as described 

below. 

TABLE 1 2017 -2031 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

Based on the development forecasts presented in Appendix A, City staff in 

cotlaborntion with consultants, have created a growth-related capital forecast for 

Public Works that sets out the projects required to service anticipated development 

over the 15-year period from 2017- 2031. Most of the major projects in the capital 

program arc identified in the City's Transportation Master Plan, which is also based 

on growth to 2031. The gross cost of the program totals approximately $3.47 billion. 

This include a number of planned major road and bridge rehabilitations, widenings, 

grade separations, and extensions, as well as construction of pedestrian and cycling 

paths. 

To determine the regulatory fee share of the program, the project costs are reduced by 

any anticipated grants, subsidies or other recoveries. These amounts total $1.71 

billion. 

Other deductions include benefit to existing shares. Many of these shared have been 

identified by City staff as the portion of each project which represents improvements 

to existing infrastructure. Some projects involve both a road widening and 

reconstruction, in which case the cost of reconstructing existing lanes is estimated and 

identified as a benefit to existing share. These reconstruction costs have been 

HEMSON 
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estimated by City staff at $1.97 million per lane kilometre. Benefit to existing shares 
for this service total $711.46 million. 

Some projects included with the development related program have been recently 
completed, while several planned projects are anticipated to benefit development that 
occurred in the City over the 10-year period preceding 2017. These amounts have 
been deducted as "prior growth" shares, and total $165.11 million for this service. 

Finally, several large-scale and long-term road and bridge projects are included that 
are anticipated to benefit development that occurs beyond 2031. These "post-2031" 
benefits have been deducted based on population and employment shares between 

periods. 

The remaining development-related costs for recovery between 2017 and 2031 total 

$647.78 million. 

Calculation of the Unadjusted Regulatory Fee Rates 

The $647.78 in costs for recovery through regulatory fees is allocated among new 
residential and non-residential development to result in "unadjusted" regulatory fee 
rates. The term "unadjusted" regulatory fee is used to distinguish the charge that is 
calculated prior to cash flow financing considerations. The cash flow analysis is shown 

in Table 2. 

The first step in determining the unadjusted regulatory fee rate is to allocate the 
development-related net capital cost between the residential and non-residential 

sectors. In the case of Public Works services, development-related costs have been 
apportioned as 62 per cent residential ($401.63 million) and 38 per cent non
residential ($246.16 million). This apportionment is based on the anticipated shares 
of population and employment growth over the 15-year forecast period. 

The 38 per cent non-residential apportionment of the development-related net capital 
cost has been further broken down into four employment category apportionments 

based on anticipated shares of employment growth in each sector. The result is an 
apportionment of 22.3 per cent Office, 21.9 per cent Institutional, 21.4 per cent 

Commercial/Retail, and 34.5 per cent Industrial. 

HEMSON 
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Next, the residential share of the costs for recovery is divided by the forecast 

population growth in new dwelling units from 2017 to 2031 of approximately 156,200. 

This gives the unadjusted residential regulatory fee of $2,571.91 per capita. 

The non-residential developmenMelated net capital costs are divided by the 

forecasted increase in non-residential gross floor area (GFA): approximately 453,800 

square metres for Office, 1. 7 5 million square metres for Institutional, 644,900 million 

square metres for Commercial/Retail, and 2.60 million square metres for Industrial 

development. This yields an unadjusted charge per square metre of new development 

for each employment category: $120. 77 per square metre for Office, $50.17 per square 

metre for Institutional, $81.52 per square metre for Commercial/Retail, and $32.61 per 

square metre for Industrial development. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

A cash flow analysis is also undertaken to account for the timing of projects and 

receipt of regulatory fees. Interest earnings or borrowing costs are accounted for in the 

calculation. Based on the development forecast, the analysis calculates the regulatory 

fee rate required to finance the net development-related capital spending plan, 

including provisions for any borrowing costs or interest earnings on the reserve funds. 

An inflation rate assumption of 2.0 per cent is used for the funding requirements, an 

interest rate of 5.5 per cent is used for borrowing on the funds and an interest rate of 

3.5 per cent is applied to positive balances. 

The cash flow analysis is designed so that the closing cash balance at the end of the 

planning period is as close to nil as possible. Table 2 displays the results of the cash 

flow analysis. The adjusted or final per capita residential and per square metre (of 

GFA) non-residential regulatory fees are summarized below: 

PUBLIC WORkS 
SUMMARY 

2017-2031 Unadjusted AdJusll!d Adjusll!d Charge, 
Development-Related Capital Proiir.irr Chatge Charge Office lnslltulional Commcn:lal 

Total Net Recove ra hie $/capita S/sq.m $/capfu S/sq.m $/sq.m S/,q.m S/sq.m 
$3,471,887,115 $6-47,784,514 $2,571.91 S5l.54 $2,735.87 $53.80 $126.06 $52.36 $85.09 

REMSON 
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APPE>IDIXC 
TABLE I -PAOE I 

CITYOF-10 
DEVELOPIIENT.«EI.ATED CAPITAL PIIOGRAII 

a ..... Onnbl llot 
........ _ 

,....... Prajtc1 s1111.-iD111e1 .......... 11., .......... 
Coot Reconries Coot I.BTE111 
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APPEHOa e 
TABLE t. PAGE Z 

ClrYOF-NPEG 
DEVELOPMENT ollb.ATED CAPnAL PROGUM 
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APPENDIX D 

25-YEAR BENEFITTING PERIOD SERVICES TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

This appendix provides the detailed analysis undertaken to establish the regulatory fee 
rates for each of the services for the 25-year benefitting period provided by the City of 

Winnipeg. Five services have been analysed as part of this benefiting period: 

Appendix 0.1 Transit 

Appendix D.2 Fire & Paramedic Services 

Appendix 0.3 Police 

Appendix 0.4 Water 

Appendix 0.5 Wastewater 

Every sub-section contains a set of two tables. The tables provide the background data 

and analysis undertaken to arrive at the calculated regulatory fee rates for that particular 

service. An overview of the content and purpose of each of the tables is given below. 

TABLE 1 2017 -2041 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

Based on the development forecasts presented in Appendix A, City staff in 

collaboration with consultants, have created a growth-related capital forecast that sets 

out the projects required to service anticipated development over the 25-year period 

from 2017- 2041. 

To determine the share of the program co be recovered through regulatory fees, the 

project costs are reduced by any anticipated grants, subsidies or other recoveries, as well 

as "replacement11 shares and benefit to existing shares. Further, in certain cases a portion 

of costs has been allocated to "prior growth" to account for portions of projects which 

are deemed to benefit recent development which occurred in the City during the 10-

year period preceding 2017. 

The capital program less grants and other funding sources, any replacement shares or 

benefit to existing shares, and prior growth shares yields the development-related coses 
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that may be included in the regulatory fee calculation for recovery again,;t growth over 

the forecast period from 2017 to 2041. 

Calculation of the Unadjusted Regulatory fee Rates 

The section below the capital program displays the calculation of the "unadjusted" 

regulatory fee rates. The term "unadjusted" regulatory fee is used to distinguish the 

charge that is calculated prior to cash flow financing considerations. The cash flow 

analysis is shown in Table 2. 

The first step in determining the unadjusted regulatory fee rate is to allocate the 

developmenHelated net capital cost between the residential and non-residential 

sectors. For all 25-year benefitting period services, the development-related costs have 

been apportioned as 62 per cent residential and 38 per cent non-residential. This 

apportionment is based on the anticipated shares of population and employment growth 

over the 25-year forecast period. The 38 per cent non-residential apportionment of the 

development-related net capital cost has been further broken down into four 

employment category apportionments based on anticipated shares of employment 

growth in each sector. The result is an apportionment of 22.3 per cent Office, 21.9 per 

cent Institutional, 21.4 per cent Commercial/Retail, and 34.5 per cent Industrial. 

Next, the residential share of the costs is divided by the forecast population growth in 

new dwelling units from 2017 to 2041 of approximately 244,800. This gives the 

unadjusted residential regulatory fee per capita. 

The non-residential development-related net capital costs are divided by the forecast 

increase in non-residential gross floor area (GFA): approximately 737,700 square metres 

for Office, l. 75 million square metres for Institutional, 1.05 square metres for 

Commercial/Retail, and 4.23 million square metres for Industrial development. This 

yields a charge per square metre of new development for each employment category. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

A cash flow analysis is also undertaken to account for the timing of projects and receipt 

of regulatory fees. Interest earnings or borrowing costs are accounted for in the 

calculation. Based on the development forecast, the analysis calculates the regulatory 

fee rate required to finance the net development-related capital spending plan, 

including provisions for any borrowing costs or interest earnings on the reserve funds. 
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An inflation rate assumption of 2.0 per cent is used for the funding requirements, an 

interest rate of 5.5 per cent is used for borrowing on the funds and an interest rate of 3.5 

per cent is applied to positive balances. 

The cash flow analysis is designed so that the closing cash balance at the end of the 
planning period is as close to nil as possible. Table 2 displays the results of the cash flow 

analysis and provides the adjusted or final per capita residential and per square metre 

(of GFA) non-residential regulatory fees. 

HEMSON 
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APPENDIX D.1 

TRANSIT 

Winnipeg Transit provides public transit-services City-wide, and manages major rapid 

transit projects as well as the fleet of transit buses and inventory of mechanical and 

storage facilities. 

TABLE 1 2017-2041 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

The development-related capital program for Transit services totals $2.62 billion. This 

includes construction activity associated with six major new bus rapid transit corridors, 

the purchasing of additional transit buses, and the expansion of a mechanical and 

storage facility. 

A large proportion of this capital program is anticipated to be funded through grants 

form other levels of government, at $1.51 billion. 

The benefit to existing shares for projects under this service are based on the shares of 

present and forecast 2041 population and employment. This amounts to a total of 

$703.41 million. It is noted that this represents a conservative approach to the 

calculation of costs for recovery through regulatory fees. It is recommended that as 

information becomes available, the benefit to existing shares be updated to account for 

transit ridership projections for the existing population in comparison with ridership 

projections due to growth. 

Finally, the Southwest BRT corridor represents a recent project undertaken by the City. 

To account for this, a "prior growth" share has been assigned representing costs allocated 

to recent development over the previous 10 years. This amount totals $31.60 million. 

Costs for recovery through regulatory fees total $365.45 million. After residential and 

non-residential apportionments, unadjusted charges are calculated at $925. 72 per capita 

for residential development, $41.91 per square metre for Office, $17 .41 per square metre 

for Institutional, $28.29 per square metre for Commercial/Retail, and $11.32 per square 

metre for Industrial development. 
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TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

After cash flow considerations, both the residential and non,residential charges increase 
as shown in the following table: 

TRANSIT 
SUMMARY 

2017-2041 Unadjusted Adjustrd Adjust,d Charges 
Development-Related Capital Progr.m Charge Charge Office Institutional Commrrctal 

Total Nel Recoverable $/capita S/sq.m $/capita $/sq.m $/sq.m $/sq.m $/sq.m 
$2,61 s. 300,000 $365,446,506 S92S.72 $17.89 5987.01 $19.00 $44,53 $18.50 $30.06 

REMSON 

Industrial 

S/sq.m 
$12.02 
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APPENDIX D.1 
TABLE 1 
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APPENDIX D.2 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES 

Winnipeg Fire Paramedic Service is responsible for the provision of fire prevention and 

suppression, inspections, public education, and emergency response services. 

TABLE 1 2017-2041 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULA TORY FEES 

The development~related capital program for Fire and Paramedic Services totals $35.00 

million. This includes construction of new stations and expansions to two existing 

stations. 

No grants or other funding sources have been identified for these projects. With the 

exception of a 50 per cent benefit to existing share for the Sage Creek project ($2.50 

million), no amounts have been allocated to benefit to existing as the new and 

expanded stations are intended to extend Fire and Paramedic Services to future 

neighbourhoods. Since the Sage Creek project was recently undertaken by the City. 

and additional share, reflecting 10 years of prior growth, has been deducted from the 

costs associated with Sage Creek ($808,300). 

The remaining costs for recovery total $31.69 million. After residential and non~ 

residential apportionments, unadjusted charges are calculated at $80.28 per capita for 

residential development, $3.63 per square metre for Office, $1.51 per square metre for 

Institutional, $2.45 per square metre for Commercial/Retail, and $0.98 per square metre 
for Industrial development. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

After cash flow considerations, both the residential and non~residential charges increase 

as shown in the following table: 

FIRE & PARAMEDIC SERVICES 
SUMMARY 

2017-2D41 Unadjusted Adjusled Adjusled Charge, 
Developmen1-Related Capi1al Prograrr Charge Charge Office lnslllulfonal Commercial 

rn1al Net Recoverahle S/rapita Shq.m $/capila $/sq,m $/sq.m $/sq.m $/sq.m 
$35,000,000 $31,691,674 $80.28 $1.55 $90.43 $1.7S $4.09 $1.70 $2,76 

HEMSON 

Industrial 

$/sq.m 
$1,10 
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APPEJa•IU 
TABLEZ•PMIE 1 

CITYOFWNIIP'EG 
CASHl'LOWAIID DETERIIN.\flONOf RmlJLATOIIY FEE 

fllE & PAAAll£DIC !:&Ill/ICES 
RDIOENTW. CHARGE 

llnl-i 

Flll!&PARAMEIIICRIMCES n11 JOtl n,, - mt mu JIIZ3 m• ~ - 21127 - -
OPENING CASH~ SO.DO (Sl&.9"1 1127.112 (13.271A) ($2.:,5111'1) (U,lM.711 (Sz.5'1211) 111,13,1.n1 (SUJU2) (15.15111) jS,l,Ht.3$J (1,1,111&.") (13.l2I.05J 

Zlll7-2D41 RE311VnW.FINIINJ R!a~ ,o.o i •Fft&P...-s.,,-lcn.Not,lntlobd s•.o•u SG.ll sueo.11 SGJI SI.IIO.O SO.II .... ,u so.a SO.II "" SOP sa.o 
fire,. P...-..dic Sf:NIICIN I~ su•u so.a ss.110.• SU '2.DU.3 so.o SS.SIU so.o so.o so.e sa.o so.o so.o 

t,EW ll!;SIOEJ"'1AI. DEVEI.OP .. ENT 
.. Populal•inNew~ 1D.ln 1G.IS11 "-~ 11.272 11.4241 ID291 I0.371 10.•n 1D.5" 10.70! 1.SH ,.,,a t,IGI 

IIMN:JE 

SI.IOI.I I • Chqe Rtca,,11: - Sll&C.2 '1.lllll-2 $1,042.1 11.081.7 11.111.2 s1,cm., 11,054.a SI.OIi.i Sl,IZ:1.0 SI.ISIIC Sl.851.1 SIJIIO.S 

INTBtEST 
·1-ooep..,it,gBllol'lta SU (SU) m., (SHU! ISl2t.~ 11117.IJ) jSID.11) (StQl&) IS:11&.1) (1:J:11.1) (1210) lmlU) 
............ i,,,,. .. ,_ (SU) Slr.S CSIU.2) ..... !UU) lleJ) (112UI SIU SIU 120.2 111.5 SIU 

TOTM. IIEVEMIE ueu Sl.01'.0 H52.D 1121.7 11114.J S&SI.• snu S70l.7 sm.o ,$8!4,1 11111.l SHU , ..... 
C1.DSIN3 CA&ti BAL,V<cE (1811.1) rt/7]1) ($3,Z7t,') (12.lSD.7) (S:1,391,J) (11.541.31 (17.D4.J) (IUJU) (15.ISl.ll jS<.151.') (1',l!IU) (13,321.1) 

FIIIE&PARAICIDICSIIIIIICB me 1ml - JOU ta< Zllll - 2Dl1 zoo, - 20IO 21MI TOTAL 

OPEMNG CASH MUNCE ($2.313 .. ., (Sl.lSfl.1$1 (WJ.211) (15.-32) (15,115.711) (IU'ZU') (11.0U.1'J (15,15'.16) IS'.311Z.JZJ (ll,llllC.5$) (S2.U:UD) Cll.21&.IIG) 
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TOTALR£WNUE St.llZ7.5 11.116.t 1921.5 IIZJ.5 ~.l Sl40.2 11125.$ SUi.i SIMU II.DZ7.0 Sl,111.5 11.21&.1 Ul,1111.l 
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T"8U2•PAOE2 

CffYOF-0 
r.MHFI.OWAIIDDETEII .. NA~ OF UOULATOIIY Fa 

FIR!&PAIWIIEEIICNIMCU 
omcEctNOE ""_, 

mu;,, __ 
ZOff )1111 2111 2921 Jllll ;IIIZ2 2123 - ;125 - '1/QF - -

DPO.,O CASH IIAl,J.NCE so.oa ID.11 1223.21 (US.) .• ,, (ltn.1'1) (mU4) "23&.231 (IIDU1] ~ (17llt.511 (U75.R) P5•.5SJ ($ffl.)2] 

21117-~141 11,AJDR OfflC.EFlHIIJG Rll:IUI-EJITS 
•Fn&-S..looc-- 11&1.I IC.O ., ... IO.O suu IU •11.1 1:1.0 111.0 11.D SO.D tu SD.D 

·l'n&P•-.S-.:..:1•- 110.1 SO.D 1111'-I - 1214.7 so.o 1112.2 IU IO.O IO.O SII.D IOJI IOJI 

11£Ww..tOROffl:E DEVEU)PIIIENT 
-~rlS.-eMdr• 51.1'3 :15,517 11,7'0 '2,1'5 30,1151 25.S'IO 21J31 21.,11 2'.111 2Jb5e 2t.fll ZSJIM 25,413 
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TOTAL RE',91.£ 1212.1 StlU 1127.• 111111.l 1122-5 $100.7 112.D SII.S S7SA US.I , •.. SIU 11117.7 
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POLICE 

The Winnipeg Police Service provide protection services to the City. 

TABLE 1 2017-2041 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

The 2017 to 2026 development-related capital program includes costs associated with 

new police stations and headquarters, along with associated technology requirements. 
The capital program amounts to $231.18 million. 

Grant funding in the amount of $2.80 million has been identified in association with 
the new headquarters. Benefit to existing shares have been allocated primarily based on 

existing shares of population and employment compared to 2041, these shares total 
$186.97 million. In addition, as each of these projects is anticipated to benefit recent 

development, a prior growth share (for 10 previous years) has been deducted. This 

amount totals $13.44 million. 

The remaining $27.96 million in costs for recovery through regulatory fees is 

apportioned to residential and non-residential development. This results in unadjusted 
charges of$ 70.83 per capita for residential development, $3.21 per square metre for 

Office, $1.33 per square metre for Institutional, $2.16 per square metre for 

Commercial/Retail, and $0.87 per square metre for Industrial development. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

After cash flow considerations, both the residential and non-residential charges increase 

as shown in the following table: 

POLICE 

SUMMARY 
2017-2041 Unadjusted Adjusted Adjusted Charges 

Dcvelopmcn1,Rel:iitcd Capital Program Charge Ch;irgc Office lnsll1UUona I Commercial 

Total Net Recoverable S/capita S/sq.m S/capila S/sq.m S/sq.m S/sq.m S/sq.m 
S2J1 , 176,000 S27, 961,441 S70.83 Sl.37 $101.92 $1,96 $4.60 $1.91 $3,11 

REMSON 

Industrial 

S/sq.m 
$1.24 
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INTEREST 
-1rt- ... 0p·""'U- so.a {1120.2) (1117~ (1115.4) (SHU) (11D7.7) (SIDU) (11114.C) (1102.a) 11100.11 1$11.4) , ...... , (IH.2l 
·H•al..,~T..- ($511~ IU 112.7 '" 12.7 SU $2A ~ SU SL1 $2.4 '2.5 SU 

TOTAI.REVEMIE 1171.1 SU.I SlU IN.II Ml.I sa.s SK.2 $415 au au SUi &SI.I $51..Z 

Q.OSNJ C11$H IWANCE (12.1'5.t) ($2.llli.J) {S2.Dlt.l) ($2.ll)C.f) ISI.J5U) (S1.JJ2.l) [SUN.I) 111.154.11 Cll.820.T) (11,71UI (Sl,7CU) (11.&ts.2) (i!JU.11 

POUCI! - mt au - .... - - ZID1 - - - 2141 TOTAl 

OPENNa CASl1 IAI.ANCE (11Jl7.ot) (Sl,54l.1'2) 111.451.111 ISt.llll.Ml (ll.271.D4) 111,111.15) 1111.IDl.41) [SIDf.411 (S7SUS) 1191.m, (MOUS} (SZIUlj 

2017.aMI MAJOR OFFICE FU0411NG flSllllREIIEJIT 
__ , __ 

Ill.!> Ill.II so.a IO.D ao.a IU SU ID.JI so.a SU SO.D so.a u,IIU 
·-:Inlet .. ID.II 111..a $Q.D ID.I SU to.I SU SU Stl.D SU SU ID.D ~ 

IEW-ROFFIC&D!llaOl'MEilT 
.o,-.1ns.,.,-.. ·~ 21,4N 25,lll :11,1$4 27.42' 21.1n :1.1,151 21.512 21,111 21.241 21- 21,111 m,as 

R£YENJE 
·C.....,~:-ltd Illa.) "" .. SISS.7 1112,.1 1170.7 l1l5.l IIM.7 IIIISJI 1311,4 -.1 S21U inu 14,31<.D 

INTEREST 
•lrtonstonc.,....,.- (S!JO.J)) (114.1) (IID.21 (l1U) (ta.II (sntl 1157-11) IMS.II [ICU) ISl:l-41 ~ (111.7) 111,HUI 
•bc..-..,11>9_.T_ U.2 SU A.1 U,2 SU SU S13 Sl.4 '3.$ SU SU SU SIU 

TOTAL IIE\/ENJE 113.i sau SlU l1ot.5 l10U 1124.T SIU.0 1141..1 SIS.U 1171.3 $1N2 1211.5 12,11S.S 

Cl.OSIND CASH IWANCE Ill.Ml)) (11,451.1) 111,318.1) ISl.271.11 ISl,111.1) (S1.D311.S, ,-~ IS7SZ.8) (S-1) !MC'JI [.l:IU,51 ID.a 

I Mjflloll - ........ a.a-- -I ,-"'-......... 
,,._lljllll: 

11..Wonlel-r ~ Ollce :la 

-.-.is- - - 22'.4 Co- 21% _ .... ,. - :14'4 _ .. _ 
ui. 

-al- ... -·- J.5'.I, 

"*'al .............. - 5,5'.4 
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,.,PEICIIJto.:i 

TAlll.£2-PAGU 

CITY OFNNMl'Ea 
CASHnOW AND DETEII-TION OF REOUlAlOIIY FU 

l'OUCE 
l~LCHARCIE 

(lo-) 

POLICE 21117 311 211, 3120 2t71 2l2J ~ llD. 211H 21125 211Z7 21121 :im, 

OPl!-CASH~ $0))0 (A.1502) (S:.1C2111!) IR.IIIIUJ) !1Ul'U5) f$1,1%7.49l (ll,IOl.31) (11,167.74) (11,1206) 111.nu11 111.1110~1 (11.717.41) 111.1151.11 

21117-20U WJOJI Ol'J'ICI! FUNDNG REl:UIIIEMEN1S --=-- sz.nu 111.D ,OJI l.'>D so .• so.o 10.0 SOb SOb S0.11 SOb IO.O SO.II 

--;lnSole<f 12.327.7 IOA SO.II SO)I so.c SDI! ID.II I.DO so.a S0.11 10.Q so.a IU 

NEWt.lA.JOR OFFICE IIEVB.DPIENr 
--ioS-tUna 122.572 um 7~14 111.llli 73,1111 Cl,521) 13,104 65,123 SUIO $Sjll2 51.134 s, .... Ill.lit 

REVENUE 
• Clll,gt -"1a: 1r411..i '™' 1164.:I 1149.7 UDU $1$1.2 S121Jt 1135.ll 11Cl.O SUl.5 1127.J l1J7~ Sl41.3 ""·' 
INrEREST 

--.~ o,.,w,g 8 ....... sa.o (111l.:ll (IUU) (S1UI) ruco.51 (111lll.O) (SIOU) 111'2.7) 11100.,1 (INJl •••ii (SM.5) (111.7) 

._.._.11nJn.,c•T~ ISS7.I) 12.!1 IU U.5 12.11 12.3 U,4 SZ.5 sz.:i R.l RA :12.S SU 

T07AI. R£\IEN.E Sll'-7 , .... S:,IIJ m.s 14$,4 121.1 lll.7 S4U SU• $11.2 $42.0 sou 157.l 

CI.OSINO CASHBAV.NCE (12,1SUI (12.IC:Z.1) 112.CIIS.l) l11.97lll !IUZ7.5l CII.IOIA) (11.11&7.7) 111.12511) (11,791.1) (11,1'0.:I) (Sl.717.4) 111.MUI (11,110.1) 

-.:E - 2011 21112 2013 J.lllC au - m1 ml ., a• -· TOTAL 

OPENIN:.CIP.SH~ (Sl,110.U) [11.511.01) (11,415.41) (11,lSUI) (11.2$4.7D) [$1,I~ (11.0IUI) (IU7.cl) ($740~ (IS7U11I [l40l.11) (1210,11) 

2017~1 WJOR0FflCEFU1ClNGREoUIRBl£NIS 
-Pob;llan- SILO $0.0 SOO IDII 10.C IOO 13.0 11111 SO .I! so., 10.0 so.a 12,127.1 ....... , ...... ~ SILO SO.II ID.II so.a MU> so.a 10.0 so.a so.a so., so.a SC.II S2.2Z7.1 

t.EWt.lA.JOR OFFICE DEVE101'1ENf .,.._.,_.,._ 11.m 15.116 PJSO ... ~ $4.Jl;I M.m •UN 07.$41 "'·"" 119.217 '1l.1n 70.W 1,7'7,SOS 

R£VEHUe 
-a-v.R-c,,a,-• ,m.• S1M2 $153.:Z S17i,<I SITU 11112.3 111! 1 S19U S1tt.:z UGU '211.S UIU S,UU.t 

!NTEJIEST 
• -.,onOpea;og !Wooa (SUJI) 11n.s1 isru1 (S7U) ttel-'1 IJaU) ISS&ll !S'I.IJ (S40,7) (SlU) CS?UI (SIU) 111,111.9) 
-L"8"1on~ot1.-,. 13.1 l2-ll '27 ll,1 Sl.0 $l.2 ll.2 si., SU IU 13.1 UJ ltU 

TOTAL REVENJE uu sa:u ITU $107.& S11111.1 J122.7 11:12.J 114U Jl&u 1111.S 1113.t S21U IUll',f 

CI.OSING CA$i 8"\MC& (11./llt.D) rs1.•lu1 (Sl.:1$1.5) ($1.250.7) (JI.IQ.$) (11.0IU) (Sq7JI) IS7C0S, (Un.1) 11'1,u1 ~10,1) (IJIJI) 

1.-...w,:i,.,, . ...,....,_.11_ "~I 1-aleapllll ..... _ -·""' ~-s. .... - ea.. 2Z'$ 
Nan-Rnidml.ll St~ se ... - 2:2 ... 

c. .... - 21'14 

RMal1ot20tl .-111 )«% 

In-Ra ... Ullo 
~ Ratl 11'1,....,_ IWMcn u ... --··""'-- S.S'II 
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APPENm.lU 

TAaLE 2 • ~,UIE • 

CITYOl-~EII 
CAsHFI.DW AIG DETEJUINATICINOF REaUI.ATOlff FEE 

POUl:E 
cOWIDICIIWREtllll. ctl4ltOI 

l•SNII 

POLICE a11 2111 211' - »zt au an m, - - 211%1 - -
Ol'ENNOCASHIW.Neli SO.Del (SU9TJIZ) IW)IUI) cu.a1u,} 1$1.121.42! (It .111.11) c11.au.rc1 (lt.1:10.M) (11,719»1 Clt.7'-.HI (ll,71U21 C$U7c.:!I) 1$1,m.11 

2117-3141 IMJOROf'l'ICE,- ~QUREMENTS 
-P-t,1anh-.i U,20.:1 Ill.a SUi Ill.a SO.II SU $11.D l8JI SO.a l8JI so.a l8JI so.a 

-?-:lobN 12l!lt.3 SO.II SU SOJ SIi.ii so.o IO.I SCUI SO.D so.a SOJI ".o SU 

18\' WJOR OfflCE DEI/El.CPMENT 
-~ln8cplf1Mn• T.1,539 SCl541 4S,1SI 59,111 U,&48 ll.11D 17.IP 31.011 ».Zt2 !3,411 3!,llO 35- 31.Z)t 

REVE&JE 
·~"-:lolotod SZ2U SIII0.2 1141.0 1117.S IH7.4 1121.1 11:12.4 1131.4 11211.2 Sl24A lllU 1111.7 11'2.7 

INltREBT 
_,,._ ... ci,...,,.- laJI (111U) (Stt2.7) 1$1111.7) (ltOU) (1111).4) (lltlll] (S1m.:I} [187.S, (191.1) , .... , 1112, II csauj 
•lnlnm onlr>i'U•T- '""·I) 12.1 SU Sl.5 IZJI SZ.2 12.3 ~ 1U 12.2 12.3 SU 12.1 

lOTALREWUE ltJU $t1.1 US.I 1111.2 "4.2 A5.4 132.1 Ml.7 SJU 1305 ,., ... .... , ISU 

ClOSltlG CASH~ il2.IIS7JII (SZ.D4UI (12.Jlllal C$Ul3.4J ,11 .. t1,~ ($1.1$1.l] (11.IZG.f) (11,ffl.2) 111,741.1) cs1.nu (IU7UJ (IIJm.31 (11,510.5; 

- - 2U1 111D - -.. 29SS 2111, 2DS7 zma mt - 2041 TOTAi. 

O?ENMGCASHBM.<NcE (11.519.$%1 (ll.41D.M) (lt,.11UI) (11,.124.45) (11.2tt.:III (lll,11Ul] ($194.34) ~.Ill) Cffl2,D4) (ISIS.1l] {Sll3.Dt) CSZ04.l!J 

2017~1141 M.UlR OFF1CE F1IIIDING R£QUl!£UENIS ·--h- SU I0.0 l8JI so.o SD.0 sa.o $&JI SOJI IO.D IO.O l8JI IU $!,».:I ·-In- AJI 111.D so.o 1111.1 1111.0 SDJI S4ll l8JI IO.O t:,.0 so.o UJI Sz.a,.:1 

NEW W..OR OFFICE DEIIEl.CPUENT ·-·s..---- 43JQ4 »- 35,721 41,IICII 3Ul5 '11,054 40,IIClt ,un 4t,OC3 41,510 '2.to5 42.511 ·~ 
REIIENJE -awwo•·-·- Sl7U SIIO.t 11411.4 S17U 1111.1 lt17.1 1111.1 sin.a SIIIU 11•• S21l$.2 1212.A 14,121.0 

IIITEJIEST --... ~- (SIU! (M1.5) (177.ll) 1sn"' (Mt.I) !SIU) ($114.7) (Mt.I) [Sll,1) 11111.11 (121.S} 1111.l) ($1,171.1) 

~lnttl'l:II: on I"""• TrlNaCioftl 1111 SU IU 13.1 13.11 "·' w SU nA 13..5 $J.S 111.7 112.1 

fOtAL flE\l£WI! SIU Sll.5 175.D 1185.1 SIUSA Slll.8 Sl:rt.5 1142..1 11!5U 1172.JI ., .. .2 s:zao 12.lU.:1 

ClOIINGCASH8"UINCE , .. ....,.,, 111,.119.5) (11,.124.5) ($1,ZIU) p1,11U1 (AIU) ($11 .... , (S7ZZJI) ($51$.1) (i:ln1) 11204.1) IDJI 

-
l,W)n .... Ch_ ......... _ 13.111 1-·· Clpllal""'9 ... 

_..., ~-- ~ Olloe 22'K ---· :IN - ~ 

~ 21% 
llalnb:11111 trdllllul :S,',l ·--: 2.11'1', 

.,..,.., lb_.,,. .... a.a.nc.s l.N 
lnlttnlAn .. ,.,.,..._ 55,. 
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Al'PEIOlCD..3 

TAlll.£Z,PADU 

CITYOF WINMl'EO 
CA~AND DETUUIINo\1ION D1'~EG~1'0lff FE£ -IUDUSTRIAL CJIARDE 

fin AIOI 

POUCI! ZDl7 ZDII ZDl1 ZIIJII ZllZ'I ZIIZZ ZDD ZGZ4 - ZDZI ZR7 - -
CP8'11D c:.oslf ~E so.m fU.lM.70) (P.101.ll) [SJ,$Jl2l CSJ.1:MAII [Slll3l.t2) [12.HU,1) [S2,lll.OC) 1s:i.111.m jt,,IIU5) IS2)7l).01) (111112.!J) [SZ.GU5l 

ZlttMOO IMJCR OfFIC2; fUoQND IIEQU!lta!EHTS ·--In- 13)111:U, S).D IO.D SU $0.0 IO.O I0.11 so.o $a.a $OJI so.o SOD Sl.O 
·Poko:lnllled 13,162.1 I).II IOJl IOJl $0.D so.o SD.D so.a SU ., .. SIi.ii SO.D S).D 

IIEW ILU'.lA Ol'RC£ DBIB.1)PM£NT 

•Cir..olP'l~Un- :1111.131 31,111 112.251 1<1.GS 111.12$ 1'1.iil7 152.m t51,151 H2J)H tl5,ll7 u2.sa, 1"'1,ltt t"6,1N 

REVENJE 
-Cha,goR,...-,.,._ 1361.T 1251.S 12JU UIU snu S2MJ S21H S225.D $2116.9 ~ .r $211,1 1222.:1 S2JH 

MEIIE$T 
•lnleres.t on OpcN!g a.~ IOJI CSII~ !SIii.i) 1$111.1) IStn.1) (1111.J) [SHU) ISHU) (SIS1.., [S1$5.1) 111!52.•) [St•U) (SI ... C) 

- .. ,,,.,. .. 1.__ ... ISIO.c:)- $,I.$ $,IJ Sl$ s.:.t 13.& Sl.1 Sl.t SU IU 13.1 1311 $,1.0 

TOTALM~ 1271.t S7U SS7.S $10.$ S71 •• $,'1,1 SSl.D SSH W.$ $-19.2 $117.$ S77JI '90.0 

CLCSIND CASH IIAt.AACE (Sl.JM.7) (SJ.JGl'.ll [SJ,2$0.JI) (13.104.$) [Sl~t) [U,112..D) [S2,llt t ) [$2,171.1) CS2.ltl.2) In.TIO.I) 1n.lU2.$) CSU:Z•.I) (U,$J4.I) 

POUCE a3Q WI ZDU :Im - - 2G:la 21137 JOH 21119 - 2'141 TOTAL 

DPENt.C CAsN IWANC:E (R.Sl4.!III) [SZ,ltG.32) ~.Ill [SZ.117.Tll [S!,161.11) 111.1'7.M) 1$1.104.111 [Sl,115.13) [Sl ,tlUI) (S112.1S) .-.• 1) [SJJO-") 

ZDl7--l!Mt WJOROFFICE FUIOIIGREQ~REl,IEHIS ---In- $0.0 SO.JI so.a so.a S0.0 SOD IO.D so• IO.O so• so.a $11.D Sl,MU 
•Palnlnllltd so.o $0.0 so.o $(!JI so.a SO.) so.a SU SO.D SO.II IO.O so.o U,MU 

-WJaR omcE CE\lllDl'MENT 
-G,o,,11,lnS-Mtn. ll'J,647 151- 1iU,111 IU,<JS t51.l&I 161.UJ ,si ... , 113J12 1'UIJ ,sr.n, l&UN 1T1.5l& Ulll,DI 

~ 
-C-V,,-,tololed 1111.1 12555 u,11 SZ;IZ.] nn.1 5210 5212..2 DIii,) IJ1U UZ:1.2 SJ.U.1 UU.1 U,IIU 

INlEREST 

·-·· Cpoolng-
ISlll.C) !IIJl.51 1St2<.2) [Sl17Ji) (SIDl.2l (l!la.J) iS&L3) JSTUI j$6<.1) 15!0.2) IUU) [S11.2) IU.Dll..,i 

·l•rcsi-~rTra....,,_ 5,1.1 SU $4.2 .... ,. .. 55.D Sl.l Sl.l IU SS.I 15.1 a.o uu 

TClAI. AE\'l!WI: SH<.e StJU 1121.1 515U 51702 SIU.II $209.1 52JII.A $253.J $.211.1 uc:u UJO.I U,IIU 

Q.0$ING CASHaALIWCla [$2.ll0.3) Cl2.2SU) [S2.IJ7.1) (11,1151.1) c11.m.J1I [IIJID4.1) [S1.ltSJ) [SUSl.4) (1'12.2) Ckl4.5J [SJJO.I) (SD.O, 

I Adjudod 0..,.. '-S.-111- IUCI , ,._ olea,llal , ....... -S.Jt. 
Rtsiftdal SedoJ - a.. ~ 
~111Stm, - - 22% 

Canw"IIR~ 2111 
....... zt. - JOI 

1 ... -M,.: 2."" 
lruM&I Raa on~ Balat1r: .. I .S"' 
ir..-1R•onN<-.-.. S.5'1. 
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APPENDIX D.4 

WATER 

Water services are managed through the City of Winnipeg's Water and Waste 
Department. 

TABLE 1 2017-2041 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM ANO 
CALCULATION OF THE "UNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

The devclopmenHelated capital program fur Water services totals $310.87 million. 

The majority of the program accounts for a new water treatment plant which was 

constructed in 2009, but provided capacity to accommodate new development through 

the 25,year benefitting period. Other major projects include an extensions and 
upgrades to two water mains to serve future growth. 

No grants, subsidies, or other recovery amounts have been identified. City staff 

identified benefit to existing shares of 7 5 per cent for the water treatment plant and 50 

per cent for an upgrade to the Transcona water main. These amounts total $227.97 

million. An additional $22.50 million was deducted from the costs associated with the 

2009 water treatment plant to account for benefits to development that occurred prior 
to 2017. 

Resulting costs for recovery over the 2017 ,2041 benefitting period total $60.40 million. 

This results in unadjusted charge calculations of $153.01 per capita for residential 

development, $6.93 per square metre for Office, $2.88 per square metre for Institutional, 

$4.68 per square metre for Commercial/Retail, and $1.87 per square metre for Industrial 

development. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANAL VSIS 

After cash flow considerations, both the residential and non,residential charges increase 
as shown in the following table: 

REMSON 
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WAT£R 
SUMMARY 

2017-2041 Unadjusted Adjusted Adjusted Charges 
Development-Rel~ted Capital Program Charge Chuge Office lnslllUllonal Commercial Industrial 

Tocal Net Recoverable $/capita S/sq.m $/capita $/sq.m $/sq.m $/sq.m S/sq.m $/sq.m 
$310,060,000 560,403,580 S15J.OI S2.96 S2T9.70 $4.23 S!l.92 $4.12 $6.70 $2.68 
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- Prv)ectDnc,tptloo lnlng 

I.C WATER 

1,1.1 W•1t1 Trc•trneflt Pla:nl c,pac1yValdltic11 7C11 

•• 1.2 Sa:Sblc:h~nAYsr.ut Water Main 21117 

1.1.3 Tron>cono water Maa, Rtab•"1~ 21111 

1.1.4 Wll<f Trulmtnt Pllnl (P,,11 pro)Od) 2C17 

TOTAL WATER 

lltoldt-lCllcull-
~tntial Sha• of Dewbp-n~n~e'-d CDS!! 52'1. 
2SYearPopoll1ionG.row!21;.,Ne,,1io.sa,g1Jna 
~P.,llnlC111,ge 

---Cllc'*llon 
lbft.R1-n1111~h- DlllcwelDl)menMl1lllltd Costs 3-11, 

2S Ye• Gtawl~ In &qrart Mt1rn [tNdjust,d , __ le Metre a.2: 

Non.fle110orwlalAlaca-
25 Year G-• • Squan Me ... , Major Office 
25 Year GnM1:t in Squan Mdres: lnltfluO:inal 
2S Yu, Gn>wt• l'I Squon Me1tn: Ccrnmerdal'Rotol 
2S v ear a.-. lo &quan Me11u: IIIIUJtllll 
Office Pat s,quaro 1.1111'1 Clla'IIO lll-i,.lld) 22.311, 
ln<llullonal Per 5-e I.le~• °"'VO ~lled) 21.1% 
Cammen:iorllltol Per Sq~ l.lctre c.,_ ~al) 21.,11, 

llndust.1111 Pel 6-ro Metro Cllo'IIO Ill-~ 34.51' 
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Al'l'£NDIXD.4 
TABLE t 

CINOf-Nll'EO 
DEVELOPMEllT ~TD> CAPITAL PROOIIAM 

Oras1 I Grll'iSI 
Nit 

Prvjlct hi. .... 1/0tlltt ... ,.,.. .... 
Coll 111 .. , ......... cast 

s ,so.coo I . I 1so.ooa 

I •.no.coo s . s •.130.DDO 

s 5.7t•um s . s 5.718,0DII 
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..._11c-
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'IIT1: 

I I 

s I 

s Utt.ea> s 
s 2Z5.D75.DOO s 

s 110,111,mo s . s S10,III.- I w,11,,000 s 

137,'150.ZID 
244,757 
11Sl.D1 

UUS3,:!IIO 
7.?M.241 

12.n 

n1,ns 
1,7'7,505 
1,041.442 
4,%13,599 

$U3 
IUI 
14.11 
11.17 

HEMSON 

00..to-nl CaotolorRcc,,-
Rllalod Prior Z01T• Post 

-=- Dl<Mh 2041 2'41 

150.001! I . s 150.000 S . 
,~.oco s . I ,.'30.= s 

2'"4.000 s s UIM.= S . 
75.825.IIJO s 22.411S.4ZO s 52.S2t.li1W S . 

IZ,Ht,DOO S 2%.415,'20 S u,002.sao s . 
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APPENDIX D.5 

WASTEWATER 

Wastewater is managed through the City of Winnipeg's Water and Waste Department. 

TABLE 1 2017-2041 DEVELOPMENT-RELATED CAPITAL PROGRAM AND 
CALCULATION OF THE uuNADJUSTED" REGULATORY FEES 

The development-related capital program for Wastewater and Stormwater totals $1.18 

billion. Large amounts are included for major upgrades and expansions to three sewage 
treatment plants, including that of the West End Sewage Treatment Plant (WEWPCC) 
project which was undenaken in 2008 but is expected to service growth new 

development over the 2017-2041 period. The capital program also includes 

construction of two interceptor sewers. 

Provincial and federal grants totalling $267 .68 are anticipated to help fund costs 
associated with the three sewage treatment plants. City staff have identified benefit to 

existing shares ranging from 68 to 93 per cent of the net municipal costs of these plants. 

These amounts total $656.07 million. For the 2008 WEWPCC initiative, an additional 

amount of $419,100 has been deducted to account for prior growth. 

The remaining costs total $253.00 million. After residential and non-residential 

apportionments, unadjusted charges are calculated at $640.88 per capita for residential 

development, $29.01 per square metre for Office, $12.05 per square metre for 

Institutional, $19.58 per square metre for Commercial/Retail, and $7.83 per square 

metre for Industrial development. 

TABLE 2 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

After cash flow considerations, the residential and non-residential charges increase as 

shown in the following table: 

WASTEWATER 
SUMMARY 

2017-2041 Unadjusted Adjusted Adjusled Charges 
l)evelopment-Relatecl Capital Progran Charge Charge Office ln,tltullonal Commercial 

Taal Net Recoverable $/capita S/sq.m S/capila S/sq.m S/,q,m $/sq.m S/sq.m 

51,177,172.000 $252,998,355 $640.88 $12,38 $790.87 SlS.42 $36.14 $15.01 $24.40 

HEMSON 

Industrial 

$/111,m 
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A~PENDIX 11.5 
To\Bl.E 1 
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